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Ethiopia exports more than coffee:  
Oromo refugees, fear and destitution in Kenya. 
 
 
 
 
Summary 
 
In an intensive two week investigation into health and security needs of Oromo refugees in 
Kenya, 58 were interviewed in Kakuma and Dadaab camps and in two estates in Nairobi.  
 
Refugees reported very high levels of torture and rape in Ethiopia. Out of 27 men who were 
interviewed, 25 had been detained and 20 (80%) of former detainees had been tortured. Out 
of 31 women interviewed, 16 had been detained. Nine (56%) of these had been raped in 
detention. One other was raped by a soldier in her home. 
 
The refugees complained of excessive delays in status determination by UNHCR, often due 
to repeatedly postponed appointments, and voiced their frustration in waiting long periods for 
resettlement opportunities. They believed that other groups were more successful in being 
resettled, sometimes using false Oromo identities. Although instances of this undoubtedly 
occur, it was not possible to confirm whether or not there is a significant difference in the 
rates of resettlement between groups. UNHCR has an impossible workload and in many ways 
copes admirably under difficult circumstances. Means of distinguishing genuine Oromo 
claimants were explored. 
 
The main problems expressed were related to security and mental health. Refugees in 
Kakuma, especially unaccompanied women, lived in fear of attack by thieves and rapists. In 
the Dadaab camps, racist abuse and violence from Somalis severely restricted economic and 
social life. Misery and mental ill-health were worse in the camps than in Nairobi. 
 
Insecurity from police is possibly declining in Eastleigh estate, Nairobi, but theft and rape 
remain serious problems, again most severely affecting unaccompanied women. Security 
threats from agents of the Ethiopia government are much more severe in Nairobi than in the 
camps. Some reported threats are due to fear and paranoia. Others are invented in order to 
promote chances of resettlement. However, significant and serious security threats from those 
acting on behalf of the Ethiopian government are common and affect large numbers of 
refugees. Detailed accounts of the refoulement of five mandated refugees and an account of 
three awaiting refugee status determination were recorded. 
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Elders came to the camp and promised government officials that he would have nothing to do 
with the OLF. On his release, he signed an agreement that he would forfeit his life if he was 
found to be involved with the OLF or if there was any OLF activity in the area, he would be 
restricted to his immediate surroundings, would report and sign on every month and would 
inform and get permission from the authorities to attend weddings and funerals up to 25 km 
away, but no further. He was forbidden to attend meetings. If he attended weddings, someone 
was sent to listen to what he said and report on who he spoke to. 
 
He delayed fleeing to Nairobi until 2000 because of concerns leaving his large family. He 
finally left, fearing repercussions from the nearby killing of eight soldiers by the OLF. 
 
Hassen was awarded mandate status in 2001. He says that UNHCR helped with his health but 
when he went to review his mandate three years ago he was told to write an application to 
renew it, which he did.  
 
'They told me they would phone me. I went last week to UNHCR and they said they could 
not help me anymore. I asked what the problem was but they couldn't tell me. When I asked 
again, they told me to fill in another application, so I did.' 
 
'We came here with fear for our life. We live under the same fear here. My problem is one 
that all Oromo have. We fear the police and Mungiki [see Security], because they kill even 
children. We fear many agents of the Ethiopian government, people who come and go. I 
know at least five who are coming here.' 
 
'Especially those who work with the Oromo community are listed. We receive threatening 
phone calls. I checked with Safaricom and they are calls from Mandera [a border town with 
Ethiopia]. I received four such calls in the last year. When we complain to the Kenyan 
government, they say they are told by the Ethiopian government that we are the trouble 
makers.' 
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In Nairobi, she worked as a maid in a house, but it was difficult with her child and her 
employers were getting angry. She married a man she met at UNHCR but he was resettled a 
few months later, in 2005. She now has a four year old child from him, but he has stopped 
contact with her because of unfounded rumours of infidelity.  
 
In March 2008, at 6.00 a.m., at Mulango Kupa in Eastleigh, on her way to UNHCR (early 
because of the queues), she was grabbed by an Amhara-speaking Ethiopian and a Kenyan and 
taken to a small room in a garage warehouse where they both raped her. She was left by them 
at the warehouse. She believes they had been watching her and knew that she lived alone 
with her children. She now shares a room with other single women. She reported being 
followed and harassed still. 
 
Ragatu survives by selling tea and is forced to walk around alone, despite being frequently 
propositioned for sex. 'There is no time that I am safe' she said. 'My great worry is for my 11 
year old child.' 
 
She attended school but stopped in 2008, at grade 5, because she could not afford to continue. 
 
'In June 2010, a man knocked on my door asking for sex. I refused. Later that morning, he 
attacked me and broke my thermos flask. I reported it to the police and to Kituo cha Sheria. I 
left my young child with a neighbour so that I could go to sell tea. He fell and cut his head. It 
is difficult to work and look after children. I am very worried about my 11 year old.' 
 
18.9.10. Hassen Sheikh Bashir Dade, 55, Arsi Negele. 

 
He was a farmer and owner of shop and restaurant, a 
known elder serving the community in his area. 
Hassen was first detained in 1992, six months after 
the OLF were forced out of the transitional 
government. He was held and tortured for four 
months in Negele military barracks. In 1993, eight 
months after his release, he was detained again in the 
same place and again tortured for five months. 
 
His torture consisted of immersion of his head in 
water and having a one litre bottle of water suspended 
from his testicles, in addition to being beaten with 
wooden staves. His mouth was gagged with cloth, 
tied in place with electric cable, and he was 
questioned and immersed every few minutes until he 
fainted. As soon as he regained consciousness, his 
head was forced under the water again. This was 
carried out twice each week throughout both episodes 

of detention and each session continued for two hours. During each two hour session, the 
bottle of water was hung from his genitalia until he was returned to his cell. He was forced to 
stand and sit repeatedly to feel the weight. 
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Introduction 
 
They come and ask questions but what is the effect?  
 
The research was undertaken with the aim of raising the profile of problems faced by Oromo 
refugees in Kenya. It is often a necessarily bleak and miserable history. It is a story that must 
be told and is not intended to be comfortable reading.  
 
I wish to emphasise the profound respect I have for the dignity and resilience of those with 
whom I spoke in Kenya. The research was humbling and inspiring.  
 
In the course of the interviewing process, it became obvious that many refugees felt a need to 
tell their story and express their frustration and anguish. I hope this was therapeutic in itself, 
but am concerned that by causing refugees to revisit past traumas and to dwell on current 
anxieties and frustrations, I may have left them more traumatised. If that is the case, I hope 
that the positive effects of this study will offset this discomfort. 
 
Background 
 
The extent of human rights abuse in Ethiopia is documented by annual reports of Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Watch and the US State Department. Other reports by Human 
Rights Watch1 and the Oromia Support Group2 include many detailed accounts of individual 
violations of basic human rights. 
 
The number of Oromo asylum-seekers in Europe and North America has mushroomed since 
1992 but the majority who have escaped persecution in Ethiopia have fled to neighbouring 
countries, where many have been subject to killings and refoulement.  
 
In the course of the present study, I spoke to a refugee who had been subject to refoulement 
from Djibouti and I interviewed others who had seen recognised refugees killed and 4000 
sent back to Ethiopia from Djibouti in 2004. I heard an Oromo describe many drowning on a 
sea crossing from Puntland to Yemen, and others being refouled from Yemen to Ethiopia.  
 
Refugees who had travelled from Somaliland within the last month told me about the 
refoulement of their colleague, a mandate holding refugee, from there and the continuing 
insecurity of about 1600 Oromo UNHCR mandate refugees because of a heavy Ethiopian 
troop presence there. They also reported about 3500 Oromo refugees, mostly with UNHCR 
mandates, in Bosasso, Puntland.  
 
Oromo refugees who came from Somalia to Kenya estimated there were 50,000 Oromo in 
Somalia, including about 15,000 in Mogadishu. They said 'Many have been killed by 

                                                           
1 For example, One Hundred Ways of Putting Pressure: Violations of Freedom of Expression and Association in 
Ethiopia. Human Rights Watch. New York. 24 March 2010; Suppressing dissent: human rights abuses and 
political repression in Ethiopia’s Oromia region. Human Rights Watch. New York. 10 May 2005. 
2 For example Reports 42, August 2006; 43, August 2007; 44, August 2008, 45, March 2010, Oromia Support 
Group, Malvern, UK.  
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some money from her uncle she fled via Moyale to Nairobi, from where UNHCR took her to 
Dadaab. She got married in Ifo camp. 
 
She complains of insecurity because of the Somalis. 'The Somalis say we are pagans. Even at 
the water tap. After us, they insist on washing the tap, saying pagans have used it. They say 
we are animals. There is no Oromo only block. Oromo Muslims and Christians live together 
OK, but they don't consider us as human beings.' 
 
'There is a risk but not much. But if you buy something, they tell you to put the money down 
on the table. They do not take it from your hand. Then they throw the change at you.' 
 
'We are unable to dress culturally. We can't express our culture. If we celebrate, they are 
more hostile.' 
 
18.9.10. Ragatu Harun, 34, Obora, near Deder, E. Hararge. 
 
She used to help in her father's shop. When aged 
18 in 1994, she was detained at Harawajat 
military camp at the same time as her father 
because they were accused of supplying goods 
from the shop to the OLF. Her father was unable 
to see properly because of the torture he 
underwent. 
 
Ragatu was whipped with electric cable and 
thorny branches. Some spines are still inside her 
body. She was beaten like this during 
interrogation every night for about six months. 
She was told 'We know your father was 
transporting weapons for the OLF. Why don't you give us information?' Both of them were 
kept in detention for one year. She signed a declaration on release that she would restrict her 
movements, would report every two weeks and would be held responsible if 'anything 
happens in the town'.  
 
In 2000, her father disappeared after going on a business trip to Dire Dawa. The authorities 
accused him of going to Dire Dawa to obtain weapons for the OLF but she doesn't know if he 
ran away or was killed or detained. She was detained at Harawajat military camp again in 
July 2000. She was held for one month and repeatedly told to produce her father. For the first 
15 nights she was blindfolded and raped many times. She does not know how many people 
raped her but she was raped at least five times each night 'until I fainted'.  
 
Ragatu's mother persuaded her captors to release her if she promised to produce her father. 
She then gave Ragatu some money and told her to go to Kenya. Her mother went to stay with 
rural relatives. Ragatu arrived in Nairobi in August 2000 and was given mandate status by 
UNHCR within three months. 
 
She was a single mother before her second detention and escaped with her one year old child, 
travelling overland by lorry to Moyale. She met an Oromo speaking lady in Moyale who 
helped to facilitate her trip to Nairobi. 'But my problems were not over' she said. 
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Ethiopian soldiers because they believe Oromo are OLF. Many are killed by Somalis because 
they are Ethiopian.' 
 
Detention, torture and refoulement of Oromo refugees from Sudan has also been described by 
the Oromia Support Group, Amnesty International and Human Rights League in the Horn of 
Africa.3 Oromo refugees in Libya, Malta and Egypt have reported to OSG in the last few 
months that they face imprisonment and refoulement.  
 
Thus, Kenya is a relatively better option than most. UNHCR reported in June4 that Kenya 
hosted 358,900 refugees, more than any other country in the world except Pakistan, Iran, 
Syria, Germany and Jordan. Pakistan, Iran and Germany have much larger host populations 
and economies than Kenya. In 2009, more than 15,000 claims for asylum were made to 
UNHCR in Kenya, higher than any of their other offices except Malaysia and Somalia, and 
this does not include the hundreds of thousands of Somali prima facie refugees in Kenya. 
 
In 2009, Ethiopia was the country of origin of the fourth highest number of asylum claimants 
worldwide (42,000) according to the UNHCR report. Somalia (15,500), South Africa 
(10,700) and Kenya (9,500) were the top destination countries for these claimants. 
 
Since the early 1990s, Ethiopian and Kenyan Oromo have experienced targeted assassination, 
killing, destruction of property and looting of animals by Ethiopian forces in Kenya (see 
Appendix 1).  
 
After fleeing during Ethiopia's invasion of Somalia in December 2006, Oromo refugees were 
among more than 90 who were held in Nairobi and transported via Somalia to secret 
detention in Ethiopia, from which at least 22 disappeared.5 Unknown numbers were also 
detained in Somalia. 
 
Refugees in Nairobi and in camps at Kakuma and Dadaab have reported attacks, intimidation 
and refoulement by agents of the Ethiopian government.6 UNHCR wrote in June 20107 that 
security for refugees and humanitarian workers 'remained a major cause of concern in both 
the Kakuma and Dadaab camps.' The head of UNHCR's Evaluation and Policy and Analysis 
unit, wrote in 20008 that incidents involving death and serious injuries took place on a daily 
basis in the Kenyan camps and that agency staff were 'inclined to become habituated to high 
levels of violence and insecurity.' 
 
In Nairobi, a corrupt and predatory police force has subjected refugees to extortion. UNHCR 
referred to the continued arbitrary arrests of asylum-seekers and refugees in Kenya in its 
                                                           
3 See OSG Report 44, August 2008, p.34 and Report 39, July 2003, p.19. 
4 2009 Global Trends. Refugees, Asylum-seekers, Returnees, Internally Displaced and Stateless Persons. 
UNHCR. Geneva. 15 June 2010. 
5Press Release, Amnesty International, London 16.4.07; 'Why am I still here?': The Horn of Africa Renditions 
and the Fate of the Missing, Human Rights Watch, New York, 1.10.08; Press Release, Oromo Relief 
Association, London, April 2007. 
6 Reports 44, p.36, August 2008; 41, p.17, July 2005; 40, p.47, July 2004, Oromia Support Group, Malvern, UK. 
7 Global Report 2009, Kenya, UNHCR, Geneva, June 2010.   
8 Jeff Crisp. 2000. A state of insecurity: the political economy of violence in Kenya's refugee camps. African 
Affairs, Vol 99, No 397, p. 601. 
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15.9.10. Hamdia Mohammed, 23, Harar. 
 
She was a grade 9 school student and 
was helping to run the family shop 
when she was detained in 2006. Her 
father, Mohammed Abdulahi, in his 
50s or 60s, was a driver who shared a 
vehicle with another driver. He 
supported the OLF in 1991-2. He was 
arrested many times and detained 
mostly in Gara Mulata. He disappeared 
from there in mid 2004.  
 
Her elder brother, Afandi Mohammed, 
26-7, worked as a chauffeur and still 
attended school, from where he was 

taken and held in Zeway. He was then held in Dire Dawa and disappeared while detained 
there in October 2005. 
 
Her mother tried to trace Afandi and lost interest in the shop. She became disturbed and had a 
stroke. The driving business had gone to her father's partner, the other driver. Hamdia and her 
25 year old brother, Ramadan, ran the shop. 
 
Security men kept coming to the shop, harassing her and asking 'Where is you father? Where 
is your brother?' She kept telling them 'You are the ones who took them.' 
 
At 8.00 p.m. one night in October 2006, two soldiers came through the back door of the shop. 
They tore open 50kg bags of rice and sugar, ostensibly looking for weapons. They accused 
her mother of 'being the wife of OLF'. The men took Hamdia and Ramadan to Misrak Iz 
(Eastern Command) military camp in Harar. 
 
Hamdia was beaten with wooden staves and her head was forced into a barrel of water 
containing chemicals which burnt her eyes and face so that she was temporarily blinded. She 
was repeatedly asked 'Where is your father? Where have you hidden his documents?' 
 
She said 'I was a girl when I was detained, but they raped me, two or three of them mostly, 
every night for the first week and then every week or two. Three women were kept in my 
small cell. All of them were raped. I heard others crying out but I don't know the numbers.' 
 
The other women noticed she was pregnant because she was vomiting. She was given an 
injection and tablets in the camp clinic and had a miscarriage. The rapes stopped for two 
months and then resumed 'one or two people every week'. Once when she resisted, she was 
beaten and exposed to the midday sun for an hour or so as punishment. 
 
Interrogation continued. She was told 'Your brother has told us everything'. She was told that 
her brother, Ramadan,  had died in prison. The beatings continued and she was eventually 
told 'We will release you if you work for the government'. She agreed to do so, 'because all of 
my family had been killed anyway'. She was released in April 2007 and with the help of 
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Global Report for 2009 and its negotiations with local authorities for the release of hundreds 
who had been arrested for illegal immigration or for being outside the camps without 
authorisation. 
 
It is against this backdrop of abuse of Oromo in Ethiopia and their insecurity in Kenya that 
this study was undertaken. 
 
Project and author of report 
 
In 2007, the Big Lottery Fund 
allocated an award in its 
International Small Grants 
Programme to the Oromo Relief 
Association UK (ORA) to 
undertake a field study in Kenya of 
the health and security needs of 
Oromo refugees. Implementation 
of the project was hampered by 
competing responsibilities, and by 
physical and logistical constraints. 
I was asked to carry out the 
research in September 2010, 
because of my history of 
involvement in health care and the 
human rights situation affecting 
Oromo people.  
 
I was part of several teams training ORA Health Workers among refugee populations in 
Sudan and in OLF-held areas of western Oromia Region from 1988 to 1991. I have been 
involved in reporting on human rights issues in Ethiopia since 1992 and have written press 
releases and reports on the topic for the Oromia Support Group (OSG) since 1994.  
 
Access to contacts among Oromo refugee communities in Nairobi and in refugee camps in 
Kakuma and Dadaab was provided by ORA. In my role as Chair of  OSG, I already had 
contact with UNHCR staff in Nairobi. A detailed breakdown of interviews and meetings with 
refugees, and meetings with the staff of UNHCR and other NGOs is given in the 
Methodology section which follows.  
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when she fell to the floor after being kicked and hit with a gun butt, she severed tendons in 
her right hand on a piece of glass. She cannot now flex  her 3-5th fingers. 
 
On release, she was given 15days to provide a list of the men who had worked with her 
husband, and the villages in which they lived. She put her fingerprint to a document 
acknowledging that she and her children would be killed if she did not provide this 
information.  
 
As soon as she reached home, she fled with two of her three children. On the pretence of 
attending hospital because of her hand, she went to Moyale and thence to Marsabit in Kenya. 
People worried about supporting her there because of her lack of Kenyan ID, so she took a 
cattle truck to Nairobi. 
 
She was unaware of UNHCR and worked washing clothes in Kariobangi until she had saved 
enough to travel to Kakuma in March 2010. She has now applied for mandate status and 
awaits a decision. 
 
She is 'just surviving in Nairobi and Kakuma'. She coughs blood off and on but has been told 
she does not have TB from tests that have been done. She says she has stomach ulcers and 
occasionally vomits spots of blood. She feels ill because of her injuries from beatings and 
describes symptoms of hyperventilation. She lives with her daughters, now 5 and 19. She's 
had no news of her 20 year old son. 
 
12.9.10. Abdulwasid Ahmed Mohammed, 34, Dire Dawa. 
 
He was a driver. In 1994, he was detained for two 
years in 'Kotoni', an old cotton factory in Dire 
Dawa which was commonly used as an unofficial 
detention centre. He was accused of hiding OLF 
property and weapons in his garage. Initially, he 
was held in a dark cell with his elder brother, 
Yusuf, who was later taken elsewhere and 
disappeared. Abdulwasid was then held on his own. 
In 1996, when he was being taken by Land Rover to 
court, he escaped by jumping from the vehicle. He 
remained in hiding in Chalanko until 1999, when he 
was told that he was being sought by the 
authorities. He found out that his family compound 
in Dire Dawa was deserted and fled to Nairobi. 
 
He approached UNHCR in October 1999, was 
registered and seen yearly until being sent to 
Kakuma in 2004. He had his RSD interview in 
2004 and received his rejection, along with many others, in 2006. He appealed straight away 
and was, unlike the others, again rejected within 1-2 months. He has had no news about his 
wife and three children in Dire Dawa. He usually sleeps outside, but is sometimes sheltered 
by friends. He relies on friends for food. He appeared tearful and depressed. 'There is a lot of 
stress and depression' he says. 'There are about ten people in my situation.' 
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Methodology 
 
Interviews 
 
My contacts in Kakuma, Dadaab and Nairobi arranged for me to interview a representative 
selection of individuals in terms of age, place of origin, date of arrival, education and social 
background. I insisted on speaking to at least as many women as men. There was no selection 
of cases on grounds of severity of abuses experienced in Ethiopia or Kenya. I also met with 
groups of refugees whom it was not possible to interview individually. In addition, I met and 
discussed refugees' concerns with community association committees and small groups of 
community members in each place (see below, Group interviews/discussions). 
 
There is a partial geographic separation of refugee communities in Nairobi along political 
fault lines. With the full knowledge and co-operation of my contacts and translators, I 
interviewed individuals who came from areas of Nairobi associated with each of the three 
main OLF factions. 
 
Structured interviews began with a statement that I was not present to advance the interest of 
individual cases but to investigate the health and security needs of Oromo refugees in Kenya 
as a whole. Male translators were used for all interviews except in Kakuma, where a female 
translator was used for interviews with women. Each translator was a highly respected 
member of their community. I asked basic questions; name, age, places of origin and 
residence, and occupation. I then invited refugees to give an account of their and their 
family's history in Ethiopia and the reason for their coming to Kenya. They were then asked 
to state what difficulties they experienced in Kenya, especially in terms of health and 
security. These structured interviews lasted from 40 - 100 minutes, most being about one 
hour. All of the women who were interviewed, except two, were seen without their husbands 
being present. Six interviews are reported in full at the end of this report (Appendix 2). 
 
In the tables below, the following are not counted as torture: 
beating, kicking, forced labour, intimidation and being threatened with execution, unless a 
gun was held in the mouth or against the head, or fired in mock execution.  
 
 
 Kakuma interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 F 37 Borana  1998  0 
 M 60 Bale  2000  4  Y 
 F 40 Borana  2006  2  Y  N 
 M 30 Showa  2009  2  Y   
 F 28 Borana  2001  0  
 F 27 Borana  2004  1    Y 
 F 34 Borana  1999  1  ?  In Kakuma 
 M 50 Borana  2002  2  Y 
 F 37 Showa  2003  0 
 F 26 Showa  2006  2  N  Y 
 M 41 Hararge 1991  0 
 M 36 Borana  2004  1  Y 
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looking for guns and slashed sacks of maize 'looking for bullets', while holding her husband 
outside. She was kicked and threatened with being shot. 
 
Her husband's mood had changed when he was released five days later. He used to be happy 
and outgoing but became silent and would not say what had happened. She was crying when 
she said this. He was made to report every seven days but disappeared after setting off to 
trade in Mega a few days after release. She believes he was killed. 
 
Soldiers called a meeting every month. The community tried to avoid them 'because someone 
would die'. Instead they locked their homes and fled. Soldiers told them 'We know you are 
evil and support the OLF. We know those who support us.' 

 
The OLF passed nearby and attacked a 
military camp. She and her village were 
accused of feeding the OLF. At gunpoint, 
she said her husband had disappeared. 
She was slapped and taken to a big hall at 
the military camp where she was held for 
four months. 
 
She was kept naked apart from a shawl. 
She described being dragged across the 
floor by her hair. With her wrists tied 
behind her back she was taken at night by 
two armed men (fore and aft) and an 

interpreter to a hole where they dump dead bodies. She was told 'You will be one of them and 
no-one will find you, if you don't say what you have been doing.' She heard a pistol being 
cocked behind her and the soldier in front said 'Don't shoot.' She was pushed to the edge of 
the hole and dragged back three times. She fainted and regained consciousness inside the hall 
again. 
 
She experienced this four times during the first month of her detention. She was beaten every 
day for the first week and with decreasing frequency thereafter. When she was released four 
months later she was warned 'Never do what your husband did. Never reveal what happened 
to you in the camp. You must come to meetings if called. Do not discuss things in groups. Sit 
alone in your house. If you have any visitors, you will be held responsible. You cannot go to 
the market and you must report to the office every month.' 
 
Following military engagements by the OLF in her area, there were widespread arrests, 'all 
Oromo were in danger' in April 2006. She was taken to a military camp at Mora Mora, near 
Hidi Lola and held for six months. She said she 'nearly died'. She was taken by a different 
route to the same 'death hole' about ten times, with the usual accusations and threats. She was 
severely beaten with gun butts, especially during the first three months. One of the two other 
women in her cell began bleeding from her nose and ears after such a beating and died [from 
a fractured skull]. 
 
She was so badly beaten that she could not stand even to go to the toilet. She was fed mostly 
on left over scraps. Three days before being released she was beaten and interrogated and 
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 M 46 Borana  2000  3  Y 
 F 38 Borana  2001  0 
 F 57 Bale  2004  1  ?  ? 
 M 34 Hararge 1999  1  N 
 F 33 Bale  2000  1    Y 
 F 26 Borana  2005  0 
 M 37 Arsi  2001  1  Y 
 M 37 Arsi  2010  2  Y 
 
 
Total 20, 11 women, 9 men. Between one and three arrived in each of the last 12 years, 
except 2007 and 2008. All were residents of Kakuma One, Zone 1, apart from two of the men 
who were living in Kakuma One, Zone 4. Ten originated from Borana zone, three from 
Showa, three from Bale, two from Arsi and two from Hararge. There were none from 
Wallega or Addis Ababa. Of the fourteen former detainees, at least eight had been tortured. 
Of six female former detainees, at least three were raped in detention. Another former 
detainee had been raped while in Kakuma camp. 
  
 
 Dadaab interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 M 28 Borana  2004  3  N 
 F 23 Hararge 2007  1  Y  Y 
 F 27 Bale/Somalia 2007  0 
 M 45 Showa  2007  2  Y 
 F 20 Bale  2008  0 
 M 28 Hararge 2003  2  Y 
 F 36 Hararge 1999  0    In home 
 M 25 Wallega 2004  2  N 
 F 23 Hararge 2003  1  N  (sister) 
 M 32 Borana  2010  1  Y 
 F 18 Borana  2009  0 
 F 18 Borana  2006  0 
 M 67 Hararge 2006  1  N 
 M 24 Borana  2010  1  Y 
 F 27 Borana  2009  0 
 F 24 Somalia 1987  0   
 
 
Total 16, 9 women, 7 men. Six were interviewed in Ifo camp, three in Dagahaley and  seven 
in Hagadera. Ten had arrived in or after 2006. Six were from Borana zone, five from Hararge, 
two from Somalia (one Somali and one Oromo) and one each from Bale, Wallega and 
Showa. There were none from Addis Ababa. Of nine former detainees, five had been 
tortured. Of two female former detainees, one had been raped and the other reported her sister 
had been raped. Another woman was raped at home after her husband was detained. 
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Appendix 2. Selected interviews with Oromo refugees. 
 
11.9.10. Timira Awal Kamal, 37, Adama. 
 
Her father died when she was very young and her 
mother became the second wife of her father's 
brother. This uncle, Awal Kamal Aliyi, was a 
religious elder, an Imam who led prayers at his 
Mosque. He had supported the OLF in 1991 but 
was not a member. He was taken away by 
government security forces at 1.00 a.m. one night 
in July 2003 and not seen again. He was not found 
in any prison and, later, another detainee told 
Timira that he had been killed in detention. 
 
One week after her uncle's disappearance, soldiers 
visited her (she was now regarded as head of the 
family) and accused her and her family of 
supporting the OLF. They said she must have 
known about this support and asked where her 
uncle was, despite his being in detention.  
 
When she heard from a neighbour that security forces were again seeking her out, she fled, 
leaving her children with her mother. She crossed the border on foot and paid an agent who 
arranged for her to be taken in a cattle lorry to Marsabit. Here, she was arrested at a police 
check point, handcuffed and locked in prison. Still wearing handcuffs, she managed to 
escape. She was given money by people in a nearby hotel and this was used to pay off the 
police. Another truck took her to Nairobi. 
 
After staying at a Mosque for 2-3 nights, she was given work as a cook by a lady in her hotel. 
She worked at night and slept in the day. When she developed pneumonia, she went to a 
hospital but could not afford the treatment. The hotel owner took her to UNHCR who 
recommended that she come to Kakuma. She agreed and came in April 2009. 
 
In May 2009, while she was living in Kakuma Three, her home was robbed while she was at 
a food distribution point. A thief came and took all her possessions, including the iron roofing 
sheet. She ran to Kakuma One and stayed with relatives but was told to get her own shelter 
from LWF. She stayed with another woman but was again thrown out because of the 
illegitimacy of her child, which she had while in Kakuma. She had been sleeping outdoors 
and had lived at a Mosque throughout the recent Ramadan. 
 
She was in tears and distraught. 'Even here, I'm living a hard life. I left my children there [in 
Ethiopia]. I am stressed, like never before.' 
 
11.9.10. Name redacted, 40, Boku Loboma (Yabelo-Moyale). 
 
She and her husband were farmers and pastoralists. Her husband was taken by uniformed 
soldiers in March 2003 to the military camp at Boku Loboma where he was falsely accused 
of OLF support. Later soldiers came to the house with her husband and cut into the roof 
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 Nairobi interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 F 34 Hararge 2000  2  Y  Y +Nbi 
 F 37 Hararge 2009  1 (18 yrs) Y  ? 
 M 55 Arsi  2000  2  Y 
 F 34 Illubabor 1999  2  Y  Y +Nbi 
 F 32 Bale  2005  0 
 F 41 Borana  2005  1  Y  Y 
 M 26 Addis Ababa 2010  8  Y 
 F 41 Hararge 2006  0 
 F 56 Borana  ?  6  Y  Y 
 M 58 Wallega 2010  16  Y 
 F 40s Wallega 2007  2  N  Prob 
 F 20 Wallega 2009  0    Nbi+ 
 F 34 Showa  2001  1  N  N 
 M 30 Borana  2009  3  Y 
 M 30 Borana  2009  1  Y 
 M 37 Borana  2009  4  Y 
 F 25 Wallega 2008  3  N  Y+Nbi 
 M 25 Wallega 2007  2  N 
 M 42 Bale  2000  0 
 M 33 Arsi  2010  3  Y 
 M 30 Borana  2005  13  Y 
 M 65 Wollo  2004  1  Y 
 
 
Total 22, 11 women and 11 men. Fifteen were interviewed in Eastleigh and seven in Githurai. 
One of the men interviewed in Eastleigh had travelled in from Kasarani. Three of those 
interviewed in Githurai lived in Kariobangi and two had recently moved from Kariobangi to 
Eastleigh. Twelve had arrived in Kenya during or after 2006, including eight in 2009 and 
2010. Six were from Borana zone, five from Wallega, three from Hararge, two from each of 
Arsi and Bale, and one from each of  Showa, Illubabor, Wollo (Amhara Region) and Addis 
Ababa. Of 18 former detainees, 14 had been tortured. Among eight female former detainees, 
five reported being raped and another was probably raped in detention. (The latter was  
interviewed with her husband present and became uncharacteristically tearful and 
uncommunicative when asked about one particular episode of detention.) Three of the 
women who had been raped in detention were also raped in Nairobi. Another was forced into 
a sexual relationship in Nairobi (indicated as Nbi+ in Rape column). 
 
 
Overall, 58 full structured interviews were made; 20 in Kakuma, 16 in Dadaab and 22 in 
Nairobi.  There were 31 women and 27 men, aged between 18 and 67.   
 
Average age varied with location. Overall, the average age of interviewees was 35 years. In 
Kakuma and Nairobi, the average age was 38, with 15 of 20 interviewees in Kakuma and 14 
of 22 interviewees in Nairobi being 40 or below. In Dadaab, the average age was 
considerably less, at 29, with 14 of 16 interviewees being 40 or below. The numbers aged 30 
or below were 5 (of 20) in Kakuma, 6 (of 22) in Nairobi and 12 (of 16) in Dadaab.  
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  were rumoured but not confirmed. Press reports disagreed about whether the 
  detainees were Kenyan or Ethiopian Oromo. 
4.9.07  In Moyale, Garomsa Abdisa and an un-named Oromo woman were shot dead 
  'in front of the Kenyan government office' by Ethiopian soldiers before they 
  withdrew to the Ethiopian side of the border. 
2.11.07 Masked gunmen shot dead two refugees and former Addis Ababa university 
  students, Indalkachew Teshome Asefa and Mallas Habib, in their flat in  
  Nairobi. Their Kenyan security guard was also killed. Two brothers of  
  Indalkachew and an elderly neighbour were shot and wounded. The next day, 
  four exiled journalists, including one member of the Ethopian Free Press  
  Journalists Association, were attacked and bound by six gunmen, three said to 
  be TPLF and three Kenyan soldiers, before neighbours beat them off.  
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Another difference between the populations was the relatively recent arrival of those in 
Dadaab, with 10 of 16 arriving in the last five years. 
 
The area of origin of  interviewees was skewed toward the south and east of Oromia Region, 
with 22 from Borana zone, 10 from Hararge, 6 from Bale, 4 from Arsi and 2 from over the 
border in Somalia. Central and western areas were less heavily represented; one each from 
Addis Ababa, Wollo and Illubabor, 5 from Showa and 6 from Wallega. 
 
Unstructured interviews 
 
Notes were also taken during extended conversations (10 - 30 minutes) and recorded as 
'unstructured interviews'. Valuable information concerning human rights violations in 
Ethiopia and problems faced in Kenya was obtained in these interviews, of which four were 
noted in Kakuma, six in Dadaab and one in Nairobi. Shorter and intermittent or interrupted 
conversations with other refugees, especially among contacts in Nairobi, were written up but 
not included as unstructured interviews. 
 
Group interviews/discussions 
 
 Kakuma 
  10.9.10 Tussa Wabe, Chair of Oromo community; Sadia Happi, Chair 
    of Women's community; Jemal Adam, elder; Darajee Tolera, 
    my contact, translator and committee member. 
  11.9.10 Oromo community committee, 12 committee members,  
    including the above. 
  11.9.10 Oromo community members, 26 present. 
  12.9.10 Intellectuals (professionals, businessmen). 11, including 4  
    committee members. 
  12.9.10 Kakuma One, Zone 1 women. 5 present. 
  12.9.10 Three men from other areas in Kakuma, together with Tussa  
    Wabe and Darajee Tolera. 
  12.9.10 Social affairs committee, 8 present. 
  
 Dadaab 
  15.9.10 Tahir Dahor Challe, Chairman of Ifo community, Kasahun 
    Tekalign, former teacher, and Mohammed Girma, my contact 
    and former teacher. 
  15.9.10 14 members of Dagahaley community (4 women). 
  16.9.10 30+ members of Hagadera community (12+ women). 
 
 Nairobi 
  18.9.10 Eastleigh Oromo community group, including Idris Aliyu 
    Kasim, Chairman, Mohammed Said Ibrahim, Chairman of  
    Audit Committee, Samuel Shuke Komicha, Auditor, Adem  
    Gobena, Elders Committee, other committee members and  
    ordinary members, in total 14. 
  18.9.10 Eastleigh. Six refugees with mandate status in Djibouti, who  
    had avoided refoulement and had come to Kenya in 2004. 
  19.9.10 Githurai. 19 members of Oromo community. 
  19.9.10 Elder and two Imams, Eastleigh. 
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28.3.00 After a meeting with Kenya District Commissioner and the District Security 
  Committee at Moyale on 28 March, at least two members of the 15 man  
  Oromo delegation, Sheik Haji Hassan and businessman Galo Walde, were 
  killed. Borutari Haji was abducted and disappeared next day. The home of 
  delegate Roba Dabaso, a former police officer was attacked by grenades. One 
  of the delegates, Ford-Kenya's youth secretary Abdullahi Galgalo, told Daily 
  Nation newspaper in late April, 'We invite human rights organisations . . . to 
  see how the Ethiopian and Kenyan governments are killing us.' He reported 
  that the Kenyan government sent airplanes to investigate the killing of  
  elephants but 'does nothing when a Borana is murdered.' 
2.5.00  One week after the April  Daily Nation report, at least 50, mainly young 
   Borana men, were shot dead by Kenyan troops in the area between Isiolo and 
  the Ethiopian border. On 30 April there had been a heavily armed attack on a 
  village 15 km from Isiolo, in which 40-70 people were killed and 2000 cattle 
  and other animals stolen.  
13.5.00 Six killed and 100 cattle stolen in Sabare area, N. Horr, by 'raiders' from  
  Ethiopia. 
8.6.00  In the town of Wajir, Abdi I. Kasim and herdsmen Mohammed Adan Mata 
  and Abdikadir Ibrahim Hinni were killed, others were wounded and 5300  
  cattle and 950 camels were taken by 60 heavily armed TPLF troops, who  
  accused residents of supporting the OLF. 
Nov. 2000   Refugee shot dead in Nairobi, believed by relatives in the USA to be a  
  targeted assassination.  
30.11.00 Seven women and 2 elderly men killed when 150 Ethiopian soldiers attacked 
  outpost at Gurar, N. Wajir District. Eight houses were burnt down and Kenyan 
  press claimed 49 civilians killed in that area by Ethiopian soldiers during  
  previous two months. 
2.12.00 Twelve killed by Ethiopian soldiers at Gurar trading post, N. Wajir. The  
  Ethiopian embassy claimed that fighting was between Ajuran and Garre  
  people but Ethiopian army uniforms were found on two soldiers who died in 
  the attack. 
11.1.01 Ten killed, including eight Kenyan policemen, when more that 200 EPRDF 
  forces backed by pro-government Tabaqa militia men crossed into Kenya and 
  engaged Kenya security forces at Kiltipe in Uran, Moyale District. A  
  policeman who was captured and detained for 16 days at Indilola army camp, 
  5 km inside Ethiopia, reported that those killed were suspected of supporting 
  the OLF. He was forced to sign a declaration on his release, stating that he and 
  his slain colleagues had been on Ethiopian soil during the incident. 
15.1.01 Ethiopian soldiers again attacked Uran, engaging Kenyan forces for three  
  hours. 600 families fled. 
8.2.01  Over 30 Boran Oromo killed between Samburu National Park and Isiolo and 
  15,000 cattle stolen. The attack was blamed on Samburu people. Kenyan Daily 
  Nation  reported over 160 civilians and police had been killed by Ethiopian 
  militia in recent attacks. 
June 2004 One week after requests by Ethiopia at a Border Commission meeting on 3 
  June, 1200-1500 Kenyan troops and police sealed off  border towns in Moyale 
  and Marsabit Districts and arrested 63-84 in house-to-house searches. The  
  operation lasted 10-12 days. Injuries from gunshots were reported. Killings 
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Meetings with NGOs 
 
8.9.10 Nairobi 
UNHCR, Lucie Gagne, Eligibility Officer and Joseph Kavoi, Refugee Status Determination. 
Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK), Dennis Likule, Assistant Programme Officer, Legal 
 Aid programme. 
Nairobi Archdiocese Refugee Assistance Programme (NARAP), Project Director, Fr. Eugene 
 Birrer. 
 
11+12.9.10 Kakuma 
RCK, Martin Pepela, Programme Officer, Legal Aid Programme. 
 
13.9.10 Kakuma 
UNHCR, Dr Mohamed Qassim, Head of Kakuma Sub-office. 
International Rescue Committee (IRC), Dr Mwiti Mungania, Project Coordinator. 
Lutheran World Federation (LWF), Ejem, Community Services Officer. 
UNHCR, Peter Muriuki, Associate Protection Officer. 
UNHCR, Amin Afridi, Registration Officer. 
UNHCR, Randhir, Resettlement Officer. 
 
15.9.10 Dadaab 
RCK, Chris Oduko, Associate Project Assistant. 
UNHCR, Saleem Shahin, Registration Officer. 
UNHCR, Delphine Drapeau, Resettlement Officer. 
 
20.9.10 Nairobi 
Saphalo Education Foundation, Eastleigh. 
Kituo cha Sheria, Laban Osoro, Advocate and Corordinator, Urban Refugee Intervention  
 Programme, Eastleigh. 
Mapendo International, Dr Samora Otieno, Country Director, Hurlingham. 
   
21.9.10 Nairobi  
Jesuit Refugee Service, Mathias, Welfare officer, Urban Emergency Programme,  
 St. Theresa's Church, Eastleigh. 
HIAS Refugee Trust of Kenya, Fareed Accram, Intake Counsellor, and Louisa Ndamu, 
 Protection Officer, Hurlingham. 
UNHCR, France Lau, Senior Protection Officer; Lucie Gagne, Eligibility Officer; Joseph 
 Kavoi, Refugee Status Determination; James Karanja, Community Services; Vanessa 
 Mattar, Resettlement Officer. 
GTZ, William Tembu Wawiye, Project Manager, URAP, Lavington. 
 
Naming forefathers, clan and sub-clan divisions. 
 
Following up a request by UNHCR on how best to distinguish Oromo asylum-seekers from 
non-Oromo who posed as Oromo, and the suggestions of an Oromo colleague in Dadaab, 
fourteen interviewees in Nairobi, ten individuals who joined my translator and I as we waited 
for a lift at Hagadera camp, and four Oromo assistants and acquaintances in Nairobi were 
asked to name their clan and sub-clan divisions as far as they could, and to list the names of 
forefathers as far back as they could. 
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1995  TPLF forces attacked home of Bori Subdistrict Assistant Chief, Osma Guyo 
  Jatani. 
  Two elders abducted from Bori (later released). 
13.7.95 Galma Kalicha Godo abducted by TPLF from his shamba at Annona, Sololo,  
  held for 68 days in Hidi Lola in Ethiopia and tortured. 
16.7.95 Corporal Guracha Bisiko, KANU Chairman for Butiye, abducted by TPLF,  
  held in Ethiopia for seven months and tortured, suspected of supporting OLF. 
Dec. 1995 Home of Asst Chief Abakame, Uran Subdistrict, destroyed in bomb attack by 
  TPLF.  
11.1.96 Tulicha Kiya and Huka Bagaja, charcoal burners at Oda, Moyale, killed by  
  TPLF soldiers. 
4.2.96  Mohamed Ali and Hussein Salim shot and seriously injured, 300 metres from 
  Moyale Police Station. 
March 1996 TPLF soldiers attacked Dukana village, Marsabit, killing 23 civilians. Kenyan 
  security forces killed 38 TPLF troops. 
12.3.96 Businessman Kalicha Dima, Assistant Chief Ali Godana and another Assistant 
  Chief abducted by TPLF and disappeared into detention in Ethiopia. 
22-28.3.97 Over 80 killed, mainly Kenyan Oromo and 19 Kenyan police officers, over 30 
  women abducted and 4000 animals stolen by well organised armed forces 
  from Ethiopia, believed by local Kenyan politicians to be Ethiopian  
  government troops. 
Early 1999 Molu Bilida of Uran village, Sololo, shot dead. 
15.1.99 Homeguards and civilians were injured and three were abducted by Ethiopian 
  troops during an attack on Dambala Fachana village, N. Kenya. 
April 1999 Chief Liban Waqo of Dambala Fachana and Rob Dima of Borr detained by  
  Kenyan police on suspicion of harbouring OLF fighters. 
17.5.99 Waqo Biru, an Oromo refugee in Kenya, was detained by Kenyan police in  
  Moyale and disappeared in detention. 
22.5.99 Around 70 heavily armed Kenyan soldiers ransacked the village of Balessa, N. 
  Horr, rounded up 70 civilians and subjected them to beatings and torture while 
  accusing them of supporting the OLF. Three men were taken into detention for 
  having  weapons in their homes. The troops went on to attack a small  
  contingent of OLF fighters had peacefully encamped nearby at El Hadi. 
28.5.99 Three men, including Subi Waqqo and Jirma Duubaa, shot dead by Kenyan 
  troops in Marsabit District. 
July 1999 Three taken by TPLF from border town Modo Adi and held in Ethiopia (later 
  released). 
1.9.99  Chief Abdikadir Kedow was among two injured when Ethiopian soldiers 
  attacked Wajir Police Station. 
Feb. 2000 Kenyan and Ethiopian governments agreed to flush OLF and ONLF from  
  Kenya. 500 Ethiopian troops crossed the border at Moyale shortly afterwards. 
  Restriction of movement of Kenyan Borana followed the deployment. 
  Mid-month, Boru Tari, son of a prominent Sololo businessman, was abducted 
  by Ethiopian soldiers, when conducting business on the Ethiopian side of  
  Moyale. He was still being held in October. 
  Later in February, three Boran Oromo traders who were buying livestock at a  
  market on the Ethiopian side of the town were abducted and detained in the  
  Ethiopian military camp over the border, for questioning on suspected  
  sympathy with the OLF. 
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The refugee experience 
 
Jireenya bakata rakata   Refugee life is a problem.  
Young Oromo evangelical pastor, Nairobi, 21 September 2010. 
 
The refugee lens and the objective observer 
 
A spectrum of responses to challenges faced by refugees was seen. Life as a refugee is a 
severe test of resourcefulness, adaptability, resolve and strength of character. Luck and 
opportunity are important too. 
 
A history of persecution leads refugees to distrust authority and expect to be let down and 
hurt by it. Torture ruins the ability to trust and be confident in people and organisations. It 
commonly results in paranoia. 
 
Refugees therefore regard their world through a lens of expectation of unfairness, 
discrimination and betrayal. Any setback in circumstances or health may be interpreted as 
failure of a protective mechanism due to neglect or malign influence by other groups or 
individuals. 
 
Outside actors, especially the case-hardened, as I found myself becoming by the end of this 
study, may interpret the expressed views of those looking through this 'refugee lens' as 
whingeing or self-pitying. The evoked response may be lack of sympathy and even blaming 
the refugee for their own condition. 
 
There were therefore two pitfalls to be avoided; uncritical belief and sentimentality on the 
one side of objective reality, and the culture of disbelief and blame on the other. 
 
Prevalence of abuses in Ethiopia 
 
Mere figures fail to portray the extent of abuse experienced by the interviewees. Most of the 
58 interviews are reported, with permission, in as much detail as can safely be given, in a 
separate report (OSG Report 46, in preparation). Many gave a history of the destruction of 
family businesses and farms, with family members, sometimes all, being detained, 
disappeared, killed or scattered. The 58 interviewees reported the killing by government 
forces of 14 first degree relatives (parent, spouse, sibling or child), 2 cousins and 16 friends 
and acquaintances. One also relayed her husband's eye-witness account of the execution by 
shooting of an unspecified number of his fellow detainees. Interviewees reported the 
disappearance of 15 first degree relatives. 
 
On two occasions (in Kakuma camp and in Githurai estate, Nairobi), groups of 26 and 19 
refugees, who were not otherwise interviewed, were asked about their and their families' 
histories. Of the 26 in Kakuma, all had been detained in Ethiopia, 21 had been detained more 
than once and 6 three or more times. 21 of the 26 had been tortured in detention. 18 knew a 
victim of rape by the security forces. 16 had relatives killed by government forces and 9 of 
the 26 had first degree relatives killed. 15 had relatives who had disappeared. Five reported 
whole villages which had been razed to the ground. 
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Appendix 1. Targeted assassinations, other killings and attacks 1992 - 2007. 
 
Targeted assassinations of Oromo refugees 
 
1992  Jatani Ali, well known Borana Oromo, shot dead in Nairobi. 
1997  Tuso Arero shot dead by Ethiopian security forces immediately after being 
  handed over by Kenyan police. 
 
Targeted assassinations of Oromo Kenyans 
 
8.2.96  Assistant Chief Tara Sora, his wife and another relative killed when his house 
  in Modo Adi, Sololo, Moyale District, was bombed by TPLF forces. His two 
  young children and his brother were seriously injured. He had previously been 
  injured in September 1994 during an attack by TPLF soldiers on Dambala  
  Fachana (see below). 
27.2.96 Giuyo Miyo shot dead near Moyale hospital by TPLF soldiers. 
5.3.96  Teacher Anderson Micheni shot dead by TPLF soldiers firing into NCCK 
  compound, Moyale. 
March 1996 Lawyer Husein Sora, shortly after compiling a report on recent killings and 
  attacks on Oromo, found unconscious near his home in Nairobi and died 
  without regaining consciousness. 
5.3.97  Gedi Dika, of Modo Adi, Sololo, Moyale, shot twice in the head and killed by 
  Ethiopian forces. 
1998  Buke Liban, Senior Chief, Golole, shot dead by three Ethiopian soldiers. 
  Gallo Wolde, prominent businessman, Moyale, shot dead while ploughing at  
  his farm in Masile, 3 km from Moyale, by two men who returned to Ethiopia. 
25.1.99 Oromo nationalist and religious leader, Haji Hassen Ali, the Imam of Jamia  
  Mosque, Moyale, shot dead at his home by Ethiopian gunmen. 
August 1999 Prominent Boran Oromo, Qalo Waqo Bero, shot dead at close range, 400 
  metres from his shop in Marsabit, by Ethiopian government hit-men,  
  according to local MP. He had been warned by Ethiopian government agents 
  against sympathising with the OLF. 
 
Other killings and attacks on Oromo in Kenya 
 
July 1992 Jillo Galma and family detained and tortured by Kenyan police in Marsabit. 
  His father's legs were broken and his brother disappeared. 
9.10.92 Civilians Liban Galma and Jillo Gamachu injured when the house of the sister 
  of Butiye Councillor Golicha Galgalo bombed. 
  Two Moyale hospital employees abducted and detained 80 km inside Ethiopia 
  at Boku Luboma until released after intervention of Kenyan government. 
Early 1994 Molu Boru Liban, a cattle herder, taken from his farm in Dambala Fachana, N. 
   Kenya, disappeared in detention until found shot dead on Oda plain, Moyale  
  District in 1997, three years after his abduction and disappearance. 
28.4.94 Halakhe Kinni of Annona, Sololo, shot at by Ethiopian soldiers. 
9.9.94  Two charcoal burners killed by TPLF soldiers at Godh Hadheesa, Moyale. 
21.9.94 TPLF soldiers attacked a manyatta at Dambala Fachana, killing 12 and 
  injuring 21,including Assistant Chief Tara Sora and 4 policemen. Tara Sora 
  was later killed (8.2.96 - see above). 
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Of the 19 in Githurai, all had been detained and tortured and all had lost a relative killed by 
the regime. 11 reported the killing of a first degree relative and 11 reported the disappearance 
of a relative, a first degree relative in 9 cases. 
 
The proportion of refugees who were tortured and raped is high when compared to reports of 
other refugee populations. Of 58 interviewees, including those who were not detained, 27 
(47%) were tortured. The proportion of the 41 former detainees who had been tortured was 
66%. If only men are considered, 74% (20) were tortured. This is 80% of the 25 men who 
were detained. 
 
Percentages of other refugee populations which report being tortured varies from 5-35% 
according to the Minnesota Center for Victims of Torture.9 There was an unusually high 
prevalence of torture in refugees from Oromia and Somali Regions in the Minnesota study. 
Overall, 69 % of men and 37% of women gave a history of torture.  
 
At least 10 of the 31 women interviewed had been raped by Ethiopian government forces. At 
least 9 (56%) of 16 female former detainees were raped in detention and another was raped 
by a soldier in her home. 
 
The journey  
 
Most interviewees, 48 (83%), travelled to Kenya through the border town of Moyale. Only 
one interviewee in Kakuma and one in Nairobi had entered Kenya from Somalia, whereas six 
in Dadaab had done so. Two who were interviewed in Kakuma had crossed into Kenya from 
Ethiopia at places other than Moyale. A 36 year old Borana farmer crossed at Ori in 2004 and 
a 46 year old cattle farmer had crossed at Mandera in 2000 because of a heavy troop presence 
at Moyale. 
 
The means of crossing the border at Moyale was ascertained in only a minority of cases. Four 
interviewees spontaneously reported paying agents to take them across - one paying 3000 
Kenyan Shillings in 1998 and another 2000Sh in 2004.  
 
Professional people-smugglers charge $700 to ferry people across the border. Some, 
primarily motivated by loyalty, charge $100 for helping people across or for hosting on the 
Kenyan side. There are unscrupulous 'agents' who just take the money and do nothing. Also, 
some Ethiopian government agents dupe would-be emigrants into giving themselves away by 
offering non-existent trafficking services. Trafficking to South Africa has become big 
business. A Kenyan television exposé recently led to the arrest of traffickers who were found 
hiding 80 Ethiopians, in cramped conditions and short of food, awaiting transport. 
 
One 57 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in detention in 2004, told how she 
had sold all she had left after their animals and property had been taken by the government 
and paid the driver of a grain lorry to take her and eight children to Moyale. 'My children 
were crying for food' she said, when they then continued on their journey from Moyale to 
Nairobi in a cattle truck. 
                                                           
9 Jaranson et al, April 2004, Somali and Oromo refugees: correlates of torture and trauma history. Amer. J. 
Public Health. 94. 4. 591-598. 
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Several described being helped by friends or relatives in Moyale. Others were not so lucky. 
One 26 year old from Negele, Borana, whose husband had been taken from their house one 
night in 2002 and shot dead outside, had fled to stay with unrelated clan members, where she 
delivered a baby. She was asked to leave in 2005 and arrived in Moyale. There, she was 
beaten on the street and the baby was thrown to the ground, sustaining a head injury. The 
child is now eight years old and unable to speak or move, which creates difficulties for her 
earning a living in Kakuma. 
 
One 34 year old wife of a coffee farmer from Jimma, Illubabor, explained how she and her 
husband travelled to and from Moyale by lorry but crossed the border on foot in 1999. An 18 
year old school girl from a few kilometres outside Moyale described how she walked across 
the border in 2009 in the company of Kenyan women who were returning after a shopping 
trip. Her brothers, aged 20 and 22, were shot dead five years earlier when they ran across the 
dry wadi which marks the border, during widespread student protests in 2004. A tearful 20 
year old school student from Bale, who was fleeing forced marriage with a 60 year old man 
in 2008, described how a friend of hers was caught and detained at the border. 
 
Two teachers from Moyale, who crossed the border with 600 students and 8 other teachers in 
April 2004, during the student unrest, described how most of the students were taken back to 
Ethiopia, while UNHCR took 42 students and teachers from Moyale straight to Dadaab 
camp. Two who were interviewed in Dadaab had travelled there in lorries from Moyale via 
Wajir.  
 
The journey from the border to Nairobi proved problematic for several. A 30 year old 
evangelical church pastor managed the journey on the roof of a bus, curled up under a 
tarpaulin. A group of three Borana herders and farmers claimed that Kenyan police 
commonly apprehended refugees between Moyale and Nairobi and were paid for them by 
Ethiopian security forces who took them back over the border. One 37 year old from Showa 
who had crossed the border at Moyale on foot and then paid for transport in a cattle lorry, 
was arrested at a police check point at Marsabit and imprisoned. Still wearing handcuffs, she 
managed to escape and asked for help. She was given money by people in a nearby hotel and 
this was used to pay off the police. Another truck took her to Nairobi. 
 
A secondary school teacher in his 50s from Ambo, told of his fleeing after seven episodes of 
detention, when being sought for the eighth time. He reported to the immigration office on 
the Kenyan side of Moyale, but when the person to whom he had reported did not show up in 
court the next day, he was imprisoned for three months. He was told he could be released if 
he paid a 50,000Sh fine. But all he had was the clothes he was wearing when he fled. When 
he reached Nairobi, he was again detained for 17 days, at Jomo Kenyatta airport. A court 
ordered for him to be taken to UNHCR, where he was registered and sent to Kakuma. 
 
Being a refugee in Kenya 
 
There are probably 20-30,000 Oromo among the 90,000 or so refugees in Nairobi. Another 
2,500 to 3,000 Oromo live in Kakuma camp and about 500 inhabit the camps around Dadaab. 
UNHCR encourages most refugees to live in camps and some are driven to them by 
destitution, as there is little available support in Nairobi, or by insecurity, due to continued 
persecution by the Ethiopian government.  
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Next day, about ten police and anti-terrorism officers came in four vehicles to take Gabriel 
Fekadu. The police were contacted about both arrests and Kituo cha Sheria and the Kenyan 
Red Cross were informed. Kituo cha Sheria went to court to request the appearance of the 
two men but were told they had been deported to Ethiopia on 20 September. 
 
Zenebe has since been to Ethiopia and returned to Githurai. Seifu and Gabriel disappeared 
into Ethiopian custody and it is rumoured that Seifu has been killed in detention. Kituo cha 
Sheria began proceedings against the Kenyan government but these have been withdrawn 
because of the security risk to Seifu's relatives.  
 
Nairobi 2010 
 
Two cattle traders and a farmer from Borana, who were interviewed in Githurai on 19 
September, reported the arrest on 22 August of three of their acquaintances who were each 
waiting for RSD interview with UNHCR: 
 Jatani Kuno, 38, in Nairobi since 2004  
 Liban Wariyo, 28, in Nairobi since 2009  
 Miki Doyo, 26, in Nairobi since January 2008 
 
The informants were certain that the men had been taken to Moyale by the Ethiopian 
government and had heard rumours that they had been taken to Addis Ababa. An Ethiopian 
had identified them to police at the time of their abduction.  
 
Suggestions for action 
 
Taking note of discussions with Oromo refugees in Kenya and with Oromo activists in 
Europe and America before and after the research trip to Kenya, I suggest: 
 
1. The Oromo Relief Association considers providing funds to enable girls and young women 
to attend schools and madrassas in Nairobi. 
 
2. The Oromo Relief Association, using its contacts with Oromo communities in the diaspora, 
collects funds and items to be used by refugee communities in Kakuma and Dadaab camps 
and acts as a conduit for maintaining contact between Oromo communities in Kenyan camps 
and the outside world and for the sending of funds and goods to the camp communities. 
 
3. UNHCR reassesses Oromo asylum applicants who have been refused refugee status and 
who continue to live in the camps in Kakuma and Dadaab, especially those who are 
recommended by Oromo community organisations in the camps. 
 
4. Oromo communities in Australia and Canada sponsor the resettlement of refugees from 
Kenya to their host countries. 
 
5. The establishment of a non-political Oromo organisation in Nairobi to promote and 
advocate for the recognition of Oromo asylum claimants as refugees and their resettlement in 
third countries. 
 
 
Dr Trevor Trueman.       Malvern, UK, 7 December 2010. 
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There are other factors, however, which keep the majority in the capital. The limited lifestyle 
of 'warehoused' refugees, isolation, hopelessness and the endemic misery of the camps are 
strong disincentives for living in Kakuma and Dadaab.  
 
There are also competing insecurities. Whereas, in Nairobi, refugees have to contend with 
exploitation by a corrupt police force as well as threats from Ethiopian agents; in Kakuma, 
they must contend with banditry and violence from the local Turkana population and in 
Dadaab, racist discrimination and violence from the dominant Somali presence in and around 
its camps.   
 
The government of Kenya is being forced to cope with one of the biggest per capita influxes 
of refugees in the world. Despite closing its border with Somalia in January 2007 and check 
points along the road from the border, between 300 and 500 new applicants for refugee status 
arrive in Nairobi every day. The government wishes to have more control over the 
registration and  status determination process. But its Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) 
has neither the financial nor human resources to take over and has to rely on the UN refugee 
agency, UNHCR.   
 
In 2000, according to refugees with whom I spoke, the DRA began issuing refugee ID cards 
but the process was marked with repeated delays and administrative confusion. Charges of 
500Sh were applied for entry into offices for appointments which were then postponed. One 
resourceful and capable refugee told me he spent 20 months obtaining his card. After many 
complaints about corruption, the scheme was abandoned and remains on hold. 
 
The DRA is involved with registration and status determination in the camps. It has 
fingerprinted refugees in Dadaab and established a database to enable double applications and 
applications of Kenya's own Somali residents to be detected. A similar exercise is about to 
begin at Kakuma. 
 
It is government policy to keep refugees in the camps and to discourage them from entering 
Nairobi. It is for this reason that UNHCR is not permitted to give material assistance to 
refugees in Nairobi. Public transport from Dadaab is repeatedly screened to exclude refugees 
travelling to Nairobi without permission. I travelled on a bus which was stopped five times on 
this journey so that papers and passports could be checked. All passengers were disembarked 
on two occasions and, on one of these, all those with UNHCR documents had their 
fingerprints checked by a hand lens against prints on their documents. 
 
Under Kenya's 2006 Refugees Act, refugees in Nairobi, although denied material assistance, 
are allowed access to medical facilities and may be self-employed, but like other non-citizens 
are not allowed waged employment which could be performed by a Kenyan citizen. As 
unemployment approaches 50% in Kenya, this criterion is rarely met. Most waged refugees 
are working illegally and therefore vulnerable to police predation. 
 
However, the legality of accessing medical facilities and refugees' having the same rights as 
other foreign citizens has enabled UNHCR to cooperate with partner organisations in Nairobi 
since the 2006 Act. NGOs are allowed to assist in the provision of health and social care. 
Strictly, they cannot employ refugees but they may legally provide allowances or 'incentives'. 
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The Kenyan Human Rights Commission, RCK and UNHCR were unable to prevent the 
refoulement. 
 
Tesfahun and Mesfin disappeared in Ethiopian custody until their names appeared on a 
charge sheet in December 2008. They were convicted on terrorism charges at the end of 
March 2010. Mesfin Abebe was sentenced to death and Tesfahun Chemeda to life 
imprisonment. 
 
Nairobi 2008 

Seifu Magarssa and Gabriel Fekadu were mandate refugees who were refouled in September 
2008. I spoke to a relative of Seifu Magarssa who was sharing a meal with him in Githurai on 
the evening 18 September 2008, before he was arrested by Kenyan anti-terrorist police. A 
Tigrean named Daniel called at the building. He was angry with Seifu for asking him to 
return his air force documents, which he had been holding for six months, ostensibly to 
enable Seifu to obtain work with Daniel's employer. When he came, they met outside the 
building. Daniel did not hand over the documents but gave Seifu a telephone number to ring.  
 
Seifu returned to the meal and while they were having coffee another Tigrean, Zenebe, from 
Adua, a volunteer teacher at Mwiki primary school, called Seifu and told him to meet him at 
Seifu's home so he could hand over the documents. Seifu wrapped up some food to have for 
breakfast the following day and left. When he reached his home, Zenebe came and greeted 
him, accompanied by nine Kenyan police who arrived in a minibus. These policemen were 
carrying the documents and asked Seifu 'Is this you?', to which he replied it was. They then 
slapped him, took him with them into his home and searched it before removing him to an 
unknown place.  
 
His relative phoned Seifu's phone and when police answered, the relative pretended to be 
Daniel. The police said 'Don't call on this number again. We will see you soon.' They had 
obviously been in contact with Daniel and expected to be seeing him again. 

Refugee Mandate of Seifu Magarssa Gabriel Fekadu 
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Those who are refused refugee status may apply to the Kenyan Ministry for Immigration and 
Registration of Persons for an Alien Card. This enables them to reside legally in Kenya, but 
without the rights and privileges of a refugee. As a legal resident, they may then apply for a 
job, but as a foreign national, they must demonstrate that the post could not be filled by a 
Kenyan. I did not meet anyone who had an Alien Card. 
 
Assimilation of refugees into Kenyan society, given employment restrictions and limited job 
opportunities, is unlikely. Even Somali refugees, with a more aggressively cohesive strategy 
of collective entrepreneurism, a greater readiness to learn Kiswahili and a greater degree of 
affluence than other refugees, are subject to verbal abuse and discrimination from Kenyans in 
the capital. 
 
However, there is a mood of change in the Kenya with high hopes for the Kibaki regime and 
the new constitution. Although there is still a turgid and pompous bureaucracy, there is a 
vibrant independent press and adventurous investigative journalism on national television. 
Mobile phones are everywhere and an integral part of national and refugee life. The bustle in 
Nairobi, especially in the business quarter of the Eastleigh estate, inspires a sense of 
development and growth.  
 
Kakuma  
 

Kakuma camp from the main road 
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remembers seeing a wheel of a vehicle as he fell and then regaining consciousness in Moyale 
military barracks. He was badly beaten and subject to 'bastinado' with his arms and legs tied 
together around a pole and suspended with his feet uppermost, while the soles of his feet 
were beaten until raw. He was interrogated about any OLF connections. This continued every 
week until he was first visited by ICRC a year later, in November 2002. He showed an ICRC 
certificate confirming his detention and visits from ICRC in November and December 2002. 
He was released in February 2003, probably because of ICRC visits.  
 
Nairobi 2007 
 

 

 
Tesfahun Chemeda and Mesfin Abebe were mandate holding refugees who had been in 
Kenya since 2005. They had moved address because they had been followed by Ethiopian 
government spies. The two men were picked up in a restaurant by Kenyan anti-terrorist 
police on 27 April 2007 and taken to Kamukunji police station, where they were held 
overnight before being transferred to Giriri police station. Staff from the UNHCR Protection 
Unit and members of the FBI visited them and reassured them they would not be deported.  
 
They kept in touch with a community member and expressed relief at being told by the FBI 
agents that the Ethiopian government would not be informed about them. 
 
The Oromo community instituted habeas corpus proceedings and a court ordered that the 
Attorney General and Police Commissioner should produce them in court. On 9 May 2007, a 
senior Nairobi police official and a Kenyan government official told a court that they had 
already been sent back to Ethiopia to face terrorism charges. They produced a Laissez Passer 
from the Ethiopian embassy which was dated 1 May, which had obviously been backdated as 
that day was a public holiday. The detainees remained in touch by telephone from within 
Kenyan custody until at least 11 May, two days after the court hearing.  
 

Tesfahun Chemeda Mesfin Abebe 
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Kakuma is on the main road from Nairobi going north to the border with Sudan. It lies 100km 
west of Lake Turkana and 120km southeast of the border. Bus journeys take 36hrs from 
Nairobi. There are regular flights from Nairobi to Lokichokio, which lies 90km further along 
the road to the border. 
 
The camp is divided into Kakuma One, Two, Three and Four. Kakuma Four is divided into 
blocks (like the Dadaab camps) and includes arrivals from Dadaab. Because of overcrowding, 
12,900 were moved from Dadaab to Kakuma in 2009. It is possible that Kakuma Four will be 
absorbed into other parts of the camp. Kakuma Three includes protection and reception areas 
and some Oromo live there. There are three 'Phases' in Kakuma Two and it has a mixture of 
nationalities. Some Oromo live in Phases 2 and 3.  
 
Most Oromo live in parts of some of the six zones of Kakuma One camp (for example in 
67O, 67A, 67B, 75O in Zone 5 and 'Hong Kong' in Zone 4). My visits and interviews were 
limited to Kakuma One, Zone 1. The whole camp is 7-9 km long and has a road curving 
around its west and north sides, approximately 15 km long.  
 
The main camp entrance is about 1 km from the northwest edge of the town. Kakuma town is 
a ribbon development,1 km or less in length, and has a small number of shops and 
hotels/restaurants, mostly managed by Kikuyu businessmen. It is surrounded by a sparse 
collection of Turkana hamlets. 
 
The camp was originally built for refugees from southern Sudan but now hosts 14 different 
nationalities. Most of the Sudanese have now gone home and they now comprise about 30% 
of those in the camp, according to Agence France Presse (16.9.10). Some are reportedly 
drifting back from Sudan, disappointed with educational opportunities there. Kakuma One 
has a population of about 25,000. The Oromo community chairman estimated that there were 
4500 Ethiopian refugees there, of whom about 3000 or more were Oromo. He estimated that 
45-50 Oromo had arrived in 2010. The UNHCR Registration Unit in Nairobi numbered 6025 
Ethiopians among the 75,800 at Kakuma. The Kakuma Registration Unit recorded 2422 
Oromo individuals at the camp, as of 14.9.10.  
 
Some Oromo refugees have lived in the camp since 1992 or 1993. 
 
Arid thorny scrub surrounds the camp, which is hot and dusty. There is more rainfall each 
year than there used to be ten years ago and there is therefore more meat for sale by Turkana 
herdsmen. But there is also more flooding, causing some huts to collapse. Two rivers, usually 
dry wadis, join in the camp and some huts have been lost to erosion in the past. Huts are now 
built further from the banks. Because of increased rainfall, there is more malaria than there 
used to be. 
 
Dwellings are in blocks divided internally by tree-lined byways, flimsily fenced with 
stockades of wooden pales and thin branches. The market area which I saw in Kakuma One 
was bustling and I was surprised to see young Somali girls carrying ice lollies along its broad 
and busy streets. A single taxi, operated by Somalis, is present in Kakuma One and motorbike 
and pushbike taxis are also available. 
 
New arrivals report to DRA and go to a reception centre for basic needs. They stay at the 
reception centre until given a ration card, which takes about 2-3 weeks. They are given a 
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Four weeks before my visit, a 30 year old Borana cattle trader, a former detainee who had 
been in Nairobi since 2004, received a text message on his phone 'Come back to Ethiopia or 
we'll kill you'. A 55 year old from Arsi Negele reported 'Especially those who work with the 
Oromo community are listed. We receive threatening phone calls. I checked with Safaricom 
and they are calls from Mandera [a border town with Ethiopia]. I received four such calls in 
the last year. When we complain to the Kenyan government, they say they are told by the 
Ethiopian government that we are the trouble makers.' 
 
A 26 year old student reported being attacked by four men on 15 April this year, when they 
tried to strangle him with a piece of rope. He was verbally threatened with being killed by 
another man on 10 September. 
  
A 65 year old prominent community member from Wollo described a recent attack: 'On 2 
June this year, four people came up to me in daylight, holding a knife and telling me I will be 
killed. I got hold of two of them. A lot of people helped and we chased them off. Three of 
them were Borana that I knew. Kituo cha Sheria phoned them and they said they would 
continue to fulfil their threat. I reported it to the police.' 
 
He continued 'There is no day without threats. Whenever I walk about I see them. They say 
they will hire thugs to kill me. Even yesterday, I was told that I need to take care because 
people are vowing to kill me. There are four people who recruit for the Ethiopian government 
here. They speak Oromo and pretend to be Oromo refugees. They belong to IFLO [the 
Islamic Front for the Liberation of Oromia]. I know them. The hostility of the IFLO [to the 
OLF] is being exploited by the Ethiopian government. They come to Ethiopian community 
meetings.' 
 
A young Oromo, Asafa Lamu, was killed in Kariobangi three months before my visit, after 
complaining to UNHCR and the community that he was being harassed by agents from the 
Ethiopian embassy who were trying to persuade him to return to Ethiopia. 
 
Refoulement 
 
'The Geneva Convention should protect refugees. What is it that we lack that means our 
refugees can be returned, detained and sentenced to death?' 
 
Although the expressed fear of deportation back to Ethiopia may be out of proportion to the 
actual threat, it is nevertheless genuine and based on the fact that there have been several 
episodes of abduction and refoulement. In 2009, there were about 300 refugees subject to 
refoulement from Kenya, and about 500 Ethiopian Somalis were returned to Ethiopia in early 
2010, according to Kituo cha Sheria.  
 
Three episodes of refoulement of Oromo refugees to Ethiopia are well documented - from 
Hagadera camp in Dadaab in 2001, and from Nairobi in 2007 and 2008. Three men were also 
reportedly subject to refoulement from Nairobi in August 2010.  
 
Hagadera 2001 
 
Awel Mohammed Hussein, aged 38, a mandate refugee since 2000, was abducted from 
Hagadera at the end of 2001. He was grabbed from behind and injected with something. He 
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temporary tent and some materials, including an iron sheet for roofing. Bricks are provided 
only for vulnerable people. The huts are made from clay bricks or wattle and daub and then 
coated with clay. Bricks are bought for 5Sh each and it takes 1300 bricks to build a 3x4m hut. 
Wooden poles for wattle and daub walls are expensive (150Sh  each), but some structures are 
made of this. Although building may be a problem for single women, and presumably for 
urban males, there is rarely a problem with abuse from men who help.  
 
A cement or concrete top for a pit latrine is provided by UNHCR. Refugees are expected to 
dig their own pits and change the location within their compound when necessary. 
 
UNHCR provisions are provided every 15 days by the UN's World Food Programme and 
were reported to be: 
2-3kg wheat flour 
2-3kg maize flour 
250g beans 
250ml oil 
A small quantity (50-100g?) of salt 
 
The local Turkana are one of the most marginalised people in Kenya. They struggle to 
survive, rearing goats, sheep, camels and cattle in the harsh semi-desert. Any attempt by 
refugees at animal husbandry is regarded by them as a threat; competition for scarce 
resources of grazing and water. Only one refugee has animals at Kakuma. An Ethiopian owns 
a slaughterhouse by the camp and keeps a few cattle for fattening up before slaughter. He has 
lived in Kakuma since 1992 and mainly slaughters animals belonging to Turkana, with whom 
he has a working relationship. All others who have tried to own animals have been attacked 
by Turkana, saying that the animals are theirs. 'You can't keep a goat for a night without the 
risk of being killed.' People have been shot dead for having animals. If a goat is bought, it has 
to be slaughtered that evening. On the journey from Lokichokio airport, I saw goatherds with 
Kalashnikovs as well as those who were more traditionally equipped. 
 
Refugees stated that it is impossible for them to grow crops, presumably for similar reasons 
that prevent them keeping animals. This is regarded as a problem by some Oromo refugees, 
who deplore their children being denied learning how to cultivate land and look after animals.  
 
Food rations are bartered with Turkana for goat carcasses or other meat, or sold so that milk 
powder, spices and vegetables may be bought. 
 
Refugees are no longer allowed to collect firewood. They are given 10kg of wood 5-6 times 
each year by GTZ, the German government development agency which also installs water 
pumps and has energy saving and tree planting projects at Kakuma. Refugees are expected to 
buy fuel when the firewood ration runs out, which was said to happen 'after a few days'. 
Charcoal is bought from Turkana traders or exchanged for dry food rations.  
 
The Community Services Office of the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) monitors and 
reports sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV). It employs (giving an 'incentive') over 20 
refugees to report incidents in the camp, but there are no systematic surveys. SGBV incidents 
increase with the arrival of new refugees, due to a mixture of factors including recent trauma, 
poor education about human rights, traditional practices (wife beating in some cultures) and 
the frustrations and financial constraints of refugee life. Only a minority of incidents are 
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The former detainee worked as a waiter in the 'Man-to-Man' restaurant on 9th Street in 
Eastleigh (since renamed '7/11'), where he saw many meetings between Ethiopian embassy 
staff and people who pretended to be refugees. These were Amharas, Tigreans, Oromo and 
mixed Amhara-Oromo, and included business people who were 'doing business for the 
Ethiopian government'. Although they pretended to be refugees, they had Kenyan and 
Ethiopian passports. He saw them receive payments from embassy staff. He named two - 
Tesfaye Alemayehu and Lulu -  who were 'officially known by the Kenyan government and 
deported'. 
 
He knew of 30-50 informers who infiltrated the Oromo refugee community. 'Some are still 
there, getting information for the embassy.' 'They came for lunch with the Ethiopian 
ambassador and the councillor at the embassy at weekends, especially when Teshome was 
ambassador. He came several times in 1999 and 2000.' 
 
Other refugees recalled a demonstration by 500-1000 outside UNHCR premises on 26 and 27 
December 2005 to protest about being invited to the Ethiopian embassy on the pretext of 
attending a wedding celebration. Sixty refugees were taken by bus to the embassy and urged 
to return to Ethiopia, with promises of safety and financial help. None went. One refugee was 
detained in Kasarani police station by the anti-terrorist police after the protest and a three 
man delegation from Eastleigh went to demand his release. The names of these three were 
given by the embassy to the anti-terrorist unit and they were called to report to them. On 
Kenyan TV, the Ethiopian government said that all Oromo refugees in Kenya belonged to the 
OLF.  
 
Well-known Oromo musician and singer, Nuho Gobena, was deported from North America 
and had been living for 2-3 years in Eastleigh. He was reduced to begging and was persuaded 
by the embassy, with promises of safety and land, to return to Ethiopia. 
 
Eastleigh residents recalled an incident which was published by OSG in 2008. Two former 
Addis Ababa University students and the guard of their building were shot dead in their 
apartment in Eastleigh by a government hit squad on 2 November 2007. Three others were 
shot and injured. 
 
Threatening phone calls were commonly reported. One 32 year old woman from Bale stated 
'I have received threatening phone calls from undisclosed numbers, twice in 2008 and 2009. 
Initially, they call as friends or relatives asking to meet me. When I refuse, they say "We will 
kill you".' 
 
She also reported being attacked: 'In July 2009, when I was out shopping at 6.00 p.m., I was 
held from behind by three men and was beaten and kicked in the kidney area of my back. 
They said "We got you" in the Oromo language. Others came and chased them away. 
I reported to the police and attended the hospital. I believe it was an enemy who I had 
escaped from. Now, I'm hiding myself extremely.' 
 
Associates of a man nicknamed Ibsa 'Oromo', reported that he was offered 30,000Sh to 
inform on other Oromo by a TPLF general in Nairobi. He reported the incident to RCK and 
the police anti-corruption squad. The general was arrested on 24.2.10 and found to be 
carrying Ethiopian military ID. He and his three associates were deported back to Ethiopia. 
Ibsa was resettled on 29.4.10 as an emergency. 
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recorded (for example, only ten adult rapes in 2009) and reported trends are unreliable. An 
Oromo LWF monitor said there was discrimination against victims of rape at the camp.  
 
LWF holds public meetings and rallies, and regular training for individuals and leaders to 
combat SGBV and female circumcision. It provides microcredit schemes for rape victims and 
short term material support, in coordination with the National Council of Churches in Kenya, 
to women who are vulnerable to drifting into prostitution. 
 
The Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) opened an office at Kakuma in April, where it 
provides advocacy for refugees, especially in affairs relating to the local police, at mobile 
courts in Kakuma and Lodwar, and less commonly at more distant high court hearings. 
 
Kakuma One has four primary schools, each with about 800 children. There is only one 
secondary school in the whole of Kakuma camp, which teaches over 400 pupils from grades 
9 to 12, with 80 or more in each class. University attendance is possible, but fees must be 
paid by sponsors, either individuals or NGOs. LWF and the Community Services unit of 
UNHCR sponsor individuals for Kenyan universities (see p. 25). The Windle Trust sponsors 
high achieving students to attend universities in Canada. One student went from Kakuma last 
year. 
 
The vice-chairman of the Oromo community, Hussein, was educated up to grade 12 in 
Kakuma and is now a teacher himself, of students up to grade 8, for the usual 'incentive' of 
3000Sh/month. 
 
The Oromo community chairman was concerned that the secondary school might close in 
2011 because of the repatriation of Sudanese refugees. He described primary and secondary 
education as not being adequate and not equal to the standard in Kenyan schools because 
teachers were paid less and were not of the same quality.  
 
A small Oromo library is run by a volunteer, lending some of its 700 books out for  1-4 
weeks to about 20 users each day. The Oromo Community organisation provided the walls 
and UNHCR the roof. 
 
A computer room which was equipped with four computers by ORA in 2006 still has three 
functioning computers. Two had stopped working and one replacement has been installed by 
the Oromo community. A volunteer teacher provides tuition on a one-to-one basis for one 
hour each morning and afternoon to Oromo, Sudanese and Somali students. The students are 
charged 300Sh per month for a three month course in computing. The fuel for the electricity 
generator costs 4500Sh per month. The course is well subscribed and the computer room was 
fully occupied when I visited. 
 
A social affairs committee, which operates without regard to religion or clan, collects 
donations, often from monies from the sale of rations, and provides support for those in 
especial need. This support includes provision of food and powdered milk for fatherless 
children, food and social support for HIV/AIDS patients, transport and accommodation of 
medical referrals to Nairobi and legal costs of community members who are arrested. The 
committee organises the computer training programme and plans to extend this and increase 
the number of adult literacy lessons. 
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One woman in her 20s was followed from Ethiopia by a man who wanted to force her to 
marry him. She believes he carries a knife and she has stayed in her house in Nairobi for over 
four years because she fears he will find her and kill her.  
 
A 34 year old from Jimma who has been in Kenya for 11 years related that her husband 
began beating her frequently. When he threatened to kill her with a knife, she went to Fida, a 
Kenyan women's organisation. In June 2004, he took away their two children, then aged four 
and seven. Elders visited him frequently for one month and instructed him to return the 
children, but he disappeared with them. 'We don't have mental rest. I need to work. My ex-
husband's friends disturb me. They blame me for his disappearance.' 
 
'The Oromo community disapproves of domestic violence but are powerless to stop it' she 
said.  
 
Ethiopian government agents 
 
'We are exposed to be picked off like a bird on a tree.'  
 
'Instead of protecting us, the Kenyan government is cooperating with the Ethiopian 
government' 
 
At a community meeting in Eastleigh on 18 September, the first problem which was 
mentioned was the harassment, monitoring and threat of abduction by Ethiopian government 
agents in Nairobi. Embassy staff and businessmen who travel to and from Ethiopia were 
implicated. Oromo who had defected back to the government along with Licho Bukura were 
now said to be informing on their contacts. Most of the government agents were said to be 
Oromo but there were also Amharas and Tigres among them. The Ethiopian government 
promotes animosity between old fashioned Ethiopian unionists and Oromo nationalists. It is 
also fostering discord and promoting hostility between the OLF factions in Nairobi. 
 
Among the many reports of Ethiopian security men reportedly spotted in Nairobi, which may 
or may not have been paranoid speculation or invented for the purposes of advancing refugee 
and resettlement claims, there were several genuine reports of Ethiopian government activity. 
 
Lawyers working for the Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) have written on several 
occasions to Kenyan police asking them to follow up reports of Ethiopian agents being active 
among the refugee community. Although there is rarely any feedback, agents have been 
arrested and deported to Ethiopia. 
 
One reliable report came from a 36 year old cattle farmer who recognised the security chief 
from Negele, Borana, in Eastleigh, in 2000. He was found to be posing as a Sudanese refugee 
and travelling to and from Ethiopia. 
 
A 38 year old former detainee and torture victim from Bale who came to Nairobi in 2000 
recounted how he joined a protest outside the Ethiopian embassy. This followed an invitation 
to refugees in Eastleigh to attend the embassy in 2000. The stated purpose was to raise funds 
and open an office of the Unity of Ethiopian Refugees Association, but it was a guise for 
infiltrating the community.  
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In order to travel more than 5 km from the camp, refugees are required to give a reason and to 
obtain written permission from DRA and UNHCR. Guards at DRA are believed to keep up to 
20 requests for travel permits before submitting them for scrutiny in a batch. Few journeys 
are made. The community chairman, Tussa Wabe, has been to Nairobi once and to Lodwar 
(the nearest large town) once in the ten years he has been at Kakuma. Jemal Adem has been 
once to Nairobi in 18 years at the camp. 
 
There is a town curfew for refugees. They must be back in the camp by 6.00 p.m. 
 
LWF employs 1800 refugees as security wardens at Kakuma. Members of the Oromo 
community told me that only 100, or fewer, Oromo had jobs such as this with NGOs. They 
are not paid a wage but are given a standard allowance or 'incentive' of 3000Sh/month. Some 
have paid work in the many shops and restaurants in the camp.  
 
There is no begging on the camp byways and thoroughfares but many are reported to ask for 
money at Churches and Mosques. No money is sent from outside Churches. 'Very few' 
receive remittances from close relatives abroad, typically $50 every few months. This was 
said to have reduced with the US economic downturn. 
 
Male refugees reported that perhaps 5% of women were forced into prostitution. One knew of 
five women who had done so and another knew of two. The chair of the Oromo women's 
community, who had worked on a film on Sexual and Gender-Based Violence for FilmAid, 
said that 20% of single mothers resorted to prostitution. Rather than 'commercial sex', she 

Computer room, Kakuma camp 
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Police 
 
Everyone out of 14 present at one meeting in Eastleigh reported that they had been arrested 
by the police, some many times. Three had been held overnight. One 37 year old from Arsi 
Negele, who was interviewed in Kakuma, reported that he had been arrested more than 20 
times by police. 
 
It was said that the police now took people slowly to the police station so they had time to 
phone relatives or friends to bring money. Sometimes they even lent telephones to the 
refugees so they could make these calls. The price charged for release was usually 4-5000Sh, 
but they would settle for less, sometimes as little as 500Sh, or the refugee's mobile phone if 
they were convinced that was all they had.   
 
As reported by other organisations, UNHCR papers were of little protection. Interview 
appointment slips were often torn up. 
 
Harassment by police was blamed for people attending a Mosque on 2nd Street in Eastleigh, 
rather than going further afield. The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) and Kituo cha Sheria 
reported that Pangani police station, near to Eastleigh, was notorious for harassing refugees. 
JRS had made formal complaints to them. 
 
Sometimes, Kenyan civilians pretended to be plain-clothed policemen to extort money from 
refugees in Eastleigh, according to one JRS staff member. 
 
The increasing profile of Kituo cha Sheria and RCK in Eastleigh has been associated with a 
decrease in police harassment. Police are less likely to ask for money now, although 'they 
may still ask to be invited out to lunch.' Some refugees thought the improvement was due to 
the Kibaki government or the new constitution.  
 
Legal rights organisations encourage refugees not to pay up, in order to discourage the 
practice, but as one young woman told me, paying money is better than being kept up all 
night in a police car in the company of policemen who were drunk or high on hashish. 
 
In Githurai, refugees were concerned that there was a recent increase in police harassment. 
There had been an increase in arrests since 20 August and three house searches in the week 
before interviews took place on 19 September.  
 
Gender-based violence from other refugees 
 
Four accounts of gender-based violence and forced sexual contact were recounted to me in 
Nairobi. 
 
A 25 year old from Wallega reported being repeatedly raped by a married man while she was 
staying with him and his family in Nairobi from 2008 until recently. She had three abortions 
during this time. Another young woman from Wallega told of being held for 18 months in a 
forced sexual relationship with a man until he was resettled early in 2009.  
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chose to use the term 'survival sex'. Single mothers were forced to sell themselves 'because 
the food allowance is not enough'. Two of the women I interviewed had become pregnant 
because of selling sex in this way and several women said they had found it necessary to get 
married because they needed protection. 
 
A 28 year old woman from Moyale said 'I know of one woman, a divorced single mother, 
living alone, earning money by looking after other children. The food is not enough. There 
are no spices or meat. She was forced to sell sex. Now she is pregnant.' 
 
The case of a singer who had practised 'survival sex' was brought to my attention. Her 
response to being warned of the danger of AIDS was 'I better die eating.' 
 
Refugees laughed when I asked whether the OLF recruited at Kakuma.  
 
Out of the eleven present at one meeting, three had been OLF members when it was legal and 
all had been supporters. When asked about any OLF presence in the camp, one said 'They 
disappeared with ORA.' There was some resentment against the OLF. 'The name of OLF is 
affecting innocent people. If they want to kill you, imprison you or chase you away from the 
your job, they say you are OLF. We are not a political group here. We want advocacy. We 
are not OLF. The terrorist label is affecting refugees.' 
 
At another meeting of twelve, where no OLF members were present, I was told 'Tell the OLF 
"Change! Don't split!" We need modern leaders and reform. We suffer because of this. 
Organise. Don't split. We don't want clanism.'  
 
An informant in Nairobi with access to information from Somali refugees believed that al 
Shabaab recruited in Kakuma and suspected that profits from Somali piracy were used to 
establish businesses there and in Nairobi. 
 
Dadaab 
 
There are three separate camps around Dadaab. UNHCR and most other NGOs have their 
headquarters at Dadaab and there is a small market and conurbation extending about one 
kilometre along the road through the town. Dadaab lies about 70km from the Somali border, 
which has the towns of Liboi on the Kenyan side and Doble (Dhooble) on the Somali side. 
An un-metalled but periodically graded road runs 110km southwest to Garissa, the northeast 
region capital. Approximately 10km on the Garissa side of Dadaab is the camp at Hagadera. 
Ifo camp lies about 5km to the northeast of Dadaab and Dagahaley is about 10km further off 
from Ifo, towards the Somali border. 
 
Each of the three camps was originally intended to hold 30,000 refugees, but they were at 
almost double their capacity by 2007 and a total of 300,000 refugees were in the camps by 
mid-2009. After transfer of 12,900 in 2009, UNHCR reports that there are now 290,000, 
which includes 15,727 from Ethiopia, mostly from Somali Region.  
 
There are currently 507 Oromo (312 males and 195 females) registered by UNHCR. 
Estimates by Oromo community leaders vary from 300 to 500 and they claim that 50-100 are 
not Oromo but other Ethiopians or Somalis posing as Oromo. However, estimated 
populations by community leaders in individual camps (Dagahaley 200, Ifo 140, Hagadera 
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policeman had been charged. In Githurai, on 11 August (World Cup Final day) an Ethiopian 
man beat a Kenyan to death and was followed home and killed.  
 
Gangs 
 
Gangs visit Eastleigh estate about once a week and rob people of cash, cars and mobile 
phones. Like the police, they hang around international money transfer outlets but, unlike the 
police, they shoot people who refuse to hand over cash instead of just beating them. During 
the recent Ramadan gang members shot a Somali dead for not handing over his money. A 
money changer was murdered during Ramadan last year in similar circumstances. No fights 
between gangs were reported to me but there is fighting between gangs and the police. Four 
gang members were shot dead last year in the compound of one of my acquaintances in 
Eastleigh. 
 
There are periodic episodes of violence due to 'the Mungiki'. They are a Kikuyu gang or sect 
consisting mostly of unemployed men who go on a rampage for a night every now and then. 
They are rumoured to have up to one million members and are subject to government 
crackdowns. They were particularly strong in 2007 and 2008. On 'Mungiki nights' they are 
said to slaughter people with machetes.  
 
Rape 
 
Unaccompanied women are at risk in Nairobi. A 34 year old from Hararge, with two 
children, described how she survives by selling tea and is forced to walk around alone, 
despite being frequently propositioned for sex. She attended school but stopped in 2008, at 
grade 5, because she could not afford to continue.' I left my young child with a neighbour so 
that I could go to sell tea. He fell and cut his head. It is difficult to work and look after 
children. I am very worried about my 11 year old.' 
 
In March 2008, at 6.00 a.m., at Mulango Kupa in Eastleigh, on her way to UNHCR (early 
because of the queues), she was grabbed by an Amhara-speaking Ethiopian and a Kenyan and 
taken to a small room in a garage warehouse where they both raped her. She was left by them 
at the warehouse. She believes they had been watching her and knew that she lived alone 
with her children. She now shares a room with other single women. She reported being 
followed and harassed still. 
 
'There is no time that I am safe' she said. 'In June 2010, a man knocked on my door asking for 
sex. I refused. Later that morning, he attacked me and broke my thermos flask. I reported it to 
the police and to Kituo cha Sheria.  
 
In 2007, a 34 year old from Jimma opened a tea room with some friends with a small amount 
of money they were given. They worked in shifts and she was working at night, up to about 
4.00 a.m. 'In June 2007, there was a blackout during the "night of the Mungiki", when they 
were chasing people with machetes. Three men stopped in a car outside the tea room. They 
came in and ordered the customers to lie on the floor. They took me to Adams [a district in 
Nairobi] and put me in a house and raped me turn by turn the whole night. They were Kenyan 
Borana, not Mungiki. I never went to the tea shop again.' 
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120-150) add up to 460-490 and the continued presence of refugees posing as Oromo is a 
matter of anecdote and conjecture. Most Oromo live on single blocks in the three camps. In 
Ifo, they share their block with other minority groups - from Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, 
Uganda - as well as some Somalis. 
 
Oromo are still arriving in small numbers. Three families came in March 2010 and a few 
individuals came before and after March. 
 
Out of about 30 at one meeting in Hagadera, five had been at the camp since 1992, one since 
1993, two since 1994 and one since 1998. All others were more recent.  
 
Out of the 27 students who arrived in Dadaab in 2004 and were still known to be present in 
2005, ten are still in the camps. One now works in Nairobi and the others have either been 
resettled in the USA or privately sponsored to resettle in Canada or Australia. 
 

 

The area is dry semi-desert with sparse scrub. There are scattered nomadic and settled 
hamlets along the road, with cattle and camel herds seen at waterholes. There are two rainy 
periods in November/December and April/May. In recent years with less than average 
rainfall many cattle have died but 2008 brought floods. Some refugees from Ifo and 
Dagahaley had to be moved to what became Ifo Two camp, a little way northeast of Ifo One, 
after their huts were washed away.  

As in Kakuma, the byways within Dadaab camps are tree-lined and fenced with 
flimsy wooden stockades 
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Perverting justice 
 
At the end of the second day of 
hearing about racist abuse from 
Somalis, I was delighted to meet a 
24 year old Somali mother who was 
married to an Oromo. They had 
'married for love' after meeting in 
the market and had two children, 
aged 18 months and 4 months. She 
then told me that she had been 
prevented from revisiting her family 
and that the Somali community had 
accused her husband of raping her. 
He was sent to prison in Nairobi in 
November 2009 and is serving a ten 
year sentence. 
 
Ethiopian government activity and 
refoulement 
 
A delegation from the Ethiopian embassy came to Dadaab in 2001 seeking permission from 
UNHCR to speak to Ethiopian and Oromo refugees to persuade them to join the armed 
forces. About 30 former Derg soldiers, heavy artillery experts, went with them from Ifo, after 
being promised seven years back pay. The Oromo in Hagadera, including Awel Mohammed 
Hussein, protested about the delegation coming to the camp. The 38 year old was interviewed 
during the research trip to Kenya and his story of refoulement from Hagadera at the end of 
2001 is reported near the end of this section. He now lives in Kenya without contact with 
Oromo or other Ethiopian communities.  
 
Amharas visit from Nairobi for between 1-3 weeks, without registering with UNHCR and are 
reported to have questioned the Ethiopian community about Oromo refugees. It is suspected 
these may be agents of the Ethiopian government. 
 
Nairobi 
 
Oromo refugees experience the same levels of violence and crime as any other residents in 
Nairobi. An increased police presence in Eastleigh has reduced the number of robberies there 
and it is safer than it used to be. Like other areas in Nairobi, it is not safe after dark. After 
conducting interviews there until after dusk, I was taken away in a taxi with tinted windows, 
which was brought inside the compound to collect me. 
 
During the post-election violence in 2007, 62 Oromo families were gathered by the police in 
Jamhuri park for their protection. From there, they were taken to Kakuma camp in February 
2008. 
 
Two recent killings were reported to me. A 25 year old Oromo, Abduwali, was shot dead on 
6th Street by a Kenyan policeman after a quarrel, three months before my visit. The 

Asli, 24, a Somali woman married to an Oromo. 
Her husband, accused by the Somali community 

of raping her, is serving a 10 year prison sentence. 
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The blocks I visited were very similar in appearance and structure to those in Kakuma. The 
buildings were similarly built, although some appeared to have a cement coating, and the 
streets and alleyways were similarly fenced and shaded with small trees. Within each block, 
the Oromo community occupied much less space, however. Markets, similar in size to those 
of a small town, were seen in each of the camps. 
 

The local Kenyan Somali population has lived in northeast Kenya for many generations. The 
mayor of Garissa and several of the local councillors are Somali. Racist hostility from 
Somalis is the predominant security issue at the camps (see section on Security). 
 
Although the border has remained closed since January 2007, about 50-100 Somalis arrive 
each day and are registered by DRA at Ifo One. Numbers of arrivals were much higher from 
2007 to 2009, when up to 1000 arrived each week. Registration takes about a week, less if 
numbers are low. The Norwegian Refugee Council assists vulnerable people to build shelters 
but this may take 2-3 months. Relatives help the majority of those who cannot help 
themselves. There is a transit centre for a small number of very vulnerable new arrivals. 
 
Once registered, a refugee is given a plastic sheet, mat, cooking pot, plate and utensils, and a 
10 litre jerry can. 
Refugee Status Determination for non-Somalis takes about one year and there is almost no 
delay for the decision to be endorsed by a Senior Protection Officer.  
 

A secondary school building at Dagahaley camp 
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'Somalis get in front of us at food distributions. They come later and are served first. We get 
there early but are made to suffer there a long time.' 
 
When there is a distribution of replacement building materials or plastic sheets, Somali 
employees were reported to prevent other nationalities obtaining any.  
 
Clinics and NGO appointments 
 
Refugees complained that Somali clerks postpone hospital appointments. 'Somali health 
workers discriminate against us and don't want to treat us.' 
 
'Even women in labour are ignored.' 
 
'When I took my child to the hospital with diarrhoea, the Somali health worker just played 
games on his mobile phone. I waited six hours in the morning. I was given an appointment in 
the afternoon but even then the doctor told me to go to the field post, until the head doctor 
saw me and helped me. It was one hour before it closed at 4.00 p.m.' 
 
'If you have an appointment [with an NGO], the Somali guard keeps you waiting at the gate 
until the NGO staff are getting in their vehicles to go home.'  
 
Businesses 
 
The former owner of the house in Hagadera where we held interviews, Iyya Liban Jilo, about 
32 years old, was stabbed in the back and right side in August/September 2009 because he 
had opposed a Somali obtaining property in this block. He had established, overcoming initial 
refusal of permission and paying high a rent, a small pool hall in the market. The premises 
were destroyed and he was severely beaten in 2007. He was resettled as a protection case, to 
the USA in March 2010. 
 
The Ifo chairman said 'If you try to start a business, you have to pay Somalis. You have to 
pay bribes. Even then, you are ignored and no-one buys from you. The owner of this house is 
a barber. If a Somali refused to pay the going rate, there would be a fight with many Somalis 
coming to join in. He had to close his business. A Somali boy stole his scissors and both were 
injured in the fight which followed. The boy had four scratches. But the Somali elders 
demanded four camels. In the end, the Oromo community had to pay a large fine.' 
 
At a large meeting in Hagadera, a man broke down in tears when describing how his son had 
lost his mind following an attack when Somalis had destroyed thousands of bricks that he had 
made. 'He became abnormal. Now he has to be tied up at home. Otherwise he runs away and 
beats people. Attempts at treatment have failed.' 
 
These incidents are symptomatic of the aggressive control over the local economy which is 
exerted by Somali refugees and Kenyan Somalis. I spoke to a Kenyan scrap dealer and part-
time pastor on the bus from Garissa to Hagadera. He told me he was threatened with being 
killed when he attempted to expand his scrap metal enterprise beyond Garissa. 
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Food rations were similar to those in Kakuma. Many said that the food ration was inadequate 
and some particularly mentioned the shortage of fresh fruit and vegetables.  
 
Schools are present in each of the camps, but attendance is severely limited because of racist 
abuse and attacks. There is one secondary school in Hagadera (with a total population of 
about 100,000). The school is run by CARE and had 2,600 students in 2008 (when my 
translator taught there), with about 60 in each class. The Somali community are building 
another secondary school in Hagadera. In Dagahaley, there are two secondary schools, one 
run by CARE and the other built by the Somali community. Only three Oromo attend these 
schools (see Security). 
 
CARE sponsors female secondary school students at a boarding school in Garissa for two 
year courses before they return to the camps. Windle Trust sponsors 'straight A' students for 
university courses in Canada and there are German NGO (DAFI) scholarships for universities 
in Nairobi. One student complained that repeated applications to the World University 
Service had been turned down.  
 
Unlike in Kakuma, the majority of men were employed in Dadaab. Only a small number (15-
20) worked for UNHCR or other NGOs because of Somali closed-shop arrangements. Most 
of the men had menial jobs as labourers, cleaners or waiters for Somali businesses. Pay by 
NGOs was higher than in Kakuma. The 'incentive' was increased from an average of 3000Sh 
up to 4-5000Sh per month after a strike. However, cleaners or guards for Somali businesses 
earn about 2000Sh/month.  
 
Out of the 200 Oromo who live in Dagahaley, only 60-70 stay there throughout the week. 
The majority work in Dadaab or the settlements in Ifo and Hagadera, returning every 
fortnight for their rations. A daily commute would eat too far into their wages. 
 
No non-Somali businesses are allowed to function. I was frequently told by refugees that any 
attempt to establish even a kiosk in any of the markets in the camps or Dadaab was 
prevented, sometimes violently (see Security). I saw one small Oromo kiosk at the edge of 
the Oromo block in Hagadera but it was not open while I was there. 
 
Because of the hostility of the majority population, I enquired why my translator, a teacher in 
his late 20s or early 30s, did not request a transfer to Kakuma. He replied 'I don't want to start 
all over again'. 
 
Nairobi 
 
Unless refugees keep their UNHCR files open by renewing their mandate or applying for 
resettlement, their files are deactivated after five years. There is no food ration or other 
regular assistance to merit files remaining open otherwise. UNHCR estimates that about 50% 
of refugees in Nairobi have deactivated files. On 31 July 2010, UNHCR statistics showed 
there were 46,000 individuals on active files in Nairobi, of whom 13,368 were from Ethiopia. 
10,444 of these were Oromo. There were only 962 Amharas on file. Members of the refugee 
community in Eastleigh estimated 5000 heads of families, 8-9000 individuals lived there. 
Although the greatest concentration of Oromo refugees is to be found in Eastleigh, if all the 
other areas of Nairobi are included, it is likely that about 20,000 Oromo refugees are in the 
capital - as estimated by UNHCR. 
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'There is no Church here, no place to pray and worship. I used to go to the Sudanese Church 
but they chased all the Sudanese away [following the incident in July, see above]. They said 
"One day, you'll face the same consequences. Why didn't you help us burn down the 
Sudanese huts? You are not a Muslim." ' 
 
'Even Oromo Muslims are abused.' 'If you are a Muslim, they ask for your pagan name before 
you became a Muslim.' 
 
'We are accused of not being circumcised, of being not clean.' 
 
'Even if we are married to a Muslim, our neighbours say we are married to a "gaal". They say 
"There are a lot of men here. Why did you marry a gaal?" They call me a prostitute.' 
 
The 45 year old chairman of the Ifo community said 'There is no religious freedom here. The 
Somalis bear a grudge against Ethiopians since the 1977 war. On any trip to the market or an 
NGO office, we are abused because of our religion, language or dress - whenever we leave 
the block.' 
 
A 30 year old Imam described how he was chased away by the Somali chairman of Hagadera 
camp when he was leading prayers for about 500 Oromo and Somalis outside the Mosque. 
The Somali chairman called the Oromo together and said 'It's not your right'. 
 
In November 2008, a group of Somali men came to his house and beat him. Oromo elders 
advised against his reporting this to the police because of the trouble that would follow. So 
they negotiated and the Somalis said 'Just forgive each other'. He has been threatened by 
phone on two occasions in the two years since then and has stopped going to the Mosque. He 
now prays at home and only goes out to the market, and then only in daylight. 
 
Distribution points 
 
Collecting water and food rations is a severe problem. Access to water taps is prevented and 
jerry cans are kicked away by Somalis. In Dagahaley, serious beatings (causing a bleeding 
scalp and a broken arm) were reported to camp security officers but no action was taken.  
 
A 23 year old from Harar: 'The Somalis say we are pagans. Even at the water tap. After us, 
they insist on washing the tap, saying pagans have used it. They say we are animals. There is 
no Oromo only block. Oromo Muslims and Christians live together OK, but they don't 
consider us as human beings.' 
 
One 30 year old lives in a different block to most of the Oromo in Hagadera. His wife and he 
are denied access to the water tap by Somalis in their block. He has remained there for three 
years, walking 7-800 yards to collect water from an adjacent block which houses Gambella 
people. 
 
In the queue for rations 'They say we smell and tell us not to stand next to them. The Somali 
clerks reduce our rations. We cannot challenge them. One out of a hundred is given a reduced 
ration or nothing at every distribution. Sometimes we go without food.' 
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The splits within the Oromo nationalist movement and Oromo society, which have bedevilled 
diasporan Oromo communities in Europe and America, were evident in Nairobi, although not 
apparent in camps in Kakuma and Dadaab. The largest faction, the Shanee (Five), which is 
the original OLF led by Dawut Ibsa and based in Asmara, is backed by the majority of the 
Oromo residents of Eastleigh estate, a few kilometres northeast of the city centre on the Juja 
Road. The Jijirama (Change) group, supported mostly by Arsi Oromo, is the next most 
numerous and has followers who are also mainly based in Eastleigh and the adjacent 
Pumwani estate. One of the two Churches in Eastleigh tends to be attended by this group. 
Originally associated with the Jijirama were a number of followers and associates of Licho 
Bukura from the Borana zone, some of whom followed him back to join forces with the 
Ethiopian government. The Qaaccaa faction, mainly Wallega Christians, fell in line behind 
the former leader of the OLF, Galassa Dilbo, when he rescinded his resignation of the 
leadership about ten years ago. This group tends to concentrate around the Githurai estate, to 
the northeast of Nairobi, just past Kasarani on the Thika Road. Refugees from Wallega also 
live in Adams. These divisions are not absolute and there are smaller congregations of Oromo 
in other areas - Kariobangi (further out than Eastleigh, between Thika and Juja roads, where 
many Borana Oromo live), Kasarani, Westlands and Ngumo.   
 
A recent rapprochement between the Shanee and Jijirama factions of the OLF is reflected in 
the formation of a new community organisation in Eastleigh which includes members of all 
factions, although the association with the Qaaccaa group is not solid. I therefore interviewed 
individuals and met groups of refugees in Eastleigh and Githurai. Several individuals from 
Kariobangi were interviewed in Githurai. 
 

 
 

                                           
The degree of hostility and mistrust between Oromo groups was discouraging. During the 
study period and since returning to the UK, I heard defamatory remarks about individuals 
whom I trust, on both sides of the divide between the Qaaccaa and Shanee groups. Each 

6th Street, Eastleigh 
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'If you report to the police or to UNHCR they come too late.' 
 
One 25 year old built his house in a Somali block because of lack of space in the Oromo 
block in January 2008. In April 2008, he returned from the market to find it destroyed and 
was told 'You are Oromo. Who told you to build a house here? You should not build on this 
block.'  
 
Children and school 
 
'Children are beaten at school. Nothing is done, so they drop out.' Of about 20 school age 
children on the Oromo block in Dagahaley, less than ten attend school, despite pressure from 
their parents. Only one pupil attends secondary school, an 18 year old girl who is about to 
leave. In Hagadera, less than ten of about 40 school age children go to primary school and 
only two attend secondary school, because of racist abuse and harassment. 
 
'I face insults at school all the time. I wear a headscarf because stones are thrown at me if I 
don't.' 
 
'There are six girls here who are not circumcised. They are not considered Muslim. They are 
told that they smell bad. So they have stopped going to school.' 
 
'Children are restricted to our compound. If they go to the market or to fetch water they are 
chased and beaten. This is causing psychological damage.' 
 
Market, church, religion and cultural dress 
 
Women described being degraded as inhuman and called 'gaalki' or sometimes 'gaal', like the 
men. It is a derogatory term, meaning pagan, with overtones of animal. Like the term 'galla' 
used by some non-Oromo in Ethiopia, it is as offensive as 'nigger' in the USA.  
 
Despite the Oromo Church being in the block [in Dagahaley], 'They disrupt our Sunday 
services and we beg parents and pay them some money to stop.' 
 
Christian teachers are called pagans and ridiculed. A yearly cultural celebration, with singing 
and dancing in national dress, had to be abandoned since 2007 because 'they followed us and 
stoned us'. 
 
In the market 'There is a risk but not much. But if you buy something, they tell you to put the 
money down on the table. They do not take it from your hand. Then they throw the change at 
you.' 
 
'We are unable to dress culturally. We can't express our culture. If we celebrate, they are 
more hostile.' 
 
'We grew up in a free society but here we have to cover up our faces. They always ask if we 
are Oromo or Somali.' 
 
'I'm a Christian but I'm forced to dress like a Muslim or I'm called a "gaalki" and they don't 
serve me on the market. Once you are branded, they put all their friends against you.' 
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accuses the other of working for the Ethiopian government. The first day of interviews in 
Eastleigh, at the business centre, was disturbed by raised voices and scuffles when refugees 
believed they were missing out and being ignored because they were being discriminated 
against. Yet another group exists in Eastleigh, with a smaller but significant following, which 
is hostile to the Shanee group and criticises it for claiming to represent Oromo refugees' 
interests with NGOs. The single representative of this group whom I met claimed that the 
OLF recruited in Nairobi but was unable to give any names. From my other contacts, which 
include OLF supporters, I doubt that this is true. 
 
Eastleigh is an intriguing mixture of bustle, economic activity and squalor. Leaving early 
morning from there on the bus to Dadaab, I noticed sleeping figures, wrapped in clothing and 
plastic, on a traffic island. On arrival to interview residents a few days later, my first 
impression was of rubbish compacted down to a black oily carpet on some busy streets and 
collected into extensive piles 2-3 metres high on others. There was a fleeting smell of faeces 
on 6th Street when I arrived at 8.30 a.m. In contrast, I was struck by the order, cleanliness 
and opulence of a business centre where the newly formed Oromo community association 
rents a small room. This was an indoor market with shops selling smart clothing, shoes, 
carpets, rugs and material. There were tailors with sewing machines and, on the top floor, a 
Mosque with the cleanest toilets and washing facilities I saw in Kenya, outside of western 
style hotels. 
 

 
 

6th Street, Eastleigh, from Amoco Plaza 
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There have been disappearances from the camps. Four women are assumed to have run away 
after being raped, two in 2001 and two in 2003. Two former Addis Ababa University 
students, Tekelu Diinsa and Legesse Angassa, both in their early 20s, attempted to escape 
from the camp in 2006. Their current whereabouts are unknown. 
 
Two Italian nuns were abducted from the border town of Liboi and held in Mogadishu until a 
ransom was paid in 2009.  
 
Violence, rape, fear and discrimination 
 
The following accounts were given by refugees in Ifo and Dagahaley on 15 September and in 
Hagadera on 16 September. 
 
'You don't know what will happen from one day to the next or from one hour to the next'  
 
'It seems like they [UNHCR] are protecting us but they are silently killing us.' 
 
'We were beaten and we suffered at home. Now it continues here.' 
 
'We have to stay in our blocks after 6.00 because of fear.' 
 
Of a group of 14 refugees I met in Dagahaley, all had been subject to beatings by Somalis at 
some time. One had sustained a fractured cheek bone. Another had his house damaged and 
his gate and fence broken down during an attack when he was beaten one week before my 
visit. One had been beaten two weeks previously. One had his mobile phone taken from him. 
Another described how he had attempted to open a teashop in the market. He was beaten and 
forced to close it four weeks ago, after it had been open for only one month. 
 
A 36 year old from Dire Dawa said 'In my first month here, Somalis raped my 25 year old 
step-daughter twice. The first time was in March 2003, when she was 18. They broke into my 
compound in the Oromo block and attacked her. I reported this to the police. We then moved 
to another block, near the police base, but she was raped again on 31 March 2004. They did it 
in my own home, getting in through a low window.' Her step-daughter became pregnant and 
delivered her baby. 
 
One of her sons and two other young men were school students who befriended a Somali girl, 
who borrowed a mobile phone from one of them. All three were accused of raping the girl 
and had to be put in protective police custody for one or two months and then moved to 
Kakuma. Although a doctor has examined the girl and reported that rape did not occur, the 
threats persisted. 
 
One Oromo described apprehending a man with a knife who had broken into his house. He 
took him to the police but the intruder was released at 6.00 that evening. Refugees reported 
that if a Somali is arrested, the community is attacked in reprisal. They said that in meetings 
with NGO officials, if an Oromo leader reports abuses by Somalis, he will be threatened. The 
former community leader from Hagadera had to move to Dagahaley because of threats to his 
life because of this. 
 
'The police are bribed to do nothing and witnesses are too frightened to make a statement.' 
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Eastleigh is expanding and developing. Many of its buildings are only 5-6 years old, built 
since Oromo refugees started living on 2nd Street. Eastleigh still holds the largest number of 
Oromo refugees but it is becoming more expensive and, since 2005, many have been moving 
further out of town to Kariobangi and Githurai, where rents are cheaper. One block of 
apartments which I visited used to be occupied solely by Oromo refugees, but as the rent has 
increased most have been replaced by Somali tenants. One small room now costs 3-
4000Sh/month and refugees often share rooms and meals with those less fortunate. The 
ability to cope in these circumstances varies enormously. Some maintain delightfully clean 
households and others live in squalor, but I did not see the deprivation described in reports by 
Amnesty International10 and Human Rights Watch11 of some settlements, with open sewers 
and fly tipping of toilet waste. 
 
Oromo refugees occupy a few apartment blocks on the small and relatively undeveloped 
Githurai estate. The block I visited was clean and simple. Each floor had a central water 
supply with facilities for washing laundry and toilets. Apartments opened off a single central 
corridor. There were very few buildings nearby and no adjacent market or shopping area. 
 
Relations between Oromo and Somalis is better than in Dadaab. Here the Somalis are abused 
by Kenyans, using derogatory names, partly because of resentment of their success in 
business.  
 
According to a US researcher who has visited Eastleigh over the last few years, Oromo 
women are more inclined to wear the hijab now than they were. When I asked about this, 
some women  said they felt more secure in the hijab; others said they just liked to fit in with 
the fashion. My US friend questions whether Muslim identity has become more attractive as 
chances of resettlement to the USA seem more remote. 
Lack of a legal work permit was one of the major complaints of refugees. The police could 
ask to see a work permit or a certificate of health. Failure to produce these could lead to a 
court appearance and several months in prison. 

                                                           
10 Insecurity and indignity: Women's experiences in the slums of Nairobi, Kenya. Amnesty International, 
London, July 2010. 
11 Hidden in plain view. Human Rights Watch, New York, November 2002. 

   

Apartment block, 2nd Street, Eastleigh 
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Local police are not a threat to the same extent as they are in Nairobi but are reported to bully 
and threaten refugees and local people. Taxi drivers in the town, for example, were reportedly 
arrested if they did not give free rides to policemen. 
 
Dadaab 
 
There are high levels of crime and violence around Dadaab. Over half of women interviewed 
by Filmaid International were reported in August 2010 to have been robbed of portable 
articles in public, nearly 30% reported sexual harassment on the streets and 75% feared 
entering other camps.  
 
A UNHCR officer reported that per capita levels of policing around Dadaab were only one 
tenth of the national average, despite the endemic violence. Clan-based disturbances in 
October were reported by the UN news agency, IRIN (8.10.10), to have resulted in two 
killings and the displacement of 600 families around Garissa.  
 
Most hostility, however, is from Somalis in the camps and the Kenyan Somali population and 
is directed against non-Somali refugees. This takes the form of violent attacks, verbal abuse 
and discrimination. Because of discrimination against Somali Bantu, who are regarded as 
slaves by other Somalis, they have had to be rehoused in Kakuma.  
 
Oromo and others from Ethiopia attract particular abuse because Somalis were victims of 
Ethiopian soldiers in the 1977 war and, especially, because of civilian atrocities committed 
by the Ethiopian army during the invasion of Somalia in December 2006 and the occupation 
of Mogadishu which followed.  
 
Hostility from the host Kenyan Somali population has so far prevented UNHCR establishing 
a separate camp for minorities among the refugees. Attempts to improve relations between 
the communities have been frustrated. The chairman of the Ifo Oromo community said 'The 
elders do communicate, but only two or three times every three months. The Somalis are not 
willing to meet more often to defuse the situation.' 
 
Killings, disappearances and abductions 
 
The following incidents were reported by refugees and international media. 
 
In 1998, a 35 year old successful shop-owner in Hagadera since 1995, who had changed his 
name from Alemu to Ali to avoid discrimination, was murdered after being accused of raping 
a Somali girl. 
In 2000, a teacher in his late 40s named Suleman (changed from Solomon Ayele, in order to 
get a job) was accused of rape and killed. He was a happily married man.  
 
An Oromo from Hagadera, named Endale or Lula, in his 20s, was stabbed to death in 2004, 
when working as head cook in the UNHCR canteen in Dadaab. 
 
In July 2010, a 13 year old Somali boy was murdered and his mutilated body found near to a 
block where the Sudanese community lived. Somalis burned down the block (90 or more 
huts) and all the Sudanese were moved to tented accommodation in a transit camp at Ifo.  
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From 75 to 90% of men were unemployed. Most of the work is menial, helping in restaurants 
or shops, earning 1-200Sh for a long day's work but 'you have to speak Somali to do this'. 
Before the development of Eastleigh in recent years, employment prospects were even worse. 
There are some with their own businesses, mostly small shops and kiosks on street corners. 
My informants knew of two with small restaurants and four Oromo with taxis in the whole of 
Eastleigh.  
 
One of these taxi drivers reported that most of his clients were Somali. Oromo cannot afford 
taxis and generally travel by foot or matatu. Even the employed said they earned 'just enough 
to eat'. 
 
The only work for most women is poorly paid; selling tea from vacuum flasks and sometimes 
samosas or other snacks, going from one kiosk to another in markets. Some women 
interviewed in Nairobi and in Kakuma described supporting themselves and their children, 
sometimes for several years, by cooking or washing clothes in Eastleigh or Kariobangi. Often 
an illness or other misfortune drove them to seek help from UNHCR and they were then sent 
to Kakuma. 
 

Several women I interviewed had slept at mosques in Nairobi for a few weeks or months at 
some time. However, although congregations were encouraged to support those in need, the 
two Imams in Eastleigh to whom I spoke said that women rarely slept at their Mosques.   
 
A 57 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in detention, spoke of living in Nairobi 
for four years, living in a Mosque because she could not afford rent in Eastleigh and had eight 
children to feed. She was unaware of UNHCR until taken to the office in 2008, following 
which she was sent to Kakuma camp. 
 
Less than half of the refugees in Eastleigh receive help from friends and relatives abroad. 
 
Refugees are open to extortion, not only by police (see Security) and landlords. One couple, 
who wanted to obtain a marriage certificate so the wife could be included on her husband's 
mandate paper, said the Kadi was asking $100 for this, instead of the 4-500Sh ($5-6) which 
he was entitled to charge. 
 

Apartment block, Githurai estate 
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A single mother from Adama (Showa) described how in May 2009, while she was living in 
Kakuma Three, her home was robbed while she was at a food distribution point. A thief came 
and took all her possessions, including the iron roofing sheet. She ran to Kakuma One and 
stayed with relatives but was told to get her own shelter. She stayed with another woman but 
was again thrown out by a family friend because of the illegitimacy of her child, which she 
had while in Kakuma. She had been sleeping outdoors and had lived at a Mosque throughout 
the recent Ramadan. 
 
A 39 year old, whose husband's sight was deteriorating, felt more frightened in Kakuma than 
when she left Ethiopia ten years previously. 
 
Even those with husbands or grown up sons feared robbery and rape by armed intruders who 
could overpower their men. 
 
Sexual harassment of young girls in school was more than boyish effrontery. One girl had her 
arm dislocated when trying to get away from a young male student. 
 
Single mothers also reported children being taken by relatives of their deceased or 
disappeared  husbands. My first interviewee in Kakuma, a 37 year old from Borana, told me 
that her oldest daughter was 14 when she was taken by her disappeared husband's family 
from the camp in 2001, presumably to be married. Her eldest son was taken by her husband's 
brother in 2009, after she had remarried. 
 
Ethiopian government agents 
 
Refugees reported that in 1994 Jemal Midaka was abducted from Kakuma and later returned 
with an ICRC certificate confirming his detention in Ethiopia following the abduction. He is 
now resettled in the USA. 
 
In 2005, four Ethiopian agents were arrested and deported after coming to the camp looking 
for specific Oromos.  
 
In 2006, Mohammed Ali disappeared from the camp. All of the 11 at a group meeting on 12 
September were convinced he had been abducted by Ethiopian government agents. Others 
were believed to have disappeared on their way to Nairobi. 
 
A member of the Ethiopian community, the owner of Kakuma Laundry Soap Project, was a 
healthy man in his 40s. Within the last 2-3 years, he was found dead in a hotel in Nairobi, 
where he went to pick up some machinery. It is suspected he was poisoned by Ethiopian 
government agents. 
Although many of the Ethiopians who were associated with the former communist military 
dictatorship in Ethiopia (the Derg) have now left Kakuma, those who remain are still feared 
by members of the Oromo community.  
 
Kenyan police 
 
Refugees demonstrated in front of UNHCR after a Somali was killed in 2008 by Turkana 
raiders. Kenyan police fired tear gas at the crowd and 17 were injured. There were claims that 
live ammunition was used and that one Oromo received a bullet wound to his shoulder. 
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Many NGOs now assist refugees in 
Nairobi, despite the Kenyan government's 
policy of discouraging 'pull factors' in the 
capital. Because of the outlawing of 
discrimination in the 2006 Act, refugees 
have access to health care and schools.  
 
The German government development 
agency, GTZ, provides medical staff and 
supplies to City Council clinics (which 
charge only a small fee to users), employs 
psychosocial counsellors and has renovated 
some buildings, including a new maternity 
clinic. Mapendo also provides medical and 
psychosocial support, especially for 

HIV/AIDS patients, and helps UNHCR with resettlement paperwork. GTZ also gives SGBV 
awareness training, supports 15 schools, a child development unit and provides 
apprenticeships and help to establish small businesses. It provides secure accommodation to 
those with extreme security threats. GTZ and UNHCR regularly visit Eastleigh and Githurai 
to counsel on refugee status determination and the resettlement process. 
 
The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) provides basic food staples -  similar to camp rations, 
except recipients are encouraged to share - to 200 people for 6-9 month programmes. It also 
provides small amounts of cash (up to 150Sh per person) for travel expenses, sanitary towels 
and free treatment at five clinics/dispensaries. 
 
The International Rescue Committee (IRC) gives small business loans and training and short 
term assistance with school expenses. 
 
Many other NGOs help in some way (for example Faraja with some food needs, NARAP 
with protection of women, training and assistance in self-help projects). 
 
RCK and Kituo cha Sheria are both legal organisations which do advocacy work for refugees 
in their dealings with police and UNHCR. Half of RCK's 80/day case load in Nairobi is 
concerned with refugees' means of survival. RCK trains two paralegal monitors every quarter 
in Eastleigh. These work with six RCK paralegals in Eastleigh (there are 20 in Nairobi) in 
monitoring high security risk cases who cannot openly access UNHCR.  
 
Kituo cha Sheria is a similar sized organisation. Unlike RCK, it has no presence in Kakuma, 
but undertakes valuable lobbying work on government policy as well as its refugee case load. 
Refugees are entitled to the same access to schools as Kenyans, but are liable to high fees for 
universities - the same as foreign expatriates. In Eastleigh, there are seven primary schools, 
with possibly 1000 pupils in each, and two secondary schools, each with about 2000 students. 
Estimates of costs varied. One parent said it cost 8500Sh per term for his 9 year old, plus the 
cost of uniforms. Another group said primary school registration cost 3-4000Sh ('for the 
seat'), 500Sh/month tuition, 250Sh per term for exams and 3-4000 twice each year for 
uniforms. Secondary school was priced at 4-5000Sh/term, 3-4000 twice yearly for uniforms 
and 3-5000/term for meals. Thus education costs in the region of 20-35,000Sh per year. 
 

Oromo corner shop, Eastleigh 
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corroborated his report that security had thereafter improved with an increased presence of 
security forces, supported by LWF. There were no killings in 2009. However, in 2010 an 
armed robber killed a 12 day old Somali baby in the camp and wounded the baby's mother.  
 
The LWF Community Services Officer reported that the incidence of reported rape was 
reducing but that wife beating remained constant. Defilement (rape of a minor), sodomy and 
child abduction (usually by a family member) remained rare. However, as noted in the 
section, Refugee experience, the reporting of SGBV incidents is not systematic. 
 
A 28 year old from Moyale told me 'Security is bad. People are killed, especially those in 
business in the Somali area. I know of ten inter-clan killings, mainly between 2003 and 2008. 
At night, people carrying torches can be shot dead, because of the fear of theft. They break in 
to houses, through the roof. One man, a very good man named Hawale, a Somali hotel owner, 
was shot dead by a man - the family say a Turkana - who broke in through the roof and tried 
to rape his daughter. He was shot defending her and then they ran. They would have stolen 
things if they could.' 
 
A 34 year old former detainee said  'I can't count the number beaten and raped here. I spent 
six years and four months in prison in Ethiopia and I feel more frightened here.'  
 
The camp was reported to be generally safer since the majority of Sudanese left in 2007. 
Somalis are now in the majority at the camp but hostility between them and the other 
communities is much less than in Dadaab (see below).  
 
Nocturnal raids by Turkana bandits are the main security issue now and unaccompanied 
women expressed particular fears about robberies and rape. Long minimum prison sentences 
(15 or more years for rape and 20 years for defiling a junior) were imposed in 2006 to deter 
these crimes, but this may be counterproductive as guilty verdicts are less likely to be made 
due to the severity of the sentences. 
 
Unaccompanied women 
 
'All are vulnerable but young women are the most vulnerable.' 
 
In a meeting with five women in Kakuma, four whose husbands had disappeared or died, fear 
and insecurity were said to be their predominant concerns. They all found the food ration 
inadequate and were fearful of being unable to cope with illness and providing clothing and 
adequate food for their children. However, physical security, especially from rape by 'men 
with guns', 'in the dark' preoccupied them. One 40 year old said she heard of one case of rape 
every week on average. Three said they could not sleep because of fear.  
 
There are about 70 single mothers in Kakuma One camp, seven or eight with teenage 
daughters, who live in constant fear of attack by men intent on raping them or their daughters.  
 
A 30 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in September 2009, described how her 
nights are disturbed because she fears every slight noise is due to someone trying to break in 
through her roof. One 45 year old single mother whose child was prone to nocturnal fits felt 
unable to summon help, saying 'People are too frightened to come and help at night'.  
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Most Somalis go to school but only about 50% (some said only 5%) of Oromo children go to 
school or a madrassa. Going to a madrassa is cheaper, about 500Sh/month and even less, 
sometimes nothing, for poor families. The madrassa in Eastleigh is attended by 300 children. 
They are taught arithmetic, English and Kiswahili as well as receiving instruction in Islamic 
studies, the Quran and Arabic. 
 
Some children are kept away from school because they cannot speak English. Thus a vicious 
circle is established - no English/no school/no English. 
 
The Saphalo Education Foundation in Eastleigh was established with the help of UNHCR 
about ten years ago. Up until recently it rented three classrooms and an office for 
16,000Sh/month. At the beginning of Ramadan it reduced the classrooms to two and the rent 
to 12,000Sh. It had not set up again after Ramadan by the time of my visit and the classrooms 
were piled up with the furniture from the unused third classroom. The only two functioning 
computers were being used in the office and the five part-time teachers held classes in only 
English and Oromo - three 50 minute lessons each day for 200Sh/month. Only half of the 
students were able to pay the fees. There were 60 students before Ramadan. The library 
appeared well stocked. 
 
I enquired about university sponsorship at UNHCR. The Community Services officer showed 
me data indicating the scheme was fully subscribed, with 76 refugees, including 8 from 
Ethiopia, at Kenyan universities. Lack of funding prevents expansion of the programme. 
 
UNHCR 
 
Introductory comments 
 
It is inevitable, given the role that UNHCR plays, the restrictions under which it works and 
the limited funds with which it operates, that the organisation attracts criticism from the 
people who depend on it the most and have the most reason to be grateful to it. This 
ambivalence is due in part to the 'refugee lens' through which the world is seen and in part to 
inefficiencies inherent in a large, complex and bureaucratic organisation.  
 
The first thing that the Oromo community chairman said to me when we met early in the 
morning for my second day of interviews at Kakuma, after hearing a full day of problems and 
complaints the day before, was that he should emphasise how grateful refugees were to 
UNHCR.  
 
I was treated with kindness, consideration and respect by almost all UNHCR officers with 
whom I was in contact and I was impressed with the integrity and dedication of the officials I 
met. However, the organisation is not beyond criticism. It is in the spirit of constructive 
criticism and respect for UNHCR that I relay some of the critical comments from refugees. 
 
Access 
 
A defensive bureaucracy necessarily develops to protect busy people in caring professions. 
There were more complaints about difficulty in accessing UNHCR in the camps than in 
Nairobi. In Kakuma, refugees reported that seeing UNHCR was not easy because it was 
overstretched with new arrivals, eligibility and Refugee Status Determination (RSD) work.  
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assessment of prevalence. One of those in Kakuma One had died, two were on treatment and 
one was not. 
 
Nairobi 
 
The GTZ clinic on 4th Street in Eastleigh sees 150-160 patients each day and queues are 
long, although probably not the 500 described by one refugee. Doubtless, the service is 
overstretched and does not satisfy demand. GTZ supports other City Council clinics and JRS 
pays for treatment for refugees in five clinics/dispensaries.  
 
Refugees complain 'It's not to support refugees but just to give the appearance of that.' 'When 
you go to Mapendo, they say why not go to the 4th Street clinic and save the transport costs?' 
 
On the other hand, one man spoke about how he had been helped by Mapendo, RCK and 
GTZ and how pleased he was with the hospital treatment for which he was referred. 
 
A Rwandan refugee corroborated Oromo reports of being charged more than Kenyan 
residents. 'If you're foreign you have to pay double even at a City Council hospital.' 'They 
should not charge but they ask for cash if you're foreign or they give you a prescription to be 
bought at a private pharmacy.' 
 
Security 
 
Oromo refugees are liable to abuse from host communities in Kenya, the Kenyan police, 
other refugees (Somali, Ethiopian and Oromo) and agents acting on behalf of the Ethiopian 
government.  
 
Incidents of assassination, killings and attacks on Oromo in Kenya between 1992 and 2007 
which have been recorded by the Oromia Support Group are listed in Appendix 1. 
 
The reporting of security concerns is complicated by fear and paranoia among refugees, 
which encourage and amplify rumour and speculation. There is also an understandable 
tendency to exaggerate and sometimes invent a narrative of persecution, especially by 
Ethiopian government agents, in order to accelerate refugee status determination and increase 
chances of resettlement. 
 
However, awareness of the potential for exaggeration and invention can lead to failure to give 
adequate consideration to genuine security concerns. During this study, I learned that I had 
wrongly disregarded one account of assault by Kenyan police and interrogation by an 
Ethiopian embassy official and had wrongly assumed a former detainee's assessment of his 
security risk in Nairobi was exaggerated.  
 
In order to give some structure to refugees' expressions of their security concerns they are 
considered under geographic headings. 
 
Kakuma 
 
Dr Mohamed Qassim, Head of the Kakuma Sub-office of UNHCR, said that security there 
was not good, especially at night. Five were killed in armed robberies in 2008. Refugees 
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A 28 year old from Moyale said 'It is very hard to meet the UNHCR and ask about our 
individual problems.' 
 
In Kakuma, 'brokers' were necessary for connections to be made with UNHCR and fees were 
reportedly paid. UNHCR staff were said to be involved 'but not directly'. My informants 
declined to give details in case they jeopardised employment opportunities for those who 
worked with UNHCR. 
 
In Dadaab, it proved very difficult for me to reach UNHCR staff and to gain access to the 
camps. Some UNHCR staff refused to answer their telephones unless calls were made from 
familiar numbers.  
 
After reaching the External Relations Officer, by using the telephone belonging to the Kenya 
Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) Camp Manager, I was told that the UNHCR office in 
Nairobi knew nothing about Dadaab and had no business encouraging my visit; that I had to 
arrange my visit 4-8 weeks in advance; that I had to go to the camps in a convoy of (twelve or 
more) vehicles from the UNHCR compound but only if space could be found for me; that I 
had to interview refugees in the UNHCR field office of each camp and could not enter a 
camp without an armed guard. 
 
As the convoys only spent two hours at the camps each morning and afternoon, this would 
have been very restricting. Fortunately, the officer failed to contact me regarding my being 
taken on the convoy and I travelled in the DRA vehicle, entered each camp and interviewed 
refugees in their blocks. 
 
Somali guards at gates to the UNHCR compound made it very difficult to see officers unless 
equipped with their telephone numbers and a prearranged appointment. I learnt that a few 
weeks previously Kenya's Commissioner for Refugee Affairs had arrived for a meeting in the 
UNHCR compound and had been so incensed by the arrogance of a guard telling him to wait 
while his appointment was checked by telephone, that he turned around and left in disgust. 
 
In Hagadera, refugees complained of poor access to information from NGOs, including 
UNHCR.  'We get second hand information: they don't visit the camps.' However UNHCR 
visited the camps twice each week for counselling about resettlement.  
 
One complaint about the disruptive effect of frequent staff changes was made in Dagahaley. 
There were fewer complaints about access to the office in Nairobi. If a refugee arrives before 
10.00 a.m., they are guaranteed to be seen and at least given an appointment for an interview. 
While new arrivals are seated in the waiting area, every thirty minutes, a spokesperson 
explains in Swahili, Amharic, Somali and Oromo about the RSD process. There are regular 
outreach sessions to Eastleigh and Githurai to explain RSD and resettlement processes.  
 
Refugee Status Determination (RSD) 
 
Up to 500 new asylum-seekers arrive each day at the Nairobi office. Most of these are 
Somalis who are prima facie refugees. They are initially screened for vulnerability and 
entered into a rapid registration process if found to be vulnerable. Routine registration 
involves a waiting period of two years for Somalis. RSD is automatic because of their prima 
facie status, so the time to mandate refugee status is comparable to other refugees. 
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medical care. Most of these were the result of unrealistic expectations and the 'refugee lens' 
discussed above.  
 
Hence the inadequacy of medical services was blamed for conditions which were not possible 
to treat, at least in Kenya, including a ruptured ear drum following a beating, and spasticity 
and weakness following meningitis or a stroke.  
The parents of a four year old with an infected, ulcerated eye and a congenital skin disorder 
affecting part of his face, believed that treatment was being denied. But documents showed 
that he was being regularly reviewed and that eventual removal of the eye was likely and 
justified.  
 
Complications which sometimes occur even in well-run clinical practice, such as an injection 
abscess, were blamed on negligence and discrimination.   
 
Disease indicators at Kakuma are in keeping with the rest of Kenya. The International Rescue 
Committee (IRC), which runs the health system there, reported that the acute malnutrition 
rate for infants is now 7.9% and the rate of severe malnutrition 0.6%. The acute malnutrition 
rate was 10% in 2006/7 and rose to 17% (with severe malnutrition 2.6%) in 2009, when there 
was an influx of refugee transfers from Dadaab and a cholera outbreak. 
 
Infant mortality from September 2009 to August 2010 was 0.8/1000/month, and crude 
mortality 0.3/1000/month; comparable to national figures in Kenya. Main overall causes of 
death were malaria (15%), pneumonia (14%), neonatal death (11%), acute malnutrition (8%) 
and acute watery diarrhoea (7%). The main causes of infant mortality were pneumonia 
(21%), neonatal death (21%), acute malnutrition (16% - since improved), malaria (14%) and 
acute watery diarrhoea (6%). 
 
Morbidity (illness) rates per 100,000/month were 37.1 for upper respiratory tract infection, 
15.6 suspected malaria, 12.1 confirmed malaria, 12.4 lower respiratory tract infection 
(pneumonia), 10.7 eye diseases, 10.6 watery diarrhoea, 9.9 skin diseases, 2.0 anaemia, and 
0.1 HIV. TB was very uncommon. 
 
Morbidity rates in under fives were 130.3 for upper respiratory tract infection, 51.8 watery 
diarrhoea, 43.5 lower respiratory tract infection, 25 skin diseases, 18.7 eye diseases, 16.5 
worm infestations, 7.9 suspected and 7.6 confirmed malaria, and 1.8 acute malnutrition. 
 
However, as elsewhere in Kenya, there are preventable deaths and avoidable morbidity in the 
camps. All the main causes of death and morbidity, in the general population and in infants, 
are potentially treatable and many are avoidable.   
 
According to Dr Qassim, Head of UNHCR in Kakuma, chronic diseases, such as diabetes and 
hypertension are more of a challenge. Referrals of non-emergencies to Nairobi are limited to 
4-5 per month, but IRC were said to be improving the management of long term illnesses. 
There is a mission hospital at Kakuma with one surgeon, but most surgical referrals are made 
to Nairobi. 
 
Refugees claimed 'HIV/AIDS is increasing because of commercial sex. There is no 
community support.' I was informed of four HIV cases in Kakuma One and one in Kakuma 
Two. There may have been many others, but the stigma of HIV/AIDS prevents accurate 
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Ethiopians wait about two months for registration. This rarely gets rescheduled more than 
once. RSD interview should take place 3-4 months later but this is more often rescheduled, 
due to lack of translator or the absence of an eligibility officer because of crash programmes, 
seminars or meetings. At full capacity, eight officers perform three RSD interviews each day 
for four days each week.   
 
Then follows the longest waiting period, for a senior protection officer to endorse the RSD 
decision. Due to a shortage of senior officers this period has been 9-12 months during 2009-
2010. Appointments are commonly postponed due to the unavailability of an officer. 
However, two extra lawyers have been engaged and it is hoped to clear or considerably 
reduce this backlog by the end of the year.  
 
Having an appointment slip for registration or RSD interview is some protection from police 
harassment but resettlement cannot be entertained until a positive RSD is endorsed.  
 
In Kakuma, DRA, in line with the government-led process of refugee registration since the 
2006 Refugee Act, now receives refugees in to the camp and sends a weekly list to UNHCR. 
Refugees are then put on the UNHCR progress registration database and their biometric data 
entered. They are then assisted in completing an application for RSD and given a ration card. 
They then wait a considerable period for the RSD interview (the main delay here) and then 
wait a short time for a senior or assistant protection officer to endorse the decision.  
 
If refugee status is refused, an application form for an appeal is provided. Appeals should be 
made within 30 days, but this rule is not strictly applied. An appeal is likely to be rejected if 
no new evidence is presented unless there has been a change in appreciation of risk in the 
country of origin. An appeal may be decided without another interview (a paper review) or 
may warrant a second interview. Appeals are generally looked on favourably. Since the 
clearance of a backlog of 400 outstanding appeals began in 2007, 85% of Oromo appeals in 
Nairobi have been allowed. 
 
It is rare for cases to be reopened after refusal at appeal and this will generally happen only if 
there has been a significant change in the country of origin information. A reopening request 
has to be written to a senior protection officer and community leaders may do this if new 
information becomes available. Supra-regional RSD officers review requests for reopening 
cases and only allow a few. 
 
The Oromo are the only non-national treated as a separate identity in the RSD process. 
 
There is no possibility for prima facie refugee status to be awarded to Oromo applicants. It is 
not awarded on the strength of the case for refugee status but is a pragmatic response to an 
overwhelming and unmanageable caseload. It could only be decided by the Kenyan 
government and UNHCR at the Geneva level, and the current anti-terrorism mindset is not 
conducive. Indeed, there are concerns about continuing the prima facie status of Somali 
applicants. 
 
Postponements and delays 
 
Although delays in obtaining refugee status should not prevent access to assistance from 
other NGOs - contrary to the claim of at least one refugee in Nairobi - they deepen the sense 
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In Kakuma: 'Respect within families is 
deteriorating. Fathers are not earning. We lose 
our cultural values. Children of single mothers 
miss out. There is a high incidence of sexual 
abuse, HIV and venereal disease.' 
 
One husband said ' Somali refugees eat meat 
every day, drink tea with milk in every day and 
their women dress smartly. Oromo women see 
the way they dress, the ornaments they wear, 
and ask their husbands, why not them. 
Husbands feel they can't compete and lose 
pride.' 
 
Suicide 
 
A former singer in Kakuma turned to 
prostitution after her Somali husband died in 
2006. She attempted suicide, throwing herself 
and her baby under a UNHCR vehicle.  
 
One 32 year old from Arsi Negele described her inability to sleep because of worrying about 
the safety of her 13 year old son and herself, and the difficulty in managing on two rations 
since her husband hanged himself in August 2008. She worked in a Somali restaurant to try 
to make ends meet. She was profiled for resettlement in 2008 but was rejected. She has been 
in Kakuma for six years.  
 
Refusal 
 
Some of the worst cases were those who were refused mandate status and therefore a ration 
card at Kakuma, and those who were refused resettlement after getting most of the way 
through the process. 
 
'We can't chase them away' 'UNHCR says they should leave the camp'  
 
'If something happens, there is no-one to refer them to in Nairobi, no-one to be responsible 
for them, no travel document.'  
 
One family in Kakuma was traumatised by rejection of their case. They began arguing and 
the wife ran off with a Tigrean, leaving her husband to look after the children. 
 
In one family, the children were accepted but the father was refused refugee status and told to 
leave camp. 'His wife had no option but to look for other means of survival.' 
 
Other health problems 
 
Physical illnesses pale into insignificance compared to the prevalent mental ill health, 
especially in the camps. Nonetheless, there were many complaints regarding the adequacy of 

Garbole Golicha, 50, Borana pastoralist: 
Even if we move now, we are already 

dead. We have died here. 
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of frustration and of not moving forward, as well prolonging the time before resettlement 
becomes a possibility, however remote.  
 
In Nairobi, it was not uncommon for RSD interviews to be postponed twenty times. Among a 
group of 19 Oromo who met with me on 19 September in Githurai, were three Borana men 
who claimed their interviews had been postponed four times in one year, five times in one 
year and ten times in 18 months, and after three years in Nairobi, none had refugee status. 
One young woman reported ten postponements in 20 months and three others said their 
interviews had been postponed between 20 and 29 times. Even allowing for exaggeration, 
this seems unacceptable. 
 
One 41 year old rape victim from Mega, Borana, whose husband had disappeared in 
detention, recounted how she was told on repeated visits since her RSD interview in 2005 
that her file was lost and confused with that of another woman of the same name. Although it 
was finally relocated in April 2010, she still did not have mandate status. 
 
A 30 year old farmer from Moyale, who had been detained for most of the five years before 
his arrival in Nairobi on 2005, reported that although he was registered shortly after arrival, 
his RSD interview was not until October 2010. He complained 'They kept telling me to go to 
Kakuma but I'm not healthy enough for that hot place after all my beatings.' 
 
Refugees in Nairobi pointed out that many who attended UNHCR on the same day would be 
postponed to the same date in the future. They expressed a genuine fear that if agents 
working in collaboration with the Ethiopian embassy saw them at UNHCR, they could 
prepare to harass or attack them when they returned for their postponed appointment.  
 
In Kakuma, a 50 year old from Borana told how he had acted as spokesman for 62 families 
who had been protected in Jamhuri Park inNairobi during the 2007 post-election violence. He 
complained that since their arrival in Kakuma three years previously, some of those still had 
not been awarded refugee status. The chairwoman of the women's community in Kakuma 
was in her third year at Kakuma but her RSD interview had taken place only one  day before 
we spoke (10 September). 
In Dadaab, several files from 2004-5 appeared to have been mislaid. One 28 year old from 
W. Hararge had his RSD interview shortly after arrival in 2003 but still awaited the result, 
after many postponed appointments.  
 
The leader of the Oromo block in Dagahaley, a 25 year old teacher from Wallega, came with 
students and other teachers in 2004. He was told his file was lost and he was classified as an 
asylum-seeker, not a refugee, in 2010. He reported that many who were rejected in 2004 were 
told their files were lost two or three years later. Some had achieved status on re-interview. 
He claimed 'People have been here since 2004 without a result. But people from Eritrea and 
Gambella get status without any problem.' 
 
At Ifo camp, another teacher who arrived in 2004 still had no mandate and had been told his 
file was lost. The situation had improved for those arriving later. Refugees who came in or 
after 2007 were given status within a year. 
 
Delays and confusion were also apparent in the process for permitting travel from Kakuma. A 
long term resident (18 years) complained he had applied five times between January and May 
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'Nobody listens or cares.' 'There are no eyes or ears for here, there is no outside attention.' 
 
'We need advocacy and assistance to rescue a dying generation.' 
 
'We are desperate. We need assistance to get out.' 
 
A sense of missing out, of frustration, was also commonly stated: 
 
'I want higher education but there is no opportunity.' 
 
'A lost generation - the young people have not learnt how to cultivate land' 
 
'Tell Oromo in the diaspora that they should understand that they have a lost community 
here.'  
 
'I don't know ORA. Why haven't they come before?' 
 
There was also resentment: 
 
'There are people here without help but the NGOs build their own fancy buildings.' 
 
Paranoia and real or imagined insecurity reinforce and deepen distress and mental illness. 
Some believed that Amharas and UNHCR actively conspired to reject Oromo claims for 
refugee status and resettlement. Many believed they were being followed and frequently 
seeing security agents among the refugee population. Several of the men I spoke to had 
received or were receiving counselling because of frequently seeing adversaries in Nairobi 
and in Kakuma. Many were obviously paranoid. This may have been more common in 
recently arrived torture victims.  
 
Irrational fears were expressed. One young man who was about to be resettled thought other 
refugees were intent on getting him arrested so he would miss his flight.  
 
There was a need to tell their own story. At some meetings, several would repeat the same 
feelings and complaints that had been expressed several times before.  
 
A 50 year old Borana pastoralist in Kakuma made a particularly chilling comment: 'Even if 
we move now, we are already dead. We have died here.' 
 
Family breakdown 
 
Stress and misery lead to family breakdown and domestic violence. There are many 
separations and divorces, with one partner in Nairobi or resettled abroad and the other in 
Kakuma. 'Family structure is destroyed.' 
 
A 39 year old described being left in Kakuma when his wife and child were resettled in the 
USA. I subsequently found out he had been refused resettlement because of his violent 
attacks on his wife. 
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2010 to travel to Nairobi. 'My name was posted on a door at UNHCR to say permission had 
been granted but it was not there when I went to collect it' he said. 
 
Decisions 
 
Before 2005, only 35% of Oromo claimants were granted refugee status. With the growing 
number of publications, especially by Human Rights Watch, about human rights abuses in 
Ethiopia and the post election killings in 2005, UNHCR began to acknowledge that any 
suspected involvement of an individual or their family with opposition movements in 
Ethiopia or a single episode of detention were enough to warrant international protection.  
 
Since 2005, about 85% of refugee status determination and appeal decisions on Oromo cases 
have been positive. This improvement was acknowledged by Oromo refugees. The culture of 
disbelief which characterises asylum decision-making in the UK and the rest of Europe is less 
apparent in UNHCR. The organisation now plays an advocacy role on behalf of Oromo 
refugees in some countries (for example Libya).  
 
However, those who fail to gain recognition of refugee status are in dire straits.  
 
Refugee status was denied to 35 of the 42, mainly students and teachers, who came to Dadaab 
in 2004. Most were successful on appeal but six or seven, including some students and some 
civilians, were refused even after appeal. In Kakuma, there are three or four families and 
another five or six individuals who are 'in a problem because of refusal'. They arrived in and 
around 2001 and did not get their first refusal until 2005. Their appeals were rejected in 2007. 
Ration cards were deactivated, apart from those for children. 
 
At least the two whom I interviewed in Kakuma were wrongly rejected. They gave a clear 
and accurate history of abuse in Ethiopia and they would certainly be at risk if they returned. 
Despite their obvious destitution and misery, they are wise to remain in Kakuma.  
 
Any unexplained absence from Ethiopia arouses suspicion from the security apparatus, which 
has informants down to the level of individual households in many areas. Even if their 
accounts of persecution before their flight to Kenya are disbelieved, they would be at risk of 
persecution on return in any case.  
 
This risk is further compounded by delays in the determination process in Kenya. An absence 
of more than one year will guarantee adverse interest from the authorities in Ethiopia.  
 
The success rate of 85% is still lower than for some other major refugee groups in Kenya, 
although the complaint that failure 'only happens to Oromo' is inaccurate. Applications from 
Rwanda, Burundi and Congo have a lower success rate. 
 
I spoke to one refugee in Kakuma  who had survived a sea crossing to Yemen from Bosasso 
and who had avoided being refouled from Yemen to Ethiopia. All of those with whom he had 
travelled had drowned off the coast of Yemen or been sent back to Ethiopia. Many of them, 
he said, had been refused refugee status in Kakuma.  
 
Others to whom I spoke reported acquaintances who had fled to Sudan, Uganda, South Africa 
or Libya, after being refused.  
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members and friends. Also there is loss of future prospects, livelihood, education and career. 
Living in a state of limbo, of not moving on, induces a sense of loss of meaning to life itself, 
of having no role to play.  
 
Physical constraints, being limited geographically to a camp, and living under conditions of 
curfew, not being able to predict or look forward to an end of the process, are all features 
reminiscent of the indefinite and pointless long term detention of refused asylum-seekers in 
the UK, with its appalling toll on mental health.  
 
In general, in my dealing with Oromo over the last 22 years I have noticed how much 
younger they appear than similarly aged Europeans. This is entirely subjective. But, whereas 
many whom I met during this survey bore out this impression, there were many who did not; 
many who looked prematurely aged. 
 
Refugees themselves are aware of their propensity for mental ill-health. In Kakuma, I was 
repeatedly told that the main health problem was mental illness from 'stress, idleness, being 
restricted to Kakuma town'. 
 
'Here, people run mad or walk around naked because of mental illness.' 
 
'Some go mad' 
 
'People run crazy here' 
 
'When I see those who have been here since 1991-1993, I find they have gone mad. People 
who come here healthy see this and go the same way.' 
 
'We have lost our minds' 'We lose hope' 
 
In Nairobi, the unemployed were described, 'They sit only'. 
 
Twelve present at a Kakuma community meeting agreed that the biggest problem was the 
absence of a durable solution. Because of this 'four or five have gone mad; all are depressed'. 
 
'We fear the future. There is no hope.' 
 
'How long will it be? We don't have a plan here.' 
 
'Many die and are buried here.' 
 
'Children who are born here become stressed adults.' 
 
'Children have no future' 
 
One recurrent theme of complaints expressed during this study was the feeling of being 
ignored and forgotten: 
 
'Our persecution is ignored by the world.' 
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Use of false histories 
 
The sharing of stories and the schooling of claimants was reported by UNHCR and by 
refugees. [The separate practice of a non-Oromo stealing an Oromo story in order to obtain 
refugee status and resettlement is considered near the end of this section - see Imposters.] 
 
One of the greatest challenges to status determination, according to UNHCR, was the 
assessment of credibility when asylum-seekers used 'the same five stories' obtained from 
other Oromo in Eastleigh or elsewhere in Nairobi.  
 
I enquired about this practice in Nairobi and in Kakuma. Even Oromo with their own quite 
genuine reasons for seeking protection chose to borrow histories. In Kakuma I was told 
'borrowed stories were used, especially in 2007 and many were rejected because of this.' In 
Nairobi, there was quite an industry up to a few years ago in selling stories, perhaps involving 
up to 50% of claimants, according to one informant.  
 
A claimant's lack of confidence in their case, ignorance, lack of ability to frame, organise or 
relate a history are possible explanations. Friends would recommend embellishing a story or 
the use of a history which was known to be successful, with a proven track record. A simple 
formulaic story with a predictable outcome has obvious attractions.  
 
From my own experience, it is often very difficult unravelling a complicated history 
involving a different and unrelated calendar and culture.  
 
One acquaintance with a history of 17 episodes of detention was told by friends that his story 
was weak because the reasons for his persecution fitted no standard pattern.  
 
Growing confidence in the fairness of decision-making has reduced the practice of borrowing 
histories considerably and it is not commonly done now, although it has not been eradicated 
completely. Occasionally, fear of one or other factions of the OLF, Ethiopian government 
agents or of being branded as a terrorist, may cause a history to be altered or substituted. 
 
There is still some scepticism about the need for honesty. Lack of confidence in a fair 
outcome for a recent escapee from an attempted forced marriage prompted an informant to 
say 'They said she produced no evidence. She came from a remote village in Bale and had no 
schooling. She could not identify the Ethiopian flag. So, even her nationality was challenged. 
Telling the truth didn't help her.'  
 
A 28 year old from Moyale married a man who had been in Kakuma since 1992. He has not 
been resettled, unlike many others who came in 1992. She thinks this is because of her. When 
she first came, she pretended to be the daughter of another refugee, in order to obtain 
protection. She admitted this to UNHCR when she and her husband were profiled for 
resettlement in 2007. This created a problem. UNHCR told her husband that their case was 
pending because of her.  
 
She now feels punished because of her honesty. She and her husband began quarrelling. Her 
husband says his friends are now in a third country. He began beating her. She reported their 
problems to a resettlement officer and to the gender violence unit. The beatings have stopped 
but her husband still complains. 
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applications are put on hold in this way, it is far better to withdraw and apply to another 
country. 
 
Imposters 
 
There is no doubt that some non-Oromo Ethiopians have claimed asylum and been resettled 
after posing as Oromo. This has been reported by Oromo groups in the UK and was 
frequently raised in conversations in Nairobi and the camps in Kenya.  
 
In Kakuma I was told 'It happened a lot in 2007 and 2008. It is affecting us because it counts 
as Oromo on the quota. We know but we keep quiet.' In Dadaab, three non-Oromo were 
resettled as Oromo in the USA in 2009, according to sources which were irrefutable because 
of the positions they held. Others were said to have been resettled in Australia. Curiously, 
because of their prima facie refugee status, Somalis were also said repeatedly to be claiming 
Oromo histories in RSD interviews in Dadaab. I could find no satisfactory explanation for 
this.  
 
Distinguishing Oromo from non-Oromo 
 
UNHCR staff in Nairobi asked for advice regarding the distinction between Oromo and those 
falsely claiming Oromo identity. Following the suggestions of colleagues in Dadaab, fourteen 
interviewees and four acquaintances in Nairobi and ten Oromo who were casually 
encountered in Hagadera were asked to name as many of their forefathers as they could, 
beginning with their father's name and working backwards, and to name divisions of their 
clan and sub-clan. There was no control non-Oromo group. 
 
Out of 28, two could only name 4 generations back, two (one from Addis Ababa and one 11 
year old boy) could name 5, one named 6, four named 7 forefathers, five named 8, three 
named 9, four named 10, three named 11, two named 12, one named 13 and one named 14. 
 
One could name not name his clan, two (including one from Addis Ababa) could only name 2 
levels of their clan, seventeen, including the 11 year old boy, could name 3-4 clan and sub-
clan divisions, and one each could name 5,6,7,8 and 9 divisions. 
 
In addition, it was suggested that questions about Oromo cultural celebrations might help 
distinguish Oromo from non-Oromo. 
 
Health 
 
'We will only have health if we have our land' - 84 year old Haji, in Eastleigh since 2002. 
 
Mental health and refugee lifestyle 
 
'Some have run out of the spirit of living' - NGO Director, Nairobi. 
 
'Our children have only seen goats here. But they have grown up to grow beards in the camp.' 
 
By definition, refugees have suffered trauma before becoming refugees. This is further 
compounded by multiple areas of loss. Frequently they have experienced loss of family 
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Resettlement 
 
Resettlement is the only durable solution option which is open to Oromo refugees in Kenya. 
Assimilation into Kenyan society is presently not permitted and, until there is a change of 
regime in Ethiopia, return would be suicidal, as the following account shows.  
 
The vice-chairman of the Oromo community in Kakuma, Hussein, was only six or seven 
years old when he came from Walda camp to Kakuma in 1993. His father died aged 55 in 
2001, he believes due to torture injuries. I asked why Hussein had not returned to Ethiopia, as 
he was an innocent child when he came. He told me that his step-mother had gone back to 
Mega, Borana, with his two sisters but had been detained and tortured. She died from her 
injuries and her daughters returned to Kakuma in 2008.  
 
Resettlement has been back on track since the effects of the 1999-2000 corruption scandal 
tailed off in 2002.12    
 
Last year's target for resettlement of 10,000 was almost reached, with around 9,000 resettled, 
mostly in the USA. Smaller numbers are resettled in Canada, Australia, UK, Sweden, 
Norway and the Netherlands.  
 
The Canadian government has stopped accepting referrals for the time being because of a 
backlog, but individual and community sponsorships were reportedly still possible to Canada 
and to Australia. 
 
UNHCR handles most referrals to embassies for resettlement but some countries (e.g. 
Sweden) send delegations to Nairobi with specific categories of candidates for resettlement. 
HIAS (Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society) and Mapendo assist UNHCR in summarising cases, 
which are referred to them by a wider group of agencies in Nairobi, for submission to 
embassies, mainly that of the USA. 
 
All agencies prioritise the most vulnerable; torture victims, those with security and health 
concerns and those who have been in Kenya for the longest period. Mapendo has historically 
concerned itself with refugees with medical needs, especially HIV/AIDS. 
 
The International Organization for Migration (IOM) is responsible for medical screening and 
cultural orientation of those accepted for resettlement. They issue emigrants with medication 
before travel, which includes de-worming tablets. 
 
Summarising the case is the most time consuming part of the referral process. It was the 
belief of one NGO official in Nairobi that Somali refugees were more likely to be considered 
for referral because the submission process was easier and less time consuming.  
 
Because those with credible and documented security risks are prioritised for resettlement, 
some Oromo refugees are tempted to augment and invent episodes of intimidation, 
harassment and assault by agents operating out of the Ethiopian embassy or under their 

                                                           
12 Hidden in Plain View: Refugees living without protection in Nairobi and Kampala. Human Rights Watch, 
New York, 2002. p.176-7. 
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and the chairman of the Oromo community in Ifo camp, said there had been only one Oromo 
resettled from there in 2009 and 2010. 'Most have been here from 2000 onward and the 
priority is said to be for those here since 1991 or 1992. The Somalis lead every block and 
camp and the Oromo are voiceless' he said. 
 
In contrast to these figures, 4000 Somali families were said to have been resettled in 2009 
and 8000 resettlements were planned for 2010. In Dagahaley, refugees complained that other 
minorities (e.g. Gambella) 'got their share of resettlement but not Oromo'. They reported 
having to refresh their applications for resettlement every one or two years but their cases 
were still pending after repeated signing. 
 
It should be remembered however that Somali refugees outnumber Oromo in the Dadaab 
camps by about 600 to 1 and this should be reflected in figures for resettlement from there. 
The resettlement officer in Dadaab was adamant that resettlement referrals were 
proportionate to the relative populations, except that priority was given to those present for 
the longest time. Every effort is made to apportion resettlement fairly, according to UNHCR 
and a resettlement panel of protection, community services, health and resettlement officers 
sits every month in Dadaab. It is recognised that individuals fall through 'cracks in the 
system' and for this reason the resettlement officer in Dadaab is methodically reviewing all 
resettlement referrals. It is expected that more Oromo submissions for resettlement will be 
made in the near future. 
 
According to one NGO official in Nairobi, many Oromo were resettled from the city between 
2003 and 2006 when extra legal help was available to UNHCR. No useful information was 
obtained on the numbers resettled since then. 
 
However, UNHCR kindly provided a breakdown of submissions for resettlement made for 
the first eight months of 2010. Of a total of 4163 individuals submitted for resettlement in 
this period, 376 were from Ethiopia and half of these, 188, were Oromo. Given the large 
number of Somali refugees in Kenya and the number of Ethiopian Somalis in Dadaab 
(11,000), it is likely that these figures are proportionate and appropriate, but without figures 
of non-Oromo submissions it is impossible to comment on whether claims regarding the 
unequal allocation of resettlement between Oromo and non-Oromo from Ethiopia are based 
on fact or not. 
 
Since 2006, a number of resettlement referrals have been rejected by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS, now the Customs and Immigration Service - CIS) in the US 
embassy on grounds of 'providing material support to a terrorist group' because refugees had 
given food or shelter to OLF fighters. This extended even to those who had given help 
reluctantly or even at gunpoint. The irony of the OLF having an office in Washington in these 
circumstances was not lost on refugees. Resettlement was refused on these grounds in cases 
which I came across in Nairobi and Kakuma. Six were said to have been rejected on these 
grounds in Kakuma alone.  
 
It is possible for a waiver to be applied and individual immigration officers at the US 
embassy have varied in their handling of this question. A similar ban used to apply to 
supporters of the Karen separatist group in Burma and this has since been lifted. Some NGO 
officials felt the situation was improving for Oromo applicants. One or two have successfully 
appealed such rejections but other appeals have resulted in applications being frozen. If 
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instruction. Consequently, many real incidents of assault and attempted abduction are ignored 
by UNHCR because ' not many Oromo cases do not claim to be pursued or attacked in 
Nairobi.' 
 
As there are 360,000 refugees officially present in Kenya and a maximum of 10,000 
resettlements per year, the prospects for resettlement are slim. Unsurprisingly therefore, there 
are many complaints about delays and refusals in the resettlement process. 
 
There was a widely expressed belief in Kakuma, Dadaab and Nairobi that Oromo refugees 
were being bypassed in consideration for resettlement and that Amharas posing as Oromo 
were being more successful.  
 
Waiting for resettlement, for up to five years without knowing the outcome, was described by 
several in Kakuma as the most serious problem they faced. 
 
In Kakuma, several of the 12 present at one meeting agreed when one said 'A resettlement 
officer announced in front of a committee of 60 that there would be resettlement for all who 
had arrived before 26 April 2005. Some went to the UK, USA and Canada but the majority 
remain.' 
 
Three hundred Oromo were profiled in 2008, but the decisions were still pending. 'All the 
leaders have complained to Dr Qassim [the Head of the Kakuma Sub-office of UNHCR]. ' 
'We are last in the queue for resettlement.' 'UNHCR is not giving the same as to other groups. 
We are disadvantaged compared to other Ethiopians.' 
 
A meeting of five expressed their belief that UNHCR is pressurised against Oromo by 
Ethiopians. 'The Ethiopian [non-Oromo] community in Kakuma is now few. They believe we 
are all influential members of the OLF and they hired a lawyer to support their priority for 
resettlement over us "terrorists".' This does not correspond with the use of Oromo stories by 
some Amhara imposters, however.  
 
A community leader said that 1800 were resettled from Kakuma in 2009 but less than ten of 
these were Oromo. Also, in 2010 fewer than ten Oromo had been resettled. 'Ethiopians 
[Amharas] went in 2008-2010. Now there is hope for Oromo'. 'Others go in Oromo's name.'  
 
A 41 year old, in exile since 1986 and in Kakuma since 1993, was recommended by UNHCR 
for resettlement in the UK in July 2006 and had received his orientation and medical check 
from IOM. The UK Immigration and Nationality Directorate wrote on 26 December 2006 
that he had been rejected because he had ' failed to give a consistent and credible account of 
your reasons for leaving Ethiopia.' He recounted 'Dr Qassim said "You have finished your 
chance." Now my letters go unanswered and I have grandchildren here.' 
 
The Kakuma resettlement officer said that resettlements in Kakuma were on the basis of 
nationality, not ethnicity. 
 
In the Dadaab camps, there were similar complaints. After few, if any, resettlements from 
2000, between 27 and 30 Oromo were resettled in 2008, mostly to Australia. None were said 
to have been resettled from Hagadera camp since then although some cases were pending. 
One interviewee reported that five Oromo families were resettled from Dagahaley in 2009 
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and the chairman of the Oromo community in Ifo camp, said there had been only one Oromo 
resettled from there in 2009 and 2010. 'Most have been here from 2000 onward and the 
priority is said to be for those here since 1991 or 1992. The Somalis lead every block and 
camp and the Oromo are voiceless' he said. 
 
In contrast to these figures, 4000 Somali families were said to have been resettled in 2009 
and 8000 resettlements were planned for 2010. In Dagahaley, refugees complained that other 
minorities (e.g. Gambella) 'got their share of resettlement but not Oromo'. They reported 
having to refresh their applications for resettlement every one or two years but their cases 
were still pending after repeated signing. 
 
It should be remembered however that Somali refugees outnumber Oromo in the Dadaab 
camps by about 600 to 1 and this should be reflected in figures for resettlement from there. 
The resettlement officer in Dadaab was adamant that resettlement referrals were 
proportionate to the relative populations, except that priority was given to those present for 
the longest time. Every effort is made to apportion resettlement fairly, according to UNHCR 
and a resettlement panel of protection, community services, health and resettlement officers 
sits every month in Dadaab. It is recognised that individuals fall through 'cracks in the 
system' and for this reason the resettlement officer in Dadaab is methodically reviewing all 
resettlement referrals. It is expected that more Oromo submissions for resettlement will be 
made in the near future. 
 
According to one NGO official in Nairobi, many Oromo were resettled from the city between 
2003 and 2006 when extra legal help was available to UNHCR. No useful information was 
obtained on the numbers resettled since then. 
 
However, UNHCR kindly provided a breakdown of submissions for resettlement made for 
the first eight months of 2010. Of a total of 4163 individuals submitted for resettlement in 
this period, 376 were from Ethiopia and half of these, 188, were Oromo. Given the large 
number of Somali refugees in Kenya and the number of Ethiopian Somalis in Dadaab 
(11,000), it is likely that these figures are proportionate and appropriate, but without figures 
of non-Oromo submissions it is impossible to comment on whether claims regarding the 
unequal allocation of resettlement between Oromo and non-Oromo from Ethiopia are based 
on fact or not. 
 
Since 2006, a number of resettlement referrals have been rejected by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS, now the Customs and Immigration Service - CIS) in the US 
embassy on grounds of 'providing material support to a terrorist group' because refugees had 
given food or shelter to OLF fighters. This extended even to those who had given help 
reluctantly or even at gunpoint. The irony of the OLF having an office in Washington in these 
circumstances was not lost on refugees. Resettlement was refused on these grounds in cases 
which I came across in Nairobi and Kakuma. Six were said to have been rejected on these 
grounds in Kakuma alone.  
 
It is possible for a waiver to be applied and individual immigration officers at the US 
embassy have varied in their handling of this question. A similar ban used to apply to 
supporters of the Karen separatist group in Burma and this has since been lifted. Some NGO 
officials felt the situation was improving for Oromo applicants. One or two have successfully 
appealed such rejections but other appeals have resulted in applications being frozen. If 
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instruction. Consequently, many real incidents of assault and attempted abduction are ignored 
by UNHCR because ' not many Oromo cases do not claim to be pursued or attacked in 
Nairobi.' 
 
As there are 360,000 refugees officially present in Kenya and a maximum of 10,000 
resettlements per year, the prospects for resettlement are slim. Unsurprisingly therefore, there 
are many complaints about delays and refusals in the resettlement process. 
 
There was a widely expressed belief in Kakuma, Dadaab and Nairobi that Oromo refugees 
were being bypassed in consideration for resettlement and that Amharas posing as Oromo 
were being more successful.  
 
Waiting for resettlement, for up to five years without knowing the outcome, was described by 
several in Kakuma as the most serious problem they faced. 
 
In Kakuma, several of the 12 present at one meeting agreed when one said 'A resettlement 
officer announced in front of a committee of 60 that there would be resettlement for all who 
had arrived before 26 April 2005. Some went to the UK, USA and Canada but the majority 
remain.' 
 
Three hundred Oromo were profiled in 2008, but the decisions were still pending. 'All the 
leaders have complained to Dr Qassim [the Head of the Kakuma Sub-office of UNHCR]. ' 
'We are last in the queue for resettlement.' 'UNHCR is not giving the same as to other groups. 
We are disadvantaged compared to other Ethiopians.' 
 
A meeting of five expressed their belief that UNHCR is pressurised against Oromo by 
Ethiopians. 'The Ethiopian [non-Oromo] community in Kakuma is now few. They believe we 
are all influential members of the OLF and they hired a lawyer to support their priority for 
resettlement over us "terrorists".' This does not correspond with the use of Oromo stories by 
some Amhara imposters, however.  
 
A community leader said that 1800 were resettled from Kakuma in 2009 but less than ten of 
these were Oromo. Also, in 2010 fewer than ten Oromo had been resettled. 'Ethiopians 
[Amharas] went in 2008-2010. Now there is hope for Oromo'. 'Others go in Oromo's name.'  
 
A 41 year old, in exile since 1986 and in Kakuma since 1993, was recommended by UNHCR 
for resettlement in the UK in July 2006 and had received his orientation and medical check 
from IOM. The UK Immigration and Nationality Directorate wrote on 26 December 2006 
that he had been rejected because he had ' failed to give a consistent and credible account of 
your reasons for leaving Ethiopia.' He recounted 'Dr Qassim said "You have finished your 
chance." Now my letters go unanswered and I have grandchildren here.' 
 
The Kakuma resettlement officer said that resettlements in Kakuma were on the basis of 
nationality, not ethnicity. 
 
In the Dadaab camps, there were similar complaints. After few, if any, resettlements from 
2000, between 27 and 30 Oromo were resettled in 2008, mostly to Australia. None were said 
to have been resettled from Hagadera camp since then although some cases were pending. 
One interviewee reported that five Oromo families were resettled from Dagahaley in 2009 
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applications are put on hold in this way, it is far better to withdraw and apply to another 
country. 
 
Imposters 
 
There is no doubt that some non-Oromo Ethiopians have claimed asylum and been resettled 
after posing as Oromo. This has been reported by Oromo groups in the UK and was 
frequently raised in conversations in Nairobi and the camps in Kenya.  
 
In Kakuma I was told 'It happened a lot in 2007 and 2008. It is affecting us because it counts 
as Oromo on the quota. We know but we keep quiet.' In Dadaab, three non-Oromo were 
resettled as Oromo in the USA in 2009, according to sources which were irrefutable because 
of the positions they held. Others were said to have been resettled in Australia. Curiously, 
because of their prima facie refugee status, Somalis were also said repeatedly to be claiming 
Oromo histories in RSD interviews in Dadaab. I could find no satisfactory explanation for 
this.  
 
Distinguishing Oromo from non-Oromo 
 
UNHCR staff in Nairobi asked for advice regarding the distinction between Oromo and those 
falsely claiming Oromo identity. Following the suggestions of colleagues in Dadaab, fourteen 
interviewees and four acquaintances in Nairobi and ten Oromo who were casually 
encountered in Hagadera were asked to name as many of their forefathers as they could, 
beginning with their father's name and working backwards, and to name divisions of their 
clan and sub-clan. There was no control non-Oromo group. 
 
Out of 28, two could only name 4 generations back, two (one from Addis Ababa and one 11 
year old boy) could name 5, one named 6, four named 7 forefathers, five named 8, three 
named 9, four named 10, three named 11, two named 12, one named 13 and one named 14. 
 
One could name not name his clan, two (including one from Addis Ababa) could only name 2 
levels of their clan, seventeen, including the 11 year old boy, could name 3-4 clan and sub-
clan divisions, and one each could name 5,6,7,8 and 9 divisions. 
 
In addition, it was suggested that questions about Oromo cultural celebrations might help 
distinguish Oromo from non-Oromo. 
 
Health 
 
'We will only have health if we have our land' - 84 year old Haji, in Eastleigh since 2002. 
 
Mental health and refugee lifestyle 
 
'Some have run out of the spirit of living' - NGO Director, Nairobi. 
 
'Our children have only seen goats here. But they have grown up to grow beards in the camp.' 
 
By definition, refugees have suffered trauma before becoming refugees. This is further 
compounded by multiple areas of loss. Frequently they have experienced loss of family 
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Resettlement 
 
Resettlement is the only durable solution option which is open to Oromo refugees in Kenya. 
Assimilation into Kenyan society is presently not permitted and, until there is a change of 
regime in Ethiopia, return would be suicidal, as the following account shows.  
 
The vice-chairman of the Oromo community in Kakuma, Hussein, was only six or seven 
years old when he came from Walda camp to Kakuma in 1993. His father died aged 55 in 
2001, he believes due to torture injuries. I asked why Hussein had not returned to Ethiopia, as 
he was an innocent child when he came. He told me that his step-mother had gone back to 
Mega, Borana, with his two sisters but had been detained and tortured. She died from her 
injuries and her daughters returned to Kakuma in 2008.  
 
Resettlement has been back on track since the effects of the 1999-2000 corruption scandal 
tailed off in 2002.12    
 
Last year's target for resettlement of 10,000 was almost reached, with around 9,000 resettled, 
mostly in the USA. Smaller numbers are resettled in Canada, Australia, UK, Sweden, 
Norway and the Netherlands.  
 
The Canadian government has stopped accepting referrals for the time being because of a 
backlog, but individual and community sponsorships were reportedly still possible to Canada 
and to Australia. 
 
UNHCR handles most referrals to embassies for resettlement but some countries (e.g. 
Sweden) send delegations to Nairobi with specific categories of candidates for resettlement. 
HIAS (Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society) and Mapendo assist UNHCR in summarising cases, 
which are referred to them by a wider group of agencies in Nairobi, for submission to 
embassies, mainly that of the USA. 
 
All agencies prioritise the most vulnerable; torture victims, those with security and health 
concerns and those who have been in Kenya for the longest period. Mapendo has historically 
concerned itself with refugees with medical needs, especially HIV/AIDS. 
 
The International Organization for Migration (IOM) is responsible for medical screening and 
cultural orientation of those accepted for resettlement. They issue emigrants with medication 
before travel, which includes de-worming tablets. 
 
Summarising the case is the most time consuming part of the referral process. It was the 
belief of one NGO official in Nairobi that Somali refugees were more likely to be considered 
for referral because the submission process was easier and less time consuming.  
 
Because those with credible and documented security risks are prioritised for resettlement, 
some Oromo refugees are tempted to augment and invent episodes of intimidation, 
harassment and assault by agents operating out of the Ethiopian embassy or under their 

                                                           
12 Hidden in Plain View: Refugees living without protection in Nairobi and Kampala. Human Rights Watch, 
New York, 2002. p.176-7. 
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members and friends. Also there is loss of future prospects, livelihood, education and career. 
Living in a state of limbo, of not moving on, induces a sense of loss of meaning to life itself, 
of having no role to play.  
 
Physical constraints, being limited geographically to a camp, and living under conditions of 
curfew, not being able to predict or look forward to an end of the process, are all features 
reminiscent of the indefinite and pointless long term detention of refused asylum-seekers in 
the UK, with its appalling toll on mental health.  
 
In general, in my dealing with Oromo over the last 22 years I have noticed how much 
younger they appear than similarly aged Europeans. This is entirely subjective. But, whereas 
many whom I met during this survey bore out this impression, there were many who did not; 
many who looked prematurely aged. 
 
Refugees themselves are aware of their propensity for mental ill-health. In Kakuma, I was 
repeatedly told that the main health problem was mental illness from 'stress, idleness, being 
restricted to Kakuma town'. 
 
'Here, people run mad or walk around naked because of mental illness.' 
 
'Some go mad' 
 
'People run crazy here' 
 
'When I see those who have been here since 1991-1993, I find they have gone mad. People 
who come here healthy see this and go the same way.' 
 
'We have lost our minds' 'We lose hope' 
 
In Nairobi, the unemployed were described, 'They sit only'. 
 
Twelve present at a Kakuma community meeting agreed that the biggest problem was the 
absence of a durable solution. Because of this 'four or five have gone mad; all are depressed'. 
 
'We fear the future. There is no hope.' 
 
'How long will it be? We don't have a plan here.' 
 
'Many die and are buried here.' 
 
'Children who are born here become stressed adults.' 
 
'Children have no future' 
 
One recurrent theme of complaints expressed during this study was the feeling of being 
ignored and forgotten: 
 
'Our persecution is ignored by the world.' 
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Use of false histories 
 
The sharing of stories and the schooling of claimants was reported by UNHCR and by 
refugees. [The separate practice of a non-Oromo stealing an Oromo story in order to obtain 
refugee status and resettlement is considered near the end of this section - see Imposters.] 
 
One of the greatest challenges to status determination, according to UNHCR, was the 
assessment of credibility when asylum-seekers used 'the same five stories' obtained from 
other Oromo in Eastleigh or elsewhere in Nairobi.  
 
I enquired about this practice in Nairobi and in Kakuma. Even Oromo with their own quite 
genuine reasons for seeking protection chose to borrow histories. In Kakuma I was told 
'borrowed stories were used, especially in 2007 and many were rejected because of this.' In 
Nairobi, there was quite an industry up to a few years ago in selling stories, perhaps involving 
up to 50% of claimants, according to one informant.  
 
A claimant's lack of confidence in their case, ignorance, lack of ability to frame, organise or 
relate a history are possible explanations. Friends would recommend embellishing a story or 
the use of a history which was known to be successful, with a proven track record. A simple 
formulaic story with a predictable outcome has obvious attractions.  
 
From my own experience, it is often very difficult unravelling a complicated history 
involving a different and unrelated calendar and culture.  
 
One acquaintance with a history of 17 episodes of detention was told by friends that his story 
was weak because the reasons for his persecution fitted no standard pattern.  
 
Growing confidence in the fairness of decision-making has reduced the practice of borrowing 
histories considerably and it is not commonly done now, although it has not been eradicated 
completely. Occasionally, fear of one or other factions of the OLF, Ethiopian government 
agents or of being branded as a terrorist, may cause a history to be altered or substituted. 
 
There is still some scepticism about the need for honesty. Lack of confidence in a fair 
outcome for a recent escapee from an attempted forced marriage prompted an informant to 
say 'They said she produced no evidence. She came from a remote village in Bale and had no 
schooling. She could not identify the Ethiopian flag. So, even her nationality was challenged. 
Telling the truth didn't help her.'  
 
A 28 year old from Moyale married a man who had been in Kakuma since 1992. He has not 
been resettled, unlike many others who came in 1992. She thinks this is because of her. When 
she first came, she pretended to be the daughter of another refugee, in order to obtain 
protection. She admitted this to UNHCR when she and her husband were profiled for 
resettlement in 2007. This created a problem. UNHCR told her husband that their case was 
pending because of her.  
 
She now feels punished because of her honesty. She and her husband began quarrelling. Her 
husband says his friends are now in a third country. He began beating her. She reported their 
problems to a resettlement officer and to the gender violence unit. The beatings have stopped 
but her husband still complains. 
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'Nobody listens or cares.' 'There are no eyes or ears for here, there is no outside attention.' 
 
'We need advocacy and assistance to rescue a dying generation.' 
 
'We are desperate. We need assistance to get out.' 
 
A sense of missing out, of frustration, was also commonly stated: 
 
'I want higher education but there is no opportunity.' 
 
'A lost generation - the young people have not learnt how to cultivate land' 
 
'Tell Oromo in the diaspora that they should understand that they have a lost community 
here.'  
 
'I don't know ORA. Why haven't they come before?' 
 
There was also resentment: 
 
'There are people here without help but the NGOs build their own fancy buildings.' 
 
Paranoia and real or imagined insecurity reinforce and deepen distress and mental illness. 
Some believed that Amharas and UNHCR actively conspired to reject Oromo claims for 
refugee status and resettlement. Many believed they were being followed and frequently 
seeing security agents among the refugee population. Several of the men I spoke to had 
received or were receiving counselling because of frequently seeing adversaries in Nairobi 
and in Kakuma. Many were obviously paranoid. This may have been more common in 
recently arrived torture victims.  
 
Irrational fears were expressed. One young man who was about to be resettled thought other 
refugees were intent on getting him arrested so he would miss his flight.  
 
There was a need to tell their own story. At some meetings, several would repeat the same 
feelings and complaints that had been expressed several times before.  
 
A 50 year old Borana pastoralist in Kakuma made a particularly chilling comment: 'Even if 
we move now, we are already dead. We have died here.' 
 
Family breakdown 
 
Stress and misery lead to family breakdown and domestic violence. There are many 
separations and divorces, with one partner in Nairobi or resettled abroad and the other in 
Kakuma. 'Family structure is destroyed.' 
 
A 39 year old described being left in Kakuma when his wife and child were resettled in the 
USA. I subsequently found out he had been refused resettlement because of his violent 
attacks on his wife. 
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2010 to travel to Nairobi. 'My name was posted on a door at UNHCR to say permission had 
been granted but it was not there when I went to collect it' he said. 
 
Decisions 
 
Before 2005, only 35% of Oromo claimants were granted refugee status. With the growing 
number of publications, especially by Human Rights Watch, about human rights abuses in 
Ethiopia and the post election killings in 2005, UNHCR began to acknowledge that any 
suspected involvement of an individual or their family with opposition movements in 
Ethiopia or a single episode of detention were enough to warrant international protection.  
 
Since 2005, about 85% of refugee status determination and appeal decisions on Oromo cases 
have been positive. This improvement was acknowledged by Oromo refugees. The culture of 
disbelief which characterises asylum decision-making in the UK and the rest of Europe is less 
apparent in UNHCR. The organisation now plays an advocacy role on behalf of Oromo 
refugees in some countries (for example Libya).  
 
However, those who fail to gain recognition of refugee status are in dire straits.  
 
Refugee status was denied to 35 of the 42, mainly students and teachers, who came to Dadaab 
in 2004. Most were successful on appeal but six or seven, including some students and some 
civilians, were refused even after appeal. In Kakuma, there are three or four families and 
another five or six individuals who are 'in a problem because of refusal'. They arrived in and 
around 2001 and did not get their first refusal until 2005. Their appeals were rejected in 2007. 
Ration cards were deactivated, apart from those for children. 
 
At least the two whom I interviewed in Kakuma were wrongly rejected. They gave a clear 
and accurate history of abuse in Ethiopia and they would certainly be at risk if they returned. 
Despite their obvious destitution and misery, they are wise to remain in Kakuma.  
 
Any unexplained absence from Ethiopia arouses suspicion from the security apparatus, which 
has informants down to the level of individual households in many areas. Even if their 
accounts of persecution before their flight to Kenya are disbelieved, they would be at risk of 
persecution on return in any case.  
 
This risk is further compounded by delays in the determination process in Kenya. An absence 
of more than one year will guarantee adverse interest from the authorities in Ethiopia.  
 
The success rate of 85% is still lower than for some other major refugee groups in Kenya, 
although the complaint that failure 'only happens to Oromo' is inaccurate. Applications from 
Rwanda, Burundi and Congo have a lower success rate. 
 
I spoke to one refugee in Kakuma  who had survived a sea crossing to Yemen from Bosasso 
and who had avoided being refouled from Yemen to Ethiopia. All of those with whom he had 
travelled had drowned off the coast of Yemen or been sent back to Ethiopia. Many of them, 
he said, had been refused refugee status in Kakuma.  
 
Others to whom I spoke reported acquaintances who had fled to Sudan, Uganda, South Africa 
or Libya, after being refused.  
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In Kakuma: 'Respect within families is 
deteriorating. Fathers are not earning. We lose 
our cultural values. Children of single mothers 
miss out. There is a high incidence of sexual 
abuse, HIV and venereal disease.' 
 
One husband said ' Somali refugees eat meat 
every day, drink tea with milk in every day and 
their women dress smartly. Oromo women see 
the way they dress, the ornaments they wear, 
and ask their husbands, why not them. 
Husbands feel they can't compete and lose 
pride.' 
 
Suicide 
 
A former singer in Kakuma turned to 
prostitution after her Somali husband died in 
2006. She attempted suicide, throwing herself 
and her baby under a UNHCR vehicle.  
 
One 32 year old from Arsi Negele described her inability to sleep because of worrying about 
the safety of her 13 year old son and herself, and the difficulty in managing on two rations 
since her husband hanged himself in August 2008. She worked in a Somali restaurant to try 
to make ends meet. She was profiled for resettlement in 2008 but was rejected. She has been 
in Kakuma for six years.  
 
Refusal 
 
Some of the worst cases were those who were refused mandate status and therefore a ration 
card at Kakuma, and those who were refused resettlement after getting most of the way 
through the process. 
 
'We can't chase them away' 'UNHCR says they should leave the camp'  
 
'If something happens, there is no-one to refer them to in Nairobi, no-one to be responsible 
for them, no travel document.'  
 
One family in Kakuma was traumatised by rejection of their case. They began arguing and 
the wife ran off with a Tigrean, leaving her husband to look after the children. 
 
In one family, the children were accepted but the father was refused refugee status and told to 
leave camp. 'His wife had no option but to look for other means of survival.' 
 
Other health problems 
 
Physical illnesses pale into insignificance compared to the prevalent mental ill health, 
especially in the camps. Nonetheless, there were many complaints regarding the adequacy of 

Garbole Golicha, 50, Borana pastoralist: 
Even if we move now, we are already 

dead. We have died here. 
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of frustration and of not moving forward, as well prolonging the time before resettlement 
becomes a possibility, however remote.  
 
In Nairobi, it was not uncommon for RSD interviews to be postponed twenty times. Among a 
group of 19 Oromo who met with me on 19 September in Githurai, were three Borana men 
who claimed their interviews had been postponed four times in one year, five times in one 
year and ten times in 18 months, and after three years in Nairobi, none had refugee status. 
One young woman reported ten postponements in 20 months and three others said their 
interviews had been postponed between 20 and 29 times. Even allowing for exaggeration, 
this seems unacceptable. 
 
One 41 year old rape victim from Mega, Borana, whose husband had disappeared in 
detention, recounted how she was told on repeated visits since her RSD interview in 2005 
that her file was lost and confused with that of another woman of the same name. Although it 
was finally relocated in April 2010, she still did not have mandate status. 
 
A 30 year old farmer from Moyale, who had been detained for most of the five years before 
his arrival in Nairobi on 2005, reported that although he was registered shortly after arrival, 
his RSD interview was not until October 2010. He complained 'They kept telling me to go to 
Kakuma but I'm not healthy enough for that hot place after all my beatings.' 
 
Refugees in Nairobi pointed out that many who attended UNHCR on the same day would be 
postponed to the same date in the future. They expressed a genuine fear that if agents 
working in collaboration with the Ethiopian embassy saw them at UNHCR, they could 
prepare to harass or attack them when they returned for their postponed appointment.  
 
In Kakuma, a 50 year old from Borana told how he had acted as spokesman for 62 families 
who had been protected in Jamhuri Park inNairobi during the 2007 post-election violence. He 
complained that since their arrival in Kakuma three years previously, some of those still had 
not been awarded refugee status. The chairwoman of the women's community in Kakuma 
was in her third year at Kakuma but her RSD interview had taken place only one  day before 
we spoke (10 September). 
In Dadaab, several files from 2004-5 appeared to have been mislaid. One 28 year old from 
W. Hararge had his RSD interview shortly after arrival in 2003 but still awaited the result, 
after many postponed appointments.  
 
The leader of the Oromo block in Dagahaley, a 25 year old teacher from Wallega, came with 
students and other teachers in 2004. He was told his file was lost and he was classified as an 
asylum-seeker, not a refugee, in 2010. He reported that many who were rejected in 2004 were 
told their files were lost two or three years later. Some had achieved status on re-interview. 
He claimed 'People have been here since 2004 without a result. But people from Eritrea and 
Gambella get status without any problem.' 
 
At Ifo camp, another teacher who arrived in 2004 still had no mandate and had been told his 
file was lost. The situation had improved for those arriving later. Refugees who came in or 
after 2007 were given status within a year. 
 
Delays and confusion were also apparent in the process for permitting travel from Kakuma. A 
long term resident (18 years) complained he had applied five times between January and May 
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medical care. Most of these were the result of unrealistic expectations and the 'refugee lens' 
discussed above.  
 
Hence the inadequacy of medical services was blamed for conditions which were not possible 
to treat, at least in Kenya, including a ruptured ear drum following a beating, and spasticity 
and weakness following meningitis or a stroke.  
The parents of a four year old with an infected, ulcerated eye and a congenital skin disorder 
affecting part of his face, believed that treatment was being denied. But documents showed 
that he was being regularly reviewed and that eventual removal of the eye was likely and 
justified.  
 
Complications which sometimes occur even in well-run clinical practice, such as an injection 
abscess, were blamed on negligence and discrimination.   
 
Disease indicators at Kakuma are in keeping with the rest of Kenya. The International Rescue 
Committee (IRC), which runs the health system there, reported that the acute malnutrition 
rate for infants is now 7.9% and the rate of severe malnutrition 0.6%. The acute malnutrition 
rate was 10% in 2006/7 and rose to 17% (with severe malnutrition 2.6%) in 2009, when there 
was an influx of refugee transfers from Dadaab and a cholera outbreak. 
 
Infant mortality from September 2009 to August 2010 was 0.8/1000/month, and crude 
mortality 0.3/1000/month; comparable to national figures in Kenya. Main overall causes of 
death were malaria (15%), pneumonia (14%), neonatal death (11%), acute malnutrition (8%) 
and acute watery diarrhoea (7%). The main causes of infant mortality were pneumonia 
(21%), neonatal death (21%), acute malnutrition (16% - since improved), malaria (14%) and 
acute watery diarrhoea (6%). 
 
Morbidity (illness) rates per 100,000/month were 37.1 for upper respiratory tract infection, 
15.6 suspected malaria, 12.1 confirmed malaria, 12.4 lower respiratory tract infection 
(pneumonia), 10.7 eye diseases, 10.6 watery diarrhoea, 9.9 skin diseases, 2.0 anaemia, and 
0.1 HIV. TB was very uncommon. 
 
Morbidity rates in under fives were 130.3 for upper respiratory tract infection, 51.8 watery 
diarrhoea, 43.5 lower respiratory tract infection, 25 skin diseases, 18.7 eye diseases, 16.5 
worm infestations, 7.9 suspected and 7.6 confirmed malaria, and 1.8 acute malnutrition. 
 
However, as elsewhere in Kenya, there are preventable deaths and avoidable morbidity in the 
camps. All the main causes of death and morbidity, in the general population and in infants, 
are potentially treatable and many are avoidable.   
 
According to Dr Qassim, Head of UNHCR in Kakuma, chronic diseases, such as diabetes and 
hypertension are more of a challenge. Referrals of non-emergencies to Nairobi are limited to 
4-5 per month, but IRC were said to be improving the management of long term illnesses. 
There is a mission hospital at Kakuma with one surgeon, but most surgical referrals are made 
to Nairobi. 
 
Refugees claimed 'HIV/AIDS is increasing because of commercial sex. There is no 
community support.' I was informed of four HIV cases in Kakuma One and one in Kakuma 
Two. There may have been many others, but the stigma of HIV/AIDS prevents accurate 
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Ethiopians wait about two months for registration. This rarely gets rescheduled more than 
once. RSD interview should take place 3-4 months later but this is more often rescheduled, 
due to lack of translator or the absence of an eligibility officer because of crash programmes, 
seminars or meetings. At full capacity, eight officers perform three RSD interviews each day 
for four days each week.   
 
Then follows the longest waiting period, for a senior protection officer to endorse the RSD 
decision. Due to a shortage of senior officers this period has been 9-12 months during 2009-
2010. Appointments are commonly postponed due to the unavailability of an officer. 
However, two extra lawyers have been engaged and it is hoped to clear or considerably 
reduce this backlog by the end of the year.  
 
Having an appointment slip for registration or RSD interview is some protection from police 
harassment but resettlement cannot be entertained until a positive RSD is endorsed.  
 
In Kakuma, DRA, in line with the government-led process of refugee registration since the 
2006 Refugee Act, now receives refugees in to the camp and sends a weekly list to UNHCR. 
Refugees are then put on the UNHCR progress registration database and their biometric data 
entered. They are then assisted in completing an application for RSD and given a ration card. 
They then wait a considerable period for the RSD interview (the main delay here) and then 
wait a short time for a senior or assistant protection officer to endorse the decision.  
 
If refugee status is refused, an application form for an appeal is provided. Appeals should be 
made within 30 days, but this rule is not strictly applied. An appeal is likely to be rejected if 
no new evidence is presented unless there has been a change in appreciation of risk in the 
country of origin. An appeal may be decided without another interview (a paper review) or 
may warrant a second interview. Appeals are generally looked on favourably. Since the 
clearance of a backlog of 400 outstanding appeals began in 2007, 85% of Oromo appeals in 
Nairobi have been allowed. 
 
It is rare for cases to be reopened after refusal at appeal and this will generally happen only if 
there has been a significant change in the country of origin information. A reopening request 
has to be written to a senior protection officer and community leaders may do this if new 
information becomes available. Supra-regional RSD officers review requests for reopening 
cases and only allow a few. 
 
The Oromo are the only non-national treated as a separate identity in the RSD process. 
 
There is no possibility for prima facie refugee status to be awarded to Oromo applicants. It is 
not awarded on the strength of the case for refugee status but is a pragmatic response to an 
overwhelming and unmanageable caseload. It could only be decided by the Kenyan 
government and UNHCR at the Geneva level, and the current anti-terrorism mindset is not 
conducive. Indeed, there are concerns about continuing the prima facie status of Somali 
applicants. 
 
Postponements and delays 
 
Although delays in obtaining refugee status should not prevent access to assistance from 
other NGOs - contrary to the claim of at least one refugee in Nairobi - they deepen the sense 
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assessment of prevalence. One of those in Kakuma One had died, two were on treatment and 
one was not. 
 
Nairobi 
 
The GTZ clinic on 4th Street in Eastleigh sees 150-160 patients each day and queues are 
long, although probably not the 500 described by one refugee. Doubtless, the service is 
overstretched and does not satisfy demand. GTZ supports other City Council clinics and JRS 
pays for treatment for refugees in five clinics/dispensaries.  
 
Refugees complain 'It's not to support refugees but just to give the appearance of that.' 'When 
you go to Mapendo, they say why not go to the 4th Street clinic and save the transport costs?' 
 
On the other hand, one man spoke about how he had been helped by Mapendo, RCK and 
GTZ and how pleased he was with the hospital treatment for which he was referred. 
 
A Rwandan refugee corroborated Oromo reports of being charged more than Kenyan 
residents. 'If you're foreign you have to pay double even at a City Council hospital.' 'They 
should not charge but they ask for cash if you're foreign or they give you a prescription to be 
bought at a private pharmacy.' 
 
Security 
 
Oromo refugees are liable to abuse from host communities in Kenya, the Kenyan police, 
other refugees (Somali, Ethiopian and Oromo) and agents acting on behalf of the Ethiopian 
government.  
 
Incidents of assassination, killings and attacks on Oromo in Kenya between 1992 and 2007 
which have been recorded by the Oromia Support Group are listed in Appendix 1. 
 
The reporting of security concerns is complicated by fear and paranoia among refugees, 
which encourage and amplify rumour and speculation. There is also an understandable 
tendency to exaggerate and sometimes invent a narrative of persecution, especially by 
Ethiopian government agents, in order to accelerate refugee status determination and increase 
chances of resettlement. 
 
However, awareness of the potential for exaggeration and invention can lead to failure to give 
adequate consideration to genuine security concerns. During this study, I learned that I had 
wrongly disregarded one account of assault by Kenyan police and interrogation by an 
Ethiopian embassy official and had wrongly assumed a former detainee's assessment of his 
security risk in Nairobi was exaggerated.  
 
In order to give some structure to refugees' expressions of their security concerns they are 
considered under geographic headings. 
 
Kakuma 
 
Dr Mohamed Qassim, Head of the Kakuma Sub-office of UNHCR, said that security there 
was not good, especially at night. Five were killed in armed robberies in 2008. Refugees 
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A 28 year old from Moyale said 'It is very hard to meet the UNHCR and ask about our 
individual problems.' 
 
In Kakuma, 'brokers' were necessary for connections to be made with UNHCR and fees were 
reportedly paid. UNHCR staff were said to be involved 'but not directly'. My informants 
declined to give details in case they jeopardised employment opportunities for those who 
worked with UNHCR. 
 
In Dadaab, it proved very difficult for me to reach UNHCR staff and to gain access to the 
camps. Some UNHCR staff refused to answer their telephones unless calls were made from 
familiar numbers.  
 
After reaching the External Relations Officer, by using the telephone belonging to the Kenya 
Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) Camp Manager, I was told that the UNHCR office in 
Nairobi knew nothing about Dadaab and had no business encouraging my visit; that I had to 
arrange my visit 4-8 weeks in advance; that I had to go to the camps in a convoy of (twelve or 
more) vehicles from the UNHCR compound but only if space could be found for me; that I 
had to interview refugees in the UNHCR field office of each camp and could not enter a 
camp without an armed guard. 
 
As the convoys only spent two hours at the camps each morning and afternoon, this would 
have been very restricting. Fortunately, the officer failed to contact me regarding my being 
taken on the convoy and I travelled in the DRA vehicle, entered each camp and interviewed 
refugees in their blocks. 
 
Somali guards at gates to the UNHCR compound made it very difficult to see officers unless 
equipped with their telephone numbers and a prearranged appointment. I learnt that a few 
weeks previously Kenya's Commissioner for Refugee Affairs had arrived for a meeting in the 
UNHCR compound and had been so incensed by the arrogance of a guard telling him to wait 
while his appointment was checked by telephone, that he turned around and left in disgust. 
 
In Hagadera, refugees complained of poor access to information from NGOs, including 
UNHCR.  'We get second hand information: they don't visit the camps.' However UNHCR 
visited the camps twice each week for counselling about resettlement.  
 
One complaint about the disruptive effect of frequent staff changes was made in Dagahaley. 
There were fewer complaints about access to the office in Nairobi. If a refugee arrives before 
10.00 a.m., they are guaranteed to be seen and at least given an appointment for an interview. 
While new arrivals are seated in the waiting area, every thirty minutes, a spokesperson 
explains in Swahili, Amharic, Somali and Oromo about the RSD process. There are regular 
outreach sessions to Eastleigh and Githurai to explain RSD and resettlement processes.  
 
Refugee Status Determination (RSD) 
 
Up to 500 new asylum-seekers arrive each day at the Nairobi office. Most of these are 
Somalis who are prima facie refugees. They are initially screened for vulnerability and 
entered into a rapid registration process if found to be vulnerable. Routine registration 
involves a waiting period of two years for Somalis. RSD is automatic because of their prima 
facie status, so the time to mandate refugee status is comparable to other refugees. 
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corroborated his report that security had thereafter improved with an increased presence of 
security forces, supported by LWF. There were no killings in 2009. However, in 2010 an 
armed robber killed a 12 day old Somali baby in the camp and wounded the baby's mother.  
 
The LWF Community Services Officer reported that the incidence of reported rape was 
reducing but that wife beating remained constant. Defilement (rape of a minor), sodomy and 
child abduction (usually by a family member) remained rare. However, as noted in the 
section, Refugee experience, the reporting of SGBV incidents is not systematic. 
 
A 28 year old from Moyale told me 'Security is bad. People are killed, especially those in 
business in the Somali area. I know of ten inter-clan killings, mainly between 2003 and 2008. 
At night, people carrying torches can be shot dead, because of the fear of theft. They break in 
to houses, through the roof. One man, a very good man named Hawale, a Somali hotel owner, 
was shot dead by a man - the family say a Turkana - who broke in through the roof and tried 
to rape his daughter. He was shot defending her and then they ran. They would have stolen 
things if they could.' 
 
A 34 year old former detainee said  'I can't count the number beaten and raped here. I spent 
six years and four months in prison in Ethiopia and I feel more frightened here.'  
 
The camp was reported to be generally safer since the majority of Sudanese left in 2007. 
Somalis are now in the majority at the camp but hostility between them and the other 
communities is much less than in Dadaab (see below).  
 
Nocturnal raids by Turkana bandits are the main security issue now and unaccompanied 
women expressed particular fears about robberies and rape. Long minimum prison sentences 
(15 or more years for rape and 20 years for defiling a junior) were imposed in 2006 to deter 
these crimes, but this may be counterproductive as guilty verdicts are less likely to be made 
due to the severity of the sentences. 
 
Unaccompanied women 
 
'All are vulnerable but young women are the most vulnerable.' 
 
In a meeting with five women in Kakuma, four whose husbands had disappeared or died, fear 
and insecurity were said to be their predominant concerns. They all found the food ration 
inadequate and were fearful of being unable to cope with illness and providing clothing and 
adequate food for their children. However, physical security, especially from rape by 'men 
with guns', 'in the dark' preoccupied them. One 40 year old said she heard of one case of rape 
every week on average. Three said they could not sleep because of fear.  
 
There are about 70 single mothers in Kakuma One camp, seven or eight with teenage 
daughters, who live in constant fear of attack by men intent on raping them or their daughters.  
 
A 30 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in September 2009, described how her 
nights are disturbed because she fears every slight noise is due to someone trying to break in 
through her roof. One 45 year old single mother whose child was prone to nocturnal fits felt 
unable to summon help, saying 'People are too frightened to come and help at night'.  
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Most Somalis go to school but only about 50% (some said only 5%) of Oromo children go to 
school or a madrassa. Going to a madrassa is cheaper, about 500Sh/month and even less, 
sometimes nothing, for poor families. The madrassa in Eastleigh is attended by 300 children. 
They are taught arithmetic, English and Kiswahili as well as receiving instruction in Islamic 
studies, the Quran and Arabic. 
 
Some children are kept away from school because they cannot speak English. Thus a vicious 
circle is established - no English/no school/no English. 
 
The Saphalo Education Foundation in Eastleigh was established with the help of UNHCR 
about ten years ago. Up until recently it rented three classrooms and an office for 
16,000Sh/month. At the beginning of Ramadan it reduced the classrooms to two and the rent 
to 12,000Sh. It had not set up again after Ramadan by the time of my visit and the classrooms 
were piled up with the furniture from the unused third classroom. The only two functioning 
computers were being used in the office and the five part-time teachers held classes in only 
English and Oromo - three 50 minute lessons each day for 200Sh/month. Only half of the 
students were able to pay the fees. There were 60 students before Ramadan. The library 
appeared well stocked. 
 
I enquired about university sponsorship at UNHCR. The Community Services officer showed 
me data indicating the scheme was fully subscribed, with 76 refugees, including 8 from 
Ethiopia, at Kenyan universities. Lack of funding prevents expansion of the programme. 
 
UNHCR 
 
Introductory comments 
 
It is inevitable, given the role that UNHCR plays, the restrictions under which it works and 
the limited funds with which it operates, that the organisation attracts criticism from the 
people who depend on it the most and have the most reason to be grateful to it. This 
ambivalence is due in part to the 'refugee lens' through which the world is seen and in part to 
inefficiencies inherent in a large, complex and bureaucratic organisation.  
 
The first thing that the Oromo community chairman said to me when we met early in the 
morning for my second day of interviews at Kakuma, after hearing a full day of problems and 
complaints the day before, was that he should emphasise how grateful refugees were to 
UNHCR.  
 
I was treated with kindness, consideration and respect by almost all UNHCR officers with 
whom I was in contact and I was impressed with the integrity and dedication of the officials I 
met. However, the organisation is not beyond criticism. It is in the spirit of constructive 
criticism and respect for UNHCR that I relay some of the critical comments from refugees. 
 
Access 
 
A defensive bureaucracy necessarily develops to protect busy people in caring professions. 
There were more complaints about difficulty in accessing UNHCR in the camps than in 
Nairobi. In Kakuma, refugees reported that seeing UNHCR was not easy because it was 
overstretched with new arrivals, eligibility and Refugee Status Determination (RSD) work.  
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A single mother from Adama (Showa) described how in May 2009, while she was living in 
Kakuma Three, her home was robbed while she was at a food distribution point. A thief came 
and took all her possessions, including the iron roofing sheet. She ran to Kakuma One and 
stayed with relatives but was told to get her own shelter. She stayed with another woman but 
was again thrown out by a family friend because of the illegitimacy of her child, which she 
had while in Kakuma. She had been sleeping outdoors and had lived at a Mosque throughout 
the recent Ramadan. 
 
A 39 year old, whose husband's sight was deteriorating, felt more frightened in Kakuma than 
when she left Ethiopia ten years previously. 
 
Even those with husbands or grown up sons feared robbery and rape by armed intruders who 
could overpower their men. 
 
Sexual harassment of young girls in school was more than boyish effrontery. One girl had her 
arm dislocated when trying to get away from a young male student. 
 
Single mothers also reported children being taken by relatives of their deceased or 
disappeared  husbands. My first interviewee in Kakuma, a 37 year old from Borana, told me 
that her oldest daughter was 14 when she was taken by her disappeared husband's family 
from the camp in 2001, presumably to be married. Her eldest son was taken by her husband's 
brother in 2009, after she had remarried. 
 
Ethiopian government agents 
 
Refugees reported that in 1994 Jemal Midaka was abducted from Kakuma and later returned 
with an ICRC certificate confirming his detention in Ethiopia following the abduction. He is 
now resettled in the USA. 
 
In 2005, four Ethiopian agents were arrested and deported after coming to the camp looking 
for specific Oromos.  
 
In 2006, Mohammed Ali disappeared from the camp. All of the 11 at a group meeting on 12 
September were convinced he had been abducted by Ethiopian government agents. Others 
were believed to have disappeared on their way to Nairobi. 
 
A member of the Ethiopian community, the owner of Kakuma Laundry Soap Project, was a 
healthy man in his 40s. Within the last 2-3 years, he was found dead in a hotel in Nairobi, 
where he went to pick up some machinery. It is suspected he was poisoned by Ethiopian 
government agents. 
Although many of the Ethiopians who were associated with the former communist military 
dictatorship in Ethiopia (the Derg) have now left Kakuma, those who remain are still feared 
by members of the Oromo community.  
 
Kenyan police 
 
Refugees demonstrated in front of UNHCR after a Somali was killed in 2008 by Turkana 
raiders. Kenyan police fired tear gas at the crowd and 17 were injured. There were claims that 
live ammunition was used and that one Oromo received a bullet wound to his shoulder. 
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Many NGOs now assist refugees in 
Nairobi, despite the Kenyan government's 
policy of discouraging 'pull factors' in the 
capital. Because of the outlawing of 
discrimination in the 2006 Act, refugees 
have access to health care and schools.  
 
The German government development 
agency, GTZ, provides medical staff and 
supplies to City Council clinics (which 
charge only a small fee to users), employs 
psychosocial counsellors and has renovated 
some buildings, including a new maternity 
clinic. Mapendo also provides medical and 
psychosocial support, especially for 

HIV/AIDS patients, and helps UNHCR with resettlement paperwork. GTZ also gives SGBV 
awareness training, supports 15 schools, a child development unit and provides 
apprenticeships and help to establish small businesses. It provides secure accommodation to 
those with extreme security threats. GTZ and UNHCR regularly visit Eastleigh and Githurai 
to counsel on refugee status determination and the resettlement process. 
 
The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) provides basic food staples -  similar to camp rations, 
except recipients are encouraged to share - to 200 people for 6-9 month programmes. It also 
provides small amounts of cash (up to 150Sh per person) for travel expenses, sanitary towels 
and free treatment at five clinics/dispensaries. 
 
The International Rescue Committee (IRC) gives small business loans and training and short 
term assistance with school expenses. 
 
Many other NGOs help in some way (for example Faraja with some food needs, NARAP 
with protection of women, training and assistance in self-help projects). 
 
RCK and Kituo cha Sheria are both legal organisations which do advocacy work for refugees 
in their dealings with police and UNHCR. Half of RCK's 80/day case load in Nairobi is 
concerned with refugees' means of survival. RCK trains two paralegal monitors every quarter 
in Eastleigh. These work with six RCK paralegals in Eastleigh (there are 20 in Nairobi) in 
monitoring high security risk cases who cannot openly access UNHCR.  
 
Kituo cha Sheria is a similar sized organisation. Unlike RCK, it has no presence in Kakuma, 
but undertakes valuable lobbying work on government policy as well as its refugee case load. 
Refugees are entitled to the same access to schools as Kenyans, but are liable to high fees for 
universities - the same as foreign expatriates. In Eastleigh, there are seven primary schools, 
with possibly 1000 pupils in each, and two secondary schools, each with about 2000 students. 
Estimates of costs varied. One parent said it cost 8500Sh per term for his 9 year old, plus the 
cost of uniforms. Another group said primary school registration cost 3-4000Sh ('for the 
seat'), 500Sh/month tuition, 250Sh per term for exams and 3-4000 twice each year for 
uniforms. Secondary school was priced at 4-5000Sh/term, 3-4000 twice yearly for uniforms 
and 3-5000/term for meals. Thus education costs in the region of 20-35,000Sh per year. 
 

Oromo corner shop, Eastleigh 
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Local police are not a threat to the same extent as they are in Nairobi but are reported to bully 
and threaten refugees and local people. Taxi drivers in the town, for example, were reportedly 
arrested if they did not give free rides to policemen. 
 
Dadaab 
 
There are high levels of crime and violence around Dadaab. Over half of women interviewed 
by Filmaid International were reported in August 2010 to have been robbed of portable 
articles in public, nearly 30% reported sexual harassment on the streets and 75% feared 
entering other camps.  
 
A UNHCR officer reported that per capita levels of policing around Dadaab were only one 
tenth of the national average, despite the endemic violence. Clan-based disturbances in 
October were reported by the UN news agency, IRIN (8.10.10), to have resulted in two 
killings and the displacement of 600 families around Garissa.  
 
Most hostility, however, is from Somalis in the camps and the Kenyan Somali population and 
is directed against non-Somali refugees. This takes the form of violent attacks, verbal abuse 
and discrimination. Because of discrimination against Somali Bantu, who are regarded as 
slaves by other Somalis, they have had to be rehoused in Kakuma.  
 
Oromo and others from Ethiopia attract particular abuse because Somalis were victims of 
Ethiopian soldiers in the 1977 war and, especially, because of civilian atrocities committed 
by the Ethiopian army during the invasion of Somalia in December 2006 and the occupation 
of Mogadishu which followed.  
 
Hostility from the host Kenyan Somali population has so far prevented UNHCR establishing 
a separate camp for minorities among the refugees. Attempts to improve relations between 
the communities have been frustrated. The chairman of the Ifo Oromo community said 'The 
elders do communicate, but only two or three times every three months. The Somalis are not 
willing to meet more often to defuse the situation.' 
 
Killings, disappearances and abductions 
 
The following incidents were reported by refugees and international media. 
 
In 1998, a 35 year old successful shop-owner in Hagadera since 1995, who had changed his 
name from Alemu to Ali to avoid discrimination, was murdered after being accused of raping 
a Somali girl. 
In 2000, a teacher in his late 40s named Suleman (changed from Solomon Ayele, in order to 
get a job) was accused of rape and killed. He was a happily married man.  
 
An Oromo from Hagadera, named Endale or Lula, in his 20s, was stabbed to death in 2004, 
when working as head cook in the UNHCR canteen in Dadaab. 
 
In July 2010, a 13 year old Somali boy was murdered and his mutilated body found near to a 
block where the Sudanese community lived. Somalis burned down the block (90 or more 
huts) and all the Sudanese were moved to tented accommodation in a transit camp at Ifo.  
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From 75 to 90% of men were unemployed. Most of the work is menial, helping in restaurants 
or shops, earning 1-200Sh for a long day's work but 'you have to speak Somali to do this'. 
Before the development of Eastleigh in recent years, employment prospects were even worse. 
There are some with their own businesses, mostly small shops and kiosks on street corners. 
My informants knew of two with small restaurants and four Oromo with taxis in the whole of 
Eastleigh.  
 
One of these taxi drivers reported that most of his clients were Somali. Oromo cannot afford 
taxis and generally travel by foot or matatu. Even the employed said they earned 'just enough 
to eat'. 
 
The only work for most women is poorly paid; selling tea from vacuum flasks and sometimes 
samosas or other snacks, going from one kiosk to another in markets. Some women 
interviewed in Nairobi and in Kakuma described supporting themselves and their children, 
sometimes for several years, by cooking or washing clothes in Eastleigh or Kariobangi. Often 
an illness or other misfortune drove them to seek help from UNHCR and they were then sent 
to Kakuma. 
 

Several women I interviewed had slept at mosques in Nairobi for a few weeks or months at 
some time. However, although congregations were encouraged to support those in need, the 
two Imams in Eastleigh to whom I spoke said that women rarely slept at their Mosques.   
 
A 57 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in detention, spoke of living in Nairobi 
for four years, living in a Mosque because she could not afford rent in Eastleigh and had eight 
children to feed. She was unaware of UNHCR until taken to the office in 2008, following 
which she was sent to Kakuma camp. 
 
Less than half of the refugees in Eastleigh receive help from friends and relatives abroad. 
 
Refugees are open to extortion, not only by police (see Security) and landlords. One couple, 
who wanted to obtain a marriage certificate so the wife could be included on her husband's 
mandate paper, said the Kadi was asking $100 for this, instead of the 4-500Sh ($5-6) which 
he was entitled to charge. 
 

Apartment block, Githurai estate 
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There have been disappearances from the camps. Four women are assumed to have run away 
after being raped, two in 2001 and two in 2003. Two former Addis Ababa University 
students, Tekelu Diinsa and Legesse Angassa, both in their early 20s, attempted to escape 
from the camp in 2006. Their current whereabouts are unknown. 
 
Two Italian nuns were abducted from the border town of Liboi and held in Mogadishu until a 
ransom was paid in 2009.  
 
Violence, rape, fear and discrimination 
 
The following accounts were given by refugees in Ifo and Dagahaley on 15 September and in 
Hagadera on 16 September. 
 
'You don't know what will happen from one day to the next or from one hour to the next'  
 
'It seems like they [UNHCR] are protecting us but they are silently killing us.' 
 
'We were beaten and we suffered at home. Now it continues here.' 
 
'We have to stay in our blocks after 6.00 because of fear.' 
 
Of a group of 14 refugees I met in Dagahaley, all had been subject to beatings by Somalis at 
some time. One had sustained a fractured cheek bone. Another had his house damaged and 
his gate and fence broken down during an attack when he was beaten one week before my 
visit. One had been beaten two weeks previously. One had his mobile phone taken from him. 
Another described how he had attempted to open a teashop in the market. He was beaten and 
forced to close it four weeks ago, after it had been open for only one month. 
 
A 36 year old from Dire Dawa said 'In my first month here, Somalis raped my 25 year old 
step-daughter twice. The first time was in March 2003, when she was 18. They broke into my 
compound in the Oromo block and attacked her. I reported this to the police. We then moved 
to another block, near the police base, but she was raped again on 31 March 2004. They did it 
in my own home, getting in through a low window.' Her step-daughter became pregnant and 
delivered her baby. 
 
One of her sons and two other young men were school students who befriended a Somali girl, 
who borrowed a mobile phone from one of them. All three were accused of raping the girl 
and had to be put in protective police custody for one or two months and then moved to 
Kakuma. Although a doctor has examined the girl and reported that rape did not occur, the 
threats persisted. 
 
One Oromo described apprehending a man with a knife who had broken into his house. He 
took him to the police but the intruder was released at 6.00 that evening. Refugees reported 
that if a Somali is arrested, the community is attacked in reprisal. They said that in meetings 
with NGO officials, if an Oromo leader reports abuses by Somalis, he will be threatened. The 
former community leader from Hagadera had to move to Dagahaley because of threats to his 
life because of this. 
 
'The police are bribed to do nothing and witnesses are too frightened to make a statement.' 
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Eastleigh is expanding and developing. Many of its buildings are only 5-6 years old, built 
since Oromo refugees started living on 2nd Street. Eastleigh still holds the largest number of 
Oromo refugees but it is becoming more expensive and, since 2005, many have been moving 
further out of town to Kariobangi and Githurai, where rents are cheaper. One block of 
apartments which I visited used to be occupied solely by Oromo refugees, but as the rent has 
increased most have been replaced by Somali tenants. One small room now costs 3-
4000Sh/month and refugees often share rooms and meals with those less fortunate. The 
ability to cope in these circumstances varies enormously. Some maintain delightfully clean 
households and others live in squalor, but I did not see the deprivation described in reports by 
Amnesty International10 and Human Rights Watch11 of some settlements, with open sewers 
and fly tipping of toilet waste. 
 
Oromo refugees occupy a few apartment blocks on the small and relatively undeveloped 
Githurai estate. The block I visited was clean and simple. Each floor had a central water 
supply with facilities for washing laundry and toilets. Apartments opened off a single central 
corridor. There were very few buildings nearby and no adjacent market or shopping area. 
 
Relations between Oromo and Somalis is better than in Dadaab. Here the Somalis are abused 
by Kenyans, using derogatory names, partly because of resentment of their success in 
business.  
 
According to a US researcher who has visited Eastleigh over the last few years, Oromo 
women are more inclined to wear the hijab now than they were. When I asked about this, 
some women  said they felt more secure in the hijab; others said they just liked to fit in with 
the fashion. My US friend questions whether Muslim identity has become more attractive as 
chances of resettlement to the USA seem more remote. 
Lack of a legal work permit was one of the major complaints of refugees. The police could 
ask to see a work permit or a certificate of health. Failure to produce these could lead to a 
court appearance and several months in prison. 

                                                           
10 Insecurity and indignity: Women's experiences in the slums of Nairobi, Kenya. Amnesty International, 
London, July 2010. 
11 Hidden in plain view. Human Rights Watch, New York, November 2002. 

   

Apartment block, 2nd Street, Eastleigh 
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'If you report to the police or to UNHCR they come too late.' 
 
One 25 year old built his house in a Somali block because of lack of space in the Oromo 
block in January 2008. In April 2008, he returned from the market to find it destroyed and 
was told 'You are Oromo. Who told you to build a house here? You should not build on this 
block.'  
 
Children and school 
 
'Children are beaten at school. Nothing is done, so they drop out.' Of about 20 school age 
children on the Oromo block in Dagahaley, less than ten attend school, despite pressure from 
their parents. Only one pupil attends secondary school, an 18 year old girl who is about to 
leave. In Hagadera, less than ten of about 40 school age children go to primary school and 
only two attend secondary school, because of racist abuse and harassment. 
 
'I face insults at school all the time. I wear a headscarf because stones are thrown at me if I 
don't.' 
 
'There are six girls here who are not circumcised. They are not considered Muslim. They are 
told that they smell bad. So they have stopped going to school.' 
 
'Children are restricted to our compound. If they go to the market or to fetch water they are 
chased and beaten. This is causing psychological damage.' 
 
Market, church, religion and cultural dress 
 
Women described being degraded as inhuman and called 'gaalki' or sometimes 'gaal', like the 
men. It is a derogatory term, meaning pagan, with overtones of animal. Like the term 'galla' 
used by some non-Oromo in Ethiopia, it is as offensive as 'nigger' in the USA.  
 
Despite the Oromo Church being in the block [in Dagahaley], 'They disrupt our Sunday 
services and we beg parents and pay them some money to stop.' 
 
Christian teachers are called pagans and ridiculed. A yearly cultural celebration, with singing 
and dancing in national dress, had to be abandoned since 2007 because 'they followed us and 
stoned us'. 
 
In the market 'There is a risk but not much. But if you buy something, they tell you to put the 
money down on the table. They do not take it from your hand. Then they throw the change at 
you.' 
 
'We are unable to dress culturally. We can't express our culture. If we celebrate, they are 
more hostile.' 
 
'We grew up in a free society but here we have to cover up our faces. They always ask if we 
are Oromo or Somali.' 
 
'I'm a Christian but I'm forced to dress like a Muslim or I'm called a "gaalki" and they don't 
serve me on the market. Once you are branded, they put all their friends against you.' 
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accuses the other of working for the Ethiopian government. The first day of interviews in 
Eastleigh, at the business centre, was disturbed by raised voices and scuffles when refugees 
believed they were missing out and being ignored because they were being discriminated 
against. Yet another group exists in Eastleigh, with a smaller but significant following, which 
is hostile to the Shanee group and criticises it for claiming to represent Oromo refugees' 
interests with NGOs. The single representative of this group whom I met claimed that the 
OLF recruited in Nairobi but was unable to give any names. From my other contacts, which 
include OLF supporters, I doubt that this is true. 
 
Eastleigh is an intriguing mixture of bustle, economic activity and squalor. Leaving early 
morning from there on the bus to Dadaab, I noticed sleeping figures, wrapped in clothing and 
plastic, on a traffic island. On arrival to interview residents a few days later, my first 
impression was of rubbish compacted down to a black oily carpet on some busy streets and 
collected into extensive piles 2-3 metres high on others. There was a fleeting smell of faeces 
on 6th Street when I arrived at 8.30 a.m. In contrast, I was struck by the order, cleanliness 
and opulence of a business centre where the newly formed Oromo community association 
rents a small room. This was an indoor market with shops selling smart clothing, shoes, 
carpets, rugs and material. There were tailors with sewing machines and, on the top floor, a 
Mosque with the cleanest toilets and washing facilities I saw in Kenya, outside of western 
style hotels. 
 

 
 

6th Street, Eastleigh, from Amoco Plaza 
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'There is no Church here, no place to pray and worship. I used to go to the Sudanese Church 
but they chased all the Sudanese away [following the incident in July, see above]. They said 
"One day, you'll face the same consequences. Why didn't you help us burn down the 
Sudanese huts? You are not a Muslim." ' 
 
'Even Oromo Muslims are abused.' 'If you are a Muslim, they ask for your pagan name before 
you became a Muslim.' 
 
'We are accused of not being circumcised, of being not clean.' 
 
'Even if we are married to a Muslim, our neighbours say we are married to a "gaal". They say 
"There are a lot of men here. Why did you marry a gaal?" They call me a prostitute.' 
 
The 45 year old chairman of the Ifo community said 'There is no religious freedom here. The 
Somalis bear a grudge against Ethiopians since the 1977 war. On any trip to the market or an 
NGO office, we are abused because of our religion, language or dress - whenever we leave 
the block.' 
 
A 30 year old Imam described how he was chased away by the Somali chairman of Hagadera 
camp when he was leading prayers for about 500 Oromo and Somalis outside the Mosque. 
The Somali chairman called the Oromo together and said 'It's not your right'. 
 
In November 2008, a group of Somali men came to his house and beat him. Oromo elders 
advised against his reporting this to the police because of the trouble that would follow. So 
they negotiated and the Somalis said 'Just forgive each other'. He has been threatened by 
phone on two occasions in the two years since then and has stopped going to the Mosque. He 
now prays at home and only goes out to the market, and then only in daylight. 
 
Distribution points 
 
Collecting water and food rations is a severe problem. Access to water taps is prevented and 
jerry cans are kicked away by Somalis. In Dagahaley, serious beatings (causing a bleeding 
scalp and a broken arm) were reported to camp security officers but no action was taken.  
 
A 23 year old from Harar: 'The Somalis say we are pagans. Even at the water tap. After us, 
they insist on washing the tap, saying pagans have used it. They say we are animals. There is 
no Oromo only block. Oromo Muslims and Christians live together OK, but they don't 
consider us as human beings.' 
 
One 30 year old lives in a different block to most of the Oromo in Hagadera. His wife and he 
are denied access to the water tap by Somalis in their block. He has remained there for three 
years, walking 7-800 yards to collect water from an adjacent block which houses Gambella 
people. 
 
In the queue for rations 'They say we smell and tell us not to stand next to them. The Somali 
clerks reduce our rations. We cannot challenge them. One out of a hundred is given a reduced 
ration or nothing at every distribution. Sometimes we go without food.' 
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The splits within the Oromo nationalist movement and Oromo society, which have bedevilled 
diasporan Oromo communities in Europe and America, were evident in Nairobi, although not 
apparent in camps in Kakuma and Dadaab. The largest faction, the Shanee (Five), which is 
the original OLF led by Dawut Ibsa and based in Asmara, is backed by the majority of the 
Oromo residents of Eastleigh estate, a few kilometres northeast of the city centre on the Juja 
Road. The Jijirama (Change) group, supported mostly by Arsi Oromo, is the next most 
numerous and has followers who are also mainly based in Eastleigh and the adjacent 
Pumwani estate. One of the two Churches in Eastleigh tends to be attended by this group. 
Originally associated with the Jijirama were a number of followers and associates of Licho 
Bukura from the Borana zone, some of whom followed him back to join forces with the 
Ethiopian government. The Qaaccaa faction, mainly Wallega Christians, fell in line behind 
the former leader of the OLF, Galassa Dilbo, when he rescinded his resignation of the 
leadership about ten years ago. This group tends to concentrate around the Githurai estate, to 
the northeast of Nairobi, just past Kasarani on the Thika Road. Refugees from Wallega also 
live in Adams. These divisions are not absolute and there are smaller congregations of Oromo 
in other areas - Kariobangi (further out than Eastleigh, between Thika and Juja roads, where 
many Borana Oromo live), Kasarani, Westlands and Ngumo.   
 
A recent rapprochement between the Shanee and Jijirama factions of the OLF is reflected in 
the formation of a new community organisation in Eastleigh which includes members of all 
factions, although the association with the Qaaccaa group is not solid. I therefore interviewed 
individuals and met groups of refugees in Eastleigh and Githurai. Several individuals from 
Kariobangi were interviewed in Githurai. 
 

 
 

                                           
The degree of hostility and mistrust between Oromo groups was discouraging. During the 
study period and since returning to the UK, I heard defamatory remarks about individuals 
whom I trust, on both sides of the divide between the Qaaccaa and Shanee groups. Each 

6th Street, Eastleigh 
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'Somalis get in front of us at food distributions. They come later and are served first. We get 
there early but are made to suffer there a long time.' 
 
When there is a distribution of replacement building materials or plastic sheets, Somali 
employees were reported to prevent other nationalities obtaining any.  
 
Clinics and NGO appointments 
 
Refugees complained that Somali clerks postpone hospital appointments. 'Somali health 
workers discriminate against us and don't want to treat us.' 
 
'Even women in labour are ignored.' 
 
'When I took my child to the hospital with diarrhoea, the Somali health worker just played 
games on his mobile phone. I waited six hours in the morning. I was given an appointment in 
the afternoon but even then the doctor told me to go to the field post, until the head doctor 
saw me and helped me. It was one hour before it closed at 4.00 p.m.' 
 
'If you have an appointment [with an NGO], the Somali guard keeps you waiting at the gate 
until the NGO staff are getting in their vehicles to go home.'  
 
Businesses 
 
The former owner of the house in Hagadera where we held interviews, Iyya Liban Jilo, about 
32 years old, was stabbed in the back and right side in August/September 2009 because he 
had opposed a Somali obtaining property in this block. He had established, overcoming initial 
refusal of permission and paying high a rent, a small pool hall in the market. The premises 
were destroyed and he was severely beaten in 2007. He was resettled as a protection case, to 
the USA in March 2010. 
 
The Ifo chairman said 'If you try to start a business, you have to pay Somalis. You have to 
pay bribes. Even then, you are ignored and no-one buys from you. The owner of this house is 
a barber. If a Somali refused to pay the going rate, there would be a fight with many Somalis 
coming to join in. He had to close his business. A Somali boy stole his scissors and both were 
injured in the fight which followed. The boy had four scratches. But the Somali elders 
demanded four camels. In the end, the Oromo community had to pay a large fine.' 
 
At a large meeting in Hagadera, a man broke down in tears when describing how his son had 
lost his mind following an attack when Somalis had destroyed thousands of bricks that he had 
made. 'He became abnormal. Now he has to be tied up at home. Otherwise he runs away and 
beats people. Attempts at treatment have failed.' 
 
These incidents are symptomatic of the aggressive control over the local economy which is 
exerted by Somali refugees and Kenyan Somalis. I spoke to a Kenyan scrap dealer and part-
time pastor on the bus from Garissa to Hagadera. He told me he was threatened with being 
killed when he attempted to expand his scrap metal enterprise beyond Garissa. 
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Food rations were similar to those in Kakuma. Many said that the food ration was inadequate 
and some particularly mentioned the shortage of fresh fruit and vegetables.  
 
Schools are present in each of the camps, but attendance is severely limited because of racist 
abuse and attacks. There is one secondary school in Hagadera (with a total population of 
about 100,000). The school is run by CARE and had 2,600 students in 2008 (when my 
translator taught there), with about 60 in each class. The Somali community are building 
another secondary school in Hagadera. In Dagahaley, there are two secondary schools, one 
run by CARE and the other built by the Somali community. Only three Oromo attend these 
schools (see Security). 
 
CARE sponsors female secondary school students at a boarding school in Garissa for two 
year courses before they return to the camps. Windle Trust sponsors 'straight A' students for 
university courses in Canada and there are German NGO (DAFI) scholarships for universities 
in Nairobi. One student complained that repeated applications to the World University 
Service had been turned down.  
 
Unlike in Kakuma, the majority of men were employed in Dadaab. Only a small number (15-
20) worked for UNHCR or other NGOs because of Somali closed-shop arrangements. Most 
of the men had menial jobs as labourers, cleaners or waiters for Somali businesses. Pay by 
NGOs was higher than in Kakuma. The 'incentive' was increased from an average of 3000Sh 
up to 4-5000Sh per month after a strike. However, cleaners or guards for Somali businesses 
earn about 2000Sh/month.  
 
Out of the 200 Oromo who live in Dagahaley, only 60-70 stay there throughout the week. 
The majority work in Dadaab or the settlements in Ifo and Hagadera, returning every 
fortnight for their rations. A daily commute would eat too far into their wages. 
 
No non-Somali businesses are allowed to function. I was frequently told by refugees that any 
attempt to establish even a kiosk in any of the markets in the camps or Dadaab was 
prevented, sometimes violently (see Security). I saw one small Oromo kiosk at the edge of 
the Oromo block in Hagadera but it was not open while I was there. 
 
Because of the hostility of the majority population, I enquired why my translator, a teacher in 
his late 20s or early 30s, did not request a transfer to Kakuma. He replied 'I don't want to start 
all over again'. 
 
Nairobi 
 
Unless refugees keep their UNHCR files open by renewing their mandate or applying for 
resettlement, their files are deactivated after five years. There is no food ration or other 
regular assistance to merit files remaining open otherwise. UNHCR estimates that about 50% 
of refugees in Nairobi have deactivated files. On 31 July 2010, UNHCR statistics showed 
there were 46,000 individuals on active files in Nairobi, of whom 13,368 were from Ethiopia. 
10,444 of these were Oromo. There were only 962 Amharas on file. Members of the refugee 
community in Eastleigh estimated 5000 heads of families, 8-9000 individuals lived there. 
Although the greatest concentration of Oromo refugees is to be found in Eastleigh, if all the 
other areas of Nairobi are included, it is likely that about 20,000 Oromo refugees are in the 
capital - as estimated by UNHCR. 
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Perverting justice 
 
At the end of the second day of 
hearing about racist abuse from 
Somalis, I was delighted to meet a 
24 year old Somali mother who was 
married to an Oromo. They had 
'married for love' after meeting in 
the market and had two children, 
aged 18 months and 4 months. She 
then told me that she had been 
prevented from revisiting her family 
and that the Somali community had 
accused her husband of raping her. 
He was sent to prison in Nairobi in 
November 2009 and is serving a ten 
year sentence. 
 
Ethiopian government activity and 
refoulement 
 
A delegation from the Ethiopian embassy came to Dadaab in 2001 seeking permission from 
UNHCR to speak to Ethiopian and Oromo refugees to persuade them to join the armed 
forces. About 30 former Derg soldiers, heavy artillery experts, went with them from Ifo, after 
being promised seven years back pay. The Oromo in Hagadera, including Awel Mohammed 
Hussein, protested about the delegation coming to the camp. The 38 year old was interviewed 
during the research trip to Kenya and his story of refoulement from Hagadera at the end of 
2001 is reported near the end of this section. He now lives in Kenya without contact with 
Oromo or other Ethiopian communities.  
 
Amharas visit from Nairobi for between 1-3 weeks, without registering with UNHCR and are 
reported to have questioned the Ethiopian community about Oromo refugees. It is suspected 
these may be agents of the Ethiopian government. 
 
Nairobi 
 
Oromo refugees experience the same levels of violence and crime as any other residents in 
Nairobi. An increased police presence in Eastleigh has reduced the number of robberies there 
and it is safer than it used to be. Like other areas in Nairobi, it is not safe after dark. After 
conducting interviews there until after dusk, I was taken away in a taxi with tinted windows, 
which was brought inside the compound to collect me. 
 
During the post-election violence in 2007, 62 Oromo families were gathered by the police in 
Jamhuri park for their protection. From there, they were taken to Kakuma camp in February 
2008. 
 
Two recent killings were reported to me. A 25 year old Oromo, Abduwali, was shot dead on 
6th Street by a Kenyan policeman after a quarrel, three months before my visit. The 

Asli, 24, a Somali woman married to an Oromo. 
Her husband, accused by the Somali community 

of raping her, is serving a 10 year prison sentence. 
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The blocks I visited were very similar in appearance and structure to those in Kakuma. The 
buildings were similarly built, although some appeared to have a cement coating, and the 
streets and alleyways were similarly fenced and shaded with small trees. Within each block, 
the Oromo community occupied much less space, however. Markets, similar in size to those 
of a small town, were seen in each of the camps. 
 

The local Kenyan Somali population has lived in northeast Kenya for many generations. The 
mayor of Garissa and several of the local councillors are Somali. Racist hostility from 
Somalis is the predominant security issue at the camps (see section on Security). 
 
Although the border has remained closed since January 2007, about 50-100 Somalis arrive 
each day and are registered by DRA at Ifo One. Numbers of arrivals were much higher from 
2007 to 2009, when up to 1000 arrived each week. Registration takes about a week, less if 
numbers are low. The Norwegian Refugee Council assists vulnerable people to build shelters 
but this may take 2-3 months. Relatives help the majority of those who cannot help 
themselves. There is a transit centre for a small number of very vulnerable new arrivals. 
 
Once registered, a refugee is given a plastic sheet, mat, cooking pot, plate and utensils, and a 
10 litre jerry can. 
Refugee Status Determination for non-Somalis takes about one year and there is almost no 
delay for the decision to be endorsed by a Senior Protection Officer.  
 

A secondary school building at Dagahaley camp 
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policeman had been charged. In Githurai, on 11 August (World Cup Final day) an Ethiopian 
man beat a Kenyan to death and was followed home and killed.  
 
Gangs 
 
Gangs visit Eastleigh estate about once a week and rob people of cash, cars and mobile 
phones. Like the police, they hang around international money transfer outlets but, unlike the 
police, they shoot people who refuse to hand over cash instead of just beating them. During 
the recent Ramadan gang members shot a Somali dead for not handing over his money. A 
money changer was murdered during Ramadan last year in similar circumstances. No fights 
between gangs were reported to me but there is fighting between gangs and the police. Four 
gang members were shot dead last year in the compound of one of my acquaintances in 
Eastleigh. 
 
There are periodic episodes of violence due to 'the Mungiki'. They are a Kikuyu gang or sect 
consisting mostly of unemployed men who go on a rampage for a night every now and then. 
They are rumoured to have up to one million members and are subject to government 
crackdowns. They were particularly strong in 2007 and 2008. On 'Mungiki nights' they are 
said to slaughter people with machetes.  
 
Rape 
 
Unaccompanied women are at risk in Nairobi. A 34 year old from Hararge, with two 
children, described how she survives by selling tea and is forced to walk around alone, 
despite being frequently propositioned for sex. She attended school but stopped in 2008, at 
grade 5, because she could not afford to continue.' I left my young child with a neighbour so 
that I could go to sell tea. He fell and cut his head. It is difficult to work and look after 
children. I am very worried about my 11 year old.' 
 
In March 2008, at 6.00 a.m., at Mulango Kupa in Eastleigh, on her way to UNHCR (early 
because of the queues), she was grabbed by an Amhara-speaking Ethiopian and a Kenyan and 
taken to a small room in a garage warehouse where they both raped her. She was left by them 
at the warehouse. She believes they had been watching her and knew that she lived alone 
with her children. She now shares a room with other single women. She reported being 
followed and harassed still. 
 
'There is no time that I am safe' she said. 'In June 2010, a man knocked on my door asking for 
sex. I refused. Later that morning, he attacked me and broke my thermos flask. I reported it to 
the police and to Kituo cha Sheria.  
 
In 2007, a 34 year old from Jimma opened a tea room with some friends with a small amount 
of money they were given. They worked in shifts and she was working at night, up to about 
4.00 a.m. 'In June 2007, there was a blackout during the "night of the Mungiki", when they 
were chasing people with machetes. Three men stopped in a car outside the tea room. They 
came in and ordered the customers to lie on the floor. They took me to Adams [a district in 
Nairobi] and put me in a house and raped me turn by turn the whole night. They were Kenyan 
Borana, not Mungiki. I never went to the tea shop again.' 
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120-150) add up to 460-490 and the continued presence of refugees posing as Oromo is a 
matter of anecdote and conjecture. Most Oromo live on single blocks in the three camps. In 
Ifo, they share their block with other minority groups - from Congo, Burundi, Rwanda, 
Uganda - as well as some Somalis. 
 
Oromo are still arriving in small numbers. Three families came in March 2010 and a few 
individuals came before and after March. 
 
Out of about 30 at one meeting in Hagadera, five had been at the camp since 1992, one since 
1993, two since 1994 and one since 1998. All others were more recent.  
 
Out of the 27 students who arrived in Dadaab in 2004 and were still known to be present in 
2005, ten are still in the camps. One now works in Nairobi and the others have either been 
resettled in the USA or privately sponsored to resettle in Canada or Australia. 
 

 

The area is dry semi-desert with sparse scrub. There are scattered nomadic and settled 
hamlets along the road, with cattle and camel herds seen at waterholes. There are two rainy 
periods in November/December and April/May. In recent years with less than average 
rainfall many cattle have died but 2008 brought floods. Some refugees from Ifo and 
Dagahaley had to be moved to what became Ifo Two camp, a little way northeast of Ifo One, 
after their huts were washed away.  

As in Kakuma, the byways within Dadaab camps are tree-lined and fenced with 
flimsy wooden stockades 
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Police 
 
Everyone out of 14 present at one meeting in Eastleigh reported that they had been arrested 
by the police, some many times. Three had been held overnight. One 37 year old from Arsi 
Negele, who was interviewed in Kakuma, reported that he had been arrested more than 20 
times by police. 
 
It was said that the police now took people slowly to the police station so they had time to 
phone relatives or friends to bring money. Sometimes they even lent telephones to the 
refugees so they could make these calls. The price charged for release was usually 4-5000Sh, 
but they would settle for less, sometimes as little as 500Sh, or the refugee's mobile phone if 
they were convinced that was all they had.   
 
As reported by other organisations, UNHCR papers were of little protection. Interview 
appointment slips were often torn up. 
 
Harassment by police was blamed for people attending a Mosque on 2nd Street in Eastleigh, 
rather than going further afield. The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) and Kituo cha Sheria 
reported that Pangani police station, near to Eastleigh, was notorious for harassing refugees. 
JRS had made formal complaints to them. 
 
Sometimes, Kenyan civilians pretended to be plain-clothed policemen to extort money from 
refugees in Eastleigh, according to one JRS staff member. 
 
The increasing profile of Kituo cha Sheria and RCK in Eastleigh has been associated with a 
decrease in police harassment. Police are less likely to ask for money now, although 'they 
may still ask to be invited out to lunch.' Some refugees thought the improvement was due to 
the Kibaki government or the new constitution.  
 
Legal rights organisations encourage refugees not to pay up, in order to discourage the 
practice, but as one young woman told me, paying money is better than being kept up all 
night in a police car in the company of policemen who were drunk or high on hashish. 
 
In Githurai, refugees were concerned that there was a recent increase in police harassment. 
There had been an increase in arrests since 20 August and three house searches in the week 
before interviews took place on 19 September.  
 
Gender-based violence from other refugees 
 
Four accounts of gender-based violence and forced sexual contact were recounted to me in 
Nairobi. 
 
A 25 year old from Wallega reported being repeatedly raped by a married man while she was 
staying with him and his family in Nairobi from 2008 until recently. She had three abortions 
during this time. Another young woman from Wallega told of being held for 18 months in a 
forced sexual relationship with a man until he was resettled early in 2009.  
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chose to use the term 'survival sex'. Single mothers were forced to sell themselves 'because 
the food allowance is not enough'. Two of the women I interviewed had become pregnant 
because of selling sex in this way and several women said they had found it necessary to get 
married because they needed protection. 
 
A 28 year old woman from Moyale said 'I know of one woman, a divorced single mother, 
living alone, earning money by looking after other children. The food is not enough. There 
are no spices or meat. She was forced to sell sex. Now she is pregnant.' 
 
The case of a singer who had practised 'survival sex' was brought to my attention. Her 
response to being warned of the danger of AIDS was 'I better die eating.' 
 
Refugees laughed when I asked whether the OLF recruited at Kakuma.  
 
Out of the eleven present at one meeting, three had been OLF members when it was legal and 
all had been supporters. When asked about any OLF presence in the camp, one said 'They 
disappeared with ORA.' There was some resentment against the OLF. 'The name of OLF is 
affecting innocent people. If they want to kill you, imprison you or chase you away from the 
your job, they say you are OLF. We are not a political group here. We want advocacy. We 
are not OLF. The terrorist label is affecting refugees.' 
 
At another meeting of twelve, where no OLF members were present, I was told 'Tell the OLF 
"Change! Don't split!" We need modern leaders and reform. We suffer because of this. 
Organise. Don't split. We don't want clanism.'  
 
An informant in Nairobi with access to information from Somali refugees believed that al 
Shabaab recruited in Kakuma and suspected that profits from Somali piracy were used to 
establish businesses there and in Nairobi. 
 
Dadaab 
 
There are three separate camps around Dadaab. UNHCR and most other NGOs have their 
headquarters at Dadaab and there is a small market and conurbation extending about one 
kilometre along the road through the town. Dadaab lies about 70km from the Somali border, 
which has the towns of Liboi on the Kenyan side and Doble (Dhooble) on the Somali side. 
An un-metalled but periodically graded road runs 110km southwest to Garissa, the northeast 
region capital. Approximately 10km on the Garissa side of Dadaab is the camp at Hagadera. 
Ifo camp lies about 5km to the northeast of Dadaab and Dagahaley is about 10km further off 
from Ifo, towards the Somali border. 
 
Each of the three camps was originally intended to hold 30,000 refugees, but they were at 
almost double their capacity by 2007 and a total of 300,000 refugees were in the camps by 
mid-2009. After transfer of 12,900 in 2009, UNHCR reports that there are now 290,000, 
which includes 15,727 from Ethiopia, mostly from Somali Region.  
 
There are currently 507 Oromo (312 males and 195 females) registered by UNHCR. 
Estimates by Oromo community leaders vary from 300 to 500 and they claim that 50-100 are 
not Oromo but other Ethiopians or Somalis posing as Oromo. However, estimated 
populations by community leaders in individual camps (Dagahaley 200, Ifo 140, Hagadera 
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One woman in her 20s was followed from Ethiopia by a man who wanted to force her to 
marry him. She believes he carries a knife and she has stayed in her house in Nairobi for over 
four years because she fears he will find her and kill her.  
 
A 34 year old from Jimma who has been in Kenya for 11 years related that her husband 
began beating her frequently. When he threatened to kill her with a knife, she went to Fida, a 
Kenyan women's organisation. In June 2004, he took away their two children, then aged four 
and seven. Elders visited him frequently for one month and instructed him to return the 
children, but he disappeared with them. 'We don't have mental rest. I need to work. My ex-
husband's friends disturb me. They blame me for his disappearance.' 
 
'The Oromo community disapproves of domestic violence but are powerless to stop it' she 
said.  
 
Ethiopian government agents 
 
'We are exposed to be picked off like a bird on a tree.'  
 
'Instead of protecting us, the Kenyan government is cooperating with the Ethiopian 
government' 
 
At a community meeting in Eastleigh on 18 September, the first problem which was 
mentioned was the harassment, monitoring and threat of abduction by Ethiopian government 
agents in Nairobi. Embassy staff and businessmen who travel to and from Ethiopia were 
implicated. Oromo who had defected back to the government along with Licho Bukura were 
now said to be informing on their contacts. Most of the government agents were said to be 
Oromo but there were also Amharas and Tigres among them. The Ethiopian government 
promotes animosity between old fashioned Ethiopian unionists and Oromo nationalists. It is 
also fostering discord and promoting hostility between the OLF factions in Nairobi. 
 
Among the many reports of Ethiopian security men reportedly spotted in Nairobi, which may 
or may not have been paranoid speculation or invented for the purposes of advancing refugee 
and resettlement claims, there were several genuine reports of Ethiopian government activity. 
 
Lawyers working for the Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) have written on several 
occasions to Kenyan police asking them to follow up reports of Ethiopian agents being active 
among the refugee community. Although there is rarely any feedback, agents have been 
arrested and deported to Ethiopia. 
 
One reliable report came from a 36 year old cattle farmer who recognised the security chief 
from Negele, Borana, in Eastleigh, in 2000. He was found to be posing as a Sudanese refugee 
and travelling to and from Ethiopia. 
 
A 38 year old former detainee and torture victim from Bale who came to Nairobi in 2000 
recounted how he joined a protest outside the Ethiopian embassy. This followed an invitation 
to refugees in Eastleigh to attend the embassy in 2000. The stated purpose was to raise funds 
and open an office of the Unity of Ethiopian Refugees Association, but it was a guise for 
infiltrating the community.  
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In order to travel more than 5 km from the camp, refugees are required to give a reason and to 
obtain written permission from DRA and UNHCR. Guards at DRA are believed to keep up to 
20 requests for travel permits before submitting them for scrutiny in a batch. Few journeys 
are made. The community chairman, Tussa Wabe, has been to Nairobi once and to Lodwar 
(the nearest large town) once in the ten years he has been at Kakuma. Jemal Adem has been 
once to Nairobi in 18 years at the camp. 
 
There is a town curfew for refugees. They must be back in the camp by 6.00 p.m. 
 
LWF employs 1800 refugees as security wardens at Kakuma. Members of the Oromo 
community told me that only 100, or fewer, Oromo had jobs such as this with NGOs. They 
are not paid a wage but are given a standard allowance or 'incentive' of 3000Sh/month. Some 
have paid work in the many shops and restaurants in the camp.  
 
There is no begging on the camp byways and thoroughfares but many are reported to ask for 
money at Churches and Mosques. No money is sent from outside Churches. 'Very few' 
receive remittances from close relatives abroad, typically $50 every few months. This was 
said to have reduced with the US economic downturn. 
 
Male refugees reported that perhaps 5% of women were forced into prostitution. One knew of 
five women who had done so and another knew of two. The chair of the Oromo women's 
community, who had worked on a film on Sexual and Gender-Based Violence for FilmAid, 
said that 20% of single mothers resorted to prostitution. Rather than 'commercial sex', she 

Computer room, Kakuma camp 
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The former detainee worked as a waiter in the 'Man-to-Man' restaurant on 9th Street in 
Eastleigh (since renamed '7/11'), where he saw many meetings between Ethiopian embassy 
staff and people who pretended to be refugees. These were Amharas, Tigreans, Oromo and 
mixed Amhara-Oromo, and included business people who were 'doing business for the 
Ethiopian government'. Although they pretended to be refugees, they had Kenyan and 
Ethiopian passports. He saw them receive payments from embassy staff. He named two - 
Tesfaye Alemayehu and Lulu -  who were 'officially known by the Kenyan government and 
deported'. 
 
He knew of 30-50 informers who infiltrated the Oromo refugee community. 'Some are still 
there, getting information for the embassy.' 'They came for lunch with the Ethiopian 
ambassador and the councillor at the embassy at weekends, especially when Teshome was 
ambassador. He came several times in 1999 and 2000.' 
 
Other refugees recalled a demonstration by 500-1000 outside UNHCR premises on 26 and 27 
December 2005 to protest about being invited to the Ethiopian embassy on the pretext of 
attending a wedding celebration. Sixty refugees were taken by bus to the embassy and urged 
to return to Ethiopia, with promises of safety and financial help. None went. One refugee was 
detained in Kasarani police station by the anti-terrorist police after the protest and a three 
man delegation from Eastleigh went to demand his release. The names of these three were 
given by the embassy to the anti-terrorist unit and they were called to report to them. On 
Kenyan TV, the Ethiopian government said that all Oromo refugees in Kenya belonged to the 
OLF.  
 
Well-known Oromo musician and singer, Nuho Gobena, was deported from North America 
and had been living for 2-3 years in Eastleigh. He was reduced to begging and was persuaded 
by the embassy, with promises of safety and land, to return to Ethiopia. 
 
Eastleigh residents recalled an incident which was published by OSG in 2008. Two former 
Addis Ababa University students and the guard of their building were shot dead in their 
apartment in Eastleigh by a government hit squad on 2 November 2007. Three others were 
shot and injured. 
 
Threatening phone calls were commonly reported. One 32 year old woman from Bale stated 
'I have received threatening phone calls from undisclosed numbers, twice in 2008 and 2009. 
Initially, they call as friends or relatives asking to meet me. When I refuse, they say "We will 
kill you".' 
 
She also reported being attacked: 'In July 2009, when I was out shopping at 6.00 p.m., I was 
held from behind by three men and was beaten and kicked in the kidney area of my back. 
They said "We got you" in the Oromo language. Others came and chased them away. 
I reported to the police and attended the hospital. I believe it was an enemy who I had 
escaped from. Now, I'm hiding myself extremely.' 
 
Associates of a man nicknamed Ibsa 'Oromo', reported that he was offered 30,000Sh to 
inform on other Oromo by a TPLF general in Nairobi. He reported the incident to RCK and 
the police anti-corruption squad. The general was arrested on 24.2.10 and found to be 
carrying Ethiopian military ID. He and his three associates were deported back to Ethiopia. 
Ibsa was resettled on 29.4.10 as an emergency. 
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recorded (for example, only ten adult rapes in 2009) and reported trends are unreliable. An 
Oromo LWF monitor said there was discrimination against victims of rape at the camp.  
 
LWF holds public meetings and rallies, and regular training for individuals and leaders to 
combat SGBV and female circumcision. It provides microcredit schemes for rape victims and 
short term material support, in coordination with the National Council of Churches in Kenya, 
to women who are vulnerable to drifting into prostitution. 
 
The Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) opened an office at Kakuma in April, where it 
provides advocacy for refugees, especially in affairs relating to the local police, at mobile 
courts in Kakuma and Lodwar, and less commonly at more distant high court hearings. 
 
Kakuma One has four primary schools, each with about 800 children. There is only one 
secondary school in the whole of Kakuma camp, which teaches over 400 pupils from grades 
9 to 12, with 80 or more in each class. University attendance is possible, but fees must be 
paid by sponsors, either individuals or NGOs. LWF and the Community Services unit of 
UNHCR sponsor individuals for Kenyan universities (see p. 25). The Windle Trust sponsors 
high achieving students to attend universities in Canada. One student went from Kakuma last 
year. 
 
The vice-chairman of the Oromo community, Hussein, was educated up to grade 12 in 
Kakuma and is now a teacher himself, of students up to grade 8, for the usual 'incentive' of 
3000Sh/month. 
 
The Oromo community chairman was concerned that the secondary school might close in 
2011 because of the repatriation of Sudanese refugees. He described primary and secondary 
education as not being adequate and not equal to the standard in Kenyan schools because 
teachers were paid less and were not of the same quality.  
 
A small Oromo library is run by a volunteer, lending some of its 700 books out for  1-4 
weeks to about 20 users each day. The Oromo Community organisation provided the walls 
and UNHCR the roof. 
 
A computer room which was equipped with four computers by ORA in 2006 still has three 
functioning computers. Two had stopped working and one replacement has been installed by 
the Oromo community. A volunteer teacher provides tuition on a one-to-one basis for one 
hour each morning and afternoon to Oromo, Sudanese and Somali students. The students are 
charged 300Sh per month for a three month course in computing. The fuel for the electricity 
generator costs 4500Sh per month. The course is well subscribed and the computer room was 
fully occupied when I visited. 
 
A social affairs committee, which operates without regard to religion or clan, collects 
donations, often from monies from the sale of rations, and provides support for those in 
especial need. This support includes provision of food and powdered milk for fatherless 
children, food and social support for HIV/AIDS patients, transport and accommodation of 
medical referrals to Nairobi and legal costs of community members who are arrested. The 
committee organises the computer training programme and plans to extend this and increase 
the number of adult literacy lessons. 
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Four weeks before my visit, a 30 year old Borana cattle trader, a former detainee who had 
been in Nairobi since 2004, received a text message on his phone 'Come back to Ethiopia or 
we'll kill you'. A 55 year old from Arsi Negele reported 'Especially those who work with the 
Oromo community are listed. We receive threatening phone calls. I checked with Safaricom 
and they are calls from Mandera [a border town with Ethiopia]. I received four such calls in 
the last year. When we complain to the Kenyan government, they say they are told by the 
Ethiopian government that we are the trouble makers.' 
 
A 26 year old student reported being attacked by four men on 15 April this year, when they 
tried to strangle him with a piece of rope. He was verbally threatened with being killed by 
another man on 10 September. 
  
A 65 year old prominent community member from Wollo described a recent attack: 'On 2 
June this year, four people came up to me in daylight, holding a knife and telling me I will be 
killed. I got hold of two of them. A lot of people helped and we chased them off. Three of 
them were Borana that I knew. Kituo cha Sheria phoned them and they said they would 
continue to fulfil their threat. I reported it to the police.' 
 
He continued 'There is no day without threats. Whenever I walk about I see them. They say 
they will hire thugs to kill me. Even yesterday, I was told that I need to take care because 
people are vowing to kill me. There are four people who recruit for the Ethiopian government 
here. They speak Oromo and pretend to be Oromo refugees. They belong to IFLO [the 
Islamic Front for the Liberation of Oromia]. I know them. The hostility of the IFLO [to the 
OLF] is being exploited by the Ethiopian government. They come to Ethiopian community 
meetings.' 
 
A young Oromo, Asafa Lamu, was killed in Kariobangi three months before my visit, after 
complaining to UNHCR and the community that he was being harassed by agents from the 
Ethiopian embassy who were trying to persuade him to return to Ethiopia. 
 
Refoulement 
 
'The Geneva Convention should protect refugees. What is it that we lack that means our 
refugees can be returned, detained and sentenced to death?' 
 
Although the expressed fear of deportation back to Ethiopia may be out of proportion to the 
actual threat, it is nevertheless genuine and based on the fact that there have been several 
episodes of abduction and refoulement. In 2009, there were about 300 refugees subject to 
refoulement from Kenya, and about 500 Ethiopian Somalis were returned to Ethiopia in early 
2010, according to Kituo cha Sheria.  
 
Three episodes of refoulement of Oromo refugees to Ethiopia are well documented - from 
Hagadera camp in Dadaab in 2001, and from Nairobi in 2007 and 2008. Three men were also 
reportedly subject to refoulement from Nairobi in August 2010.  
 
Hagadera 2001 
 
Awel Mohammed Hussein, aged 38, a mandate refugee since 2000, was abducted from 
Hagadera at the end of 2001. He was grabbed from behind and injected with something. He 
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temporary tent and some materials, including an iron sheet for roofing. Bricks are provided 
only for vulnerable people. The huts are made from clay bricks or wattle and daub and then 
coated with clay. Bricks are bought for 5Sh each and it takes 1300 bricks to build a 3x4m hut. 
Wooden poles for wattle and daub walls are expensive (150Sh  each), but some structures are 
made of this. Although building may be a problem for single women, and presumably for 
urban males, there is rarely a problem with abuse from men who help.  
 
A cement or concrete top for a pit latrine is provided by UNHCR. Refugees are expected to 
dig their own pits and change the location within their compound when necessary. 
 
UNHCR provisions are provided every 15 days by the UN's World Food Programme and 
were reported to be: 
2-3kg wheat flour 
2-3kg maize flour 
250g beans 
250ml oil 
A small quantity (50-100g?) of salt 
 
The local Turkana are one of the most marginalised people in Kenya. They struggle to 
survive, rearing goats, sheep, camels and cattle in the harsh semi-desert. Any attempt by 
refugees at animal husbandry is regarded by them as a threat; competition for scarce 
resources of grazing and water. Only one refugee has animals at Kakuma. An Ethiopian owns 
a slaughterhouse by the camp and keeps a few cattle for fattening up before slaughter. He has 
lived in Kakuma since 1992 and mainly slaughters animals belonging to Turkana, with whom 
he has a working relationship. All others who have tried to own animals have been attacked 
by Turkana, saying that the animals are theirs. 'You can't keep a goat for a night without the 
risk of being killed.' People have been shot dead for having animals. If a goat is bought, it has 
to be slaughtered that evening. On the journey from Lokichokio airport, I saw goatherds with 
Kalashnikovs as well as those who were more traditionally equipped. 
 
Refugees stated that it is impossible for them to grow crops, presumably for similar reasons 
that prevent them keeping animals. This is regarded as a problem by some Oromo refugees, 
who deplore their children being denied learning how to cultivate land and look after animals.  
 
Food rations are bartered with Turkana for goat carcasses or other meat, or sold so that milk 
powder, spices and vegetables may be bought. 
 
Refugees are no longer allowed to collect firewood. They are given 10kg of wood 5-6 times 
each year by GTZ, the German government development agency which also installs water 
pumps and has energy saving and tree planting projects at Kakuma. Refugees are expected to 
buy fuel when the firewood ration runs out, which was said to happen 'after a few days'. 
Charcoal is bought from Turkana traders or exchanged for dry food rations.  
 
The Community Services Office of the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) monitors and 
reports sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV). It employs (giving an 'incentive') over 20 
refugees to report incidents in the camp, but there are no systematic surveys. SGBV incidents 
increase with the arrival of new refugees, due to a mixture of factors including recent trauma, 
poor education about human rights, traditional practices (wife beating in some cultures) and 
the frustrations and financial constraints of refugee life. Only a minority of incidents are 
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remembers seeing a wheel of a vehicle as he fell and then regaining consciousness in Moyale 
military barracks. He was badly beaten and subject to 'bastinado' with his arms and legs tied 
together around a pole and suspended with his feet uppermost, while the soles of his feet 
were beaten until raw. He was interrogated about any OLF connections. This continued every 
week until he was first visited by ICRC a year later, in November 2002. He showed an ICRC 
certificate confirming his detention and visits from ICRC in November and December 2002. 
He was released in February 2003, probably because of ICRC visits.  
 
Nairobi 2007 
 

 

 
Tesfahun Chemeda and Mesfin Abebe were mandate holding refugees who had been in 
Kenya since 2005. They had moved address because they had been followed by Ethiopian 
government spies. The two men were picked up in a restaurant by Kenyan anti-terrorist 
police on 27 April 2007 and taken to Kamukunji police station, where they were held 
overnight before being transferred to Giriri police station. Staff from the UNHCR Protection 
Unit and members of the FBI visited them and reassured them they would not be deported.  
 
They kept in touch with a community member and expressed relief at being told by the FBI 
agents that the Ethiopian government would not be informed about them. 
 
The Oromo community instituted habeas corpus proceedings and a court ordered that the 
Attorney General and Police Commissioner should produce them in court. On 9 May 2007, a 
senior Nairobi police official and a Kenyan government official told a court that they had 
already been sent back to Ethiopia to face terrorism charges. They produced a Laissez Passer 
from the Ethiopian embassy which was dated 1 May, which had obviously been backdated as 
that day was a public holiday. The detainees remained in touch by telephone from within 
Kenyan custody until at least 11 May, two days after the court hearing.  
 

Tesfahun Chemeda Mesfin Abebe 
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Kakuma is on the main road from Nairobi going north to the border with Sudan. It lies 100km 
west of Lake Turkana and 120km southeast of the border. Bus journeys take 36hrs from 
Nairobi. There are regular flights from Nairobi to Lokichokio, which lies 90km further along 
the road to the border. 
 
The camp is divided into Kakuma One, Two, Three and Four. Kakuma Four is divided into 
blocks (like the Dadaab camps) and includes arrivals from Dadaab. Because of overcrowding, 
12,900 were moved from Dadaab to Kakuma in 2009. It is possible that Kakuma Four will be 
absorbed into other parts of the camp. Kakuma Three includes protection and reception areas 
and some Oromo live there. There are three 'Phases' in Kakuma Two and it has a mixture of 
nationalities. Some Oromo live in Phases 2 and 3.  
 
Most Oromo live in parts of some of the six zones of Kakuma One camp (for example in 
67O, 67A, 67B, 75O in Zone 5 and 'Hong Kong' in Zone 4). My visits and interviews were 
limited to Kakuma One, Zone 1. The whole camp is 7-9 km long and has a road curving 
around its west and north sides, approximately 15 km long.  
 
The main camp entrance is about 1 km from the northwest edge of the town. Kakuma town is 
a ribbon development,1 km or less in length, and has a small number of shops and 
hotels/restaurants, mostly managed by Kikuyu businessmen. It is surrounded by a sparse 
collection of Turkana hamlets. 
 
The camp was originally built for refugees from southern Sudan but now hosts 14 different 
nationalities. Most of the Sudanese have now gone home and they now comprise about 30% 
of those in the camp, according to Agence France Presse (16.9.10). Some are reportedly 
drifting back from Sudan, disappointed with educational opportunities there. Kakuma One 
has a population of about 25,000. The Oromo community chairman estimated that there were 
4500 Ethiopian refugees there, of whom about 3000 or more were Oromo. He estimated that 
45-50 Oromo had arrived in 2010. The UNHCR Registration Unit in Nairobi numbered 6025 
Ethiopians among the 75,800 at Kakuma. The Kakuma Registration Unit recorded 2422 
Oromo individuals at the camp, as of 14.9.10.  
 
Some Oromo refugees have lived in the camp since 1992 or 1993. 
 
Arid thorny scrub surrounds the camp, which is hot and dusty. There is more rainfall each 
year than there used to be ten years ago and there is therefore more meat for sale by Turkana 
herdsmen. But there is also more flooding, causing some huts to collapse. Two rivers, usually 
dry wadis, join in the camp and some huts have been lost to erosion in the past. Huts are now 
built further from the banks. Because of increased rainfall, there is more malaria than there 
used to be. 
 
Dwellings are in blocks divided internally by tree-lined byways, flimsily fenced with 
stockades of wooden pales and thin branches. The market area which I saw in Kakuma One 
was bustling and I was surprised to see young Somali girls carrying ice lollies along its broad 
and busy streets. A single taxi, operated by Somalis, is present in Kakuma One and motorbike 
and pushbike taxis are also available. 
 
New arrivals report to DRA and go to a reception centre for basic needs. They stay at the 
reception centre until given a ration card, which takes about 2-3 weeks. They are given a 
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The Kenyan Human Rights Commission, RCK and UNHCR were unable to prevent the 
refoulement. 
 
Tesfahun and Mesfin disappeared in Ethiopian custody until their names appeared on a 
charge sheet in December 2008. They were convicted on terrorism charges at the end of 
March 2010. Mesfin Abebe was sentenced to death and Tesfahun Chemeda to life 
imprisonment. 
 
Nairobi 2008 

Seifu Magarssa and Gabriel Fekadu were mandate refugees who were refouled in September 
2008. I spoke to a relative of Seifu Magarssa who was sharing a meal with him in Githurai on 
the evening 18 September 2008, before he was arrested by Kenyan anti-terrorist police. A 
Tigrean named Daniel called at the building. He was angry with Seifu for asking him to 
return his air force documents, which he had been holding for six months, ostensibly to 
enable Seifu to obtain work with Daniel's employer. When he came, they met outside the 
building. Daniel did not hand over the documents but gave Seifu a telephone number to ring.  
 
Seifu returned to the meal and while they were having coffee another Tigrean, Zenebe, from 
Adua, a volunteer teacher at Mwiki primary school, called Seifu and told him to meet him at 
Seifu's home so he could hand over the documents. Seifu wrapped up some food to have for 
breakfast the following day and left. When he reached his home, Zenebe came and greeted 
him, accompanied by nine Kenyan police who arrived in a minibus. These policemen were 
carrying the documents and asked Seifu 'Is this you?', to which he replied it was. They then 
slapped him, took him with them into his home and searched it before removing him to an 
unknown place.  
 
His relative phoned Seifu's phone and when police answered, the relative pretended to be 
Daniel. The police said 'Don't call on this number again. We will see you soon.' They had 
obviously been in contact with Daniel and expected to be seeing him again. 

Refugee Mandate of Seifu Magarssa Gabriel Fekadu 
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Those who are refused refugee status may apply to the Kenyan Ministry for Immigration and 
Registration of Persons for an Alien Card. This enables them to reside legally in Kenya, but 
without the rights and privileges of a refugee. As a legal resident, they may then apply for a 
job, but as a foreign national, they must demonstrate that the post could not be filled by a 
Kenyan. I did not meet anyone who had an Alien Card. 
 
Assimilation of refugees into Kenyan society, given employment restrictions and limited job 
opportunities, is unlikely. Even Somali refugees, with a more aggressively cohesive strategy 
of collective entrepreneurism, a greater readiness to learn Kiswahili and a greater degree of 
affluence than other refugees, are subject to verbal abuse and discrimination from Kenyans in 
the capital. 
 
However, there is a mood of change in the Kenya with high hopes for the Kibaki regime and 
the new constitution. Although there is still a turgid and pompous bureaucracy, there is a 
vibrant independent press and adventurous investigative journalism on national television. 
Mobile phones are everywhere and an integral part of national and refugee life. The bustle in 
Nairobi, especially in the business quarter of the Eastleigh estate, inspires a sense of 
development and growth.  
 
Kakuma  
 

Kakuma camp from the main road 
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Next day, about ten police and anti-terrorism officers came in four vehicles to take Gabriel 
Fekadu. The police were contacted about both arrests and Kituo cha Sheria and the Kenyan 
Red Cross were informed. Kituo cha Sheria went to court to request the appearance of the 
two men but were told they had been deported to Ethiopia on 20 September. 
 
Zenebe has since been to Ethiopia and returned to Githurai. Seifu and Gabriel disappeared 
into Ethiopian custody and it is rumoured that Seifu has been killed in detention. Kituo cha 
Sheria began proceedings against the Kenyan government but these have been withdrawn 
because of the security risk to Seifu's relatives.  
 
Nairobi 2010 
 
Two cattle traders and a farmer from Borana, who were interviewed in Githurai on 19 
September, reported the arrest on 22 August of three of their acquaintances who were each 
waiting for RSD interview with UNHCR: 
 Jatani Kuno, 38, in Nairobi since 2004  
 Liban Wariyo, 28, in Nairobi since 2009  
 Miki Doyo, 26, in Nairobi since January 2008 
 
The informants were certain that the men had been taken to Moyale by the Ethiopian 
government and had heard rumours that they had been taken to Addis Ababa. An Ethiopian 
had identified them to police at the time of their abduction.  
 
Suggestions for action 
 
Taking note of discussions with Oromo refugees in Kenya and with Oromo activists in 
Europe and America before and after the research trip to Kenya, I suggest: 
 
1. The Oromo Relief Association considers providing funds to enable girls and young women 
to attend schools and madrassas in Nairobi. 
 
2. The Oromo Relief Association, using its contacts with Oromo communities in the diaspora, 
collects funds and items to be used by refugee communities in Kakuma and Dadaab camps 
and acts as a conduit for maintaining contact between Oromo communities in Kenyan camps 
and the outside world and for the sending of funds and goods to the camp communities. 
 
3. UNHCR reassesses Oromo asylum applicants who have been refused refugee status and 
who continue to live in the camps in Kakuma and Dadaab, especially those who are 
recommended by Oromo community organisations in the camps. 
 
4. Oromo communities in Australia and Canada sponsor the resettlement of refugees from 
Kenya to their host countries. 
 
5. The establishment of a non-political Oromo organisation in Nairobi to promote and 
advocate for the recognition of Oromo asylum claimants as refugees and their resettlement in 
third countries. 
 
 
Dr Trevor Trueman.       Malvern, UK, 7 December 2010. 
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There are other factors, however, which keep the majority in the capital. The limited lifestyle 
of 'warehoused' refugees, isolation, hopelessness and the endemic misery of the camps are 
strong disincentives for living in Kakuma and Dadaab.  
 
There are also competing insecurities. Whereas, in Nairobi, refugees have to contend with 
exploitation by a corrupt police force as well as threats from Ethiopian agents; in Kakuma, 
they must contend with banditry and violence from the local Turkana population and in 
Dadaab, racist discrimination and violence from the dominant Somali presence in and around 
its camps.   
 
The government of Kenya is being forced to cope with one of the biggest per capita influxes 
of refugees in the world. Despite closing its border with Somalia in January 2007 and check 
points along the road from the border, between 300 and 500 new applicants for refugee status 
arrive in Nairobi every day. The government wishes to have more control over the 
registration and  status determination process. But its Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) 
has neither the financial nor human resources to take over and has to rely on the UN refugee 
agency, UNHCR.   
 
In 2000, according to refugees with whom I spoke, the DRA began issuing refugee ID cards 
but the process was marked with repeated delays and administrative confusion. Charges of 
500Sh were applied for entry into offices for appointments which were then postponed. One 
resourceful and capable refugee told me he spent 20 months obtaining his card. After many 
complaints about corruption, the scheme was abandoned and remains on hold. 
 
The DRA is involved with registration and status determination in the camps. It has 
fingerprinted refugees in Dadaab and established a database to enable double applications and 
applications of Kenya's own Somali residents to be detected. A similar exercise is about to 
begin at Kakuma. 
 
It is government policy to keep refugees in the camps and to discourage them from entering 
Nairobi. It is for this reason that UNHCR is not permitted to give material assistance to 
refugees in Nairobi. Public transport from Dadaab is repeatedly screened to exclude refugees 
travelling to Nairobi without permission. I travelled on a bus which was stopped five times on 
this journey so that papers and passports could be checked. All passengers were disembarked 
on two occasions and, on one of these, all those with UNHCR documents had their 
fingerprints checked by a hand lens against prints on their documents. 
 
Under Kenya's 2006 Refugees Act, refugees in Nairobi, although denied material assistance, 
are allowed access to medical facilities and may be self-employed, but like other non-citizens 
are not allowed waged employment which could be performed by a Kenyan citizen. As 
unemployment approaches 50% in Kenya, this criterion is rarely met. Most waged refugees 
are working illegally and therefore vulnerable to police predation. 
 
However, the legality of accessing medical facilities and refugees' having the same rights as 
other foreign citizens has enabled UNHCR to cooperate with partner organisations in Nairobi 
since the 2006 Act. NGOs are allowed to assist in the provision of health and social care. 
Strictly, they cannot employ refugees but they may legally provide allowances or 'incentives'. 
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Several described being helped by friends or relatives in Moyale. Others were not so lucky. 
One 26 year old from Negele, Borana, whose husband had been taken from their house one 
night in 2002 and shot dead outside, had fled to stay with unrelated clan members, where she 
delivered a baby. She was asked to leave in 2005 and arrived in Moyale. There, she was 
beaten on the street and the baby was thrown to the ground, sustaining a head injury. The 
child is now eight years old and unable to speak or move, which creates difficulties for her 
earning a living in Kakuma. 
 
One 34 year old wife of a coffee farmer from Jimma, Illubabor, explained how she and her 
husband travelled to and from Moyale by lorry but crossed the border on foot in 1999. An 18 
year old school girl from a few kilometres outside Moyale described how she walked across 
the border in 2009 in the company of Kenyan women who were returning after a shopping 
trip. Her brothers, aged 20 and 22, were shot dead five years earlier when they ran across the 
dry wadi which marks the border, during widespread student protests in 2004. A tearful 20 
year old school student from Bale, who was fleeing forced marriage with a 60 year old man 
in 2008, described how a friend of hers was caught and detained at the border. 
 
Two teachers from Moyale, who crossed the border with 600 students and 8 other teachers in 
April 2004, during the student unrest, described how most of the students were taken back to 
Ethiopia, while UNHCR took 42 students and teachers from Moyale straight to Dadaab 
camp. Two who were interviewed in Dadaab had travelled there in lorries from Moyale via 
Wajir.  
 
The journey from the border to Nairobi proved problematic for several. A 30 year old 
evangelical church pastor managed the journey on the roof of a bus, curled up under a 
tarpaulin. A group of three Borana herders and farmers claimed that Kenyan police 
commonly apprehended refugees between Moyale and Nairobi and were paid for them by 
Ethiopian security forces who took them back over the border. One 37 year old from Showa 
who had crossed the border at Moyale on foot and then paid for transport in a cattle lorry, 
was arrested at a police check point at Marsabit and imprisoned. Still wearing handcuffs, she 
managed to escape and asked for help. She was given money by people in a nearby hotel and 
this was used to pay off the police. Another truck took her to Nairobi. 
 
A secondary school teacher in his 50s from Ambo, told of his fleeing after seven episodes of 
detention, when being sought for the eighth time. He reported to the immigration office on 
the Kenyan side of Moyale, but when the person to whom he had reported did not show up in 
court the next day, he was imprisoned for three months. He was told he could be released if 
he paid a 50,000Sh fine. But all he had was the clothes he was wearing when he fled. When 
he reached Nairobi, he was again detained for 17 days, at Jomo Kenyatta airport. A court 
ordered for him to be taken to UNHCR, where he was registered and sent to Kakuma. 
 
Being a refugee in Kenya 
 
There are probably 20-30,000 Oromo among the 90,000 or so refugees in Nairobi. Another 
2,500 to 3,000 Oromo live in Kakuma camp and about 500 inhabit the camps around Dadaab. 
UNHCR encourages most refugees to live in camps and some are driven to them by 
destitution, as there is little available support in Nairobi, or by insecurity, due to continued 
persecution by the Ethiopian government.  
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Appendix 1. Targeted assassinations, other killings and attacks 1992 - 2007. 
 
Targeted assassinations of Oromo refugees 
 
1992  Jatani Ali, well known Borana Oromo, shot dead in Nairobi. 
1997  Tuso Arero shot dead by Ethiopian security forces immediately after being 
  handed over by Kenyan police. 
 
Targeted assassinations of Oromo Kenyans 
 
8.2.96  Assistant Chief Tara Sora, his wife and another relative killed when his house 
  in Modo Adi, Sololo, Moyale District, was bombed by TPLF forces. His two 
  young children and his brother were seriously injured. He had previously been 
  injured in September 1994 during an attack by TPLF soldiers on Dambala  
  Fachana (see below). 
27.2.96 Giuyo Miyo shot dead near Moyale hospital by TPLF soldiers. 
5.3.96  Teacher Anderson Micheni shot dead by TPLF soldiers firing into NCCK 
  compound, Moyale. 
March 1996 Lawyer Husein Sora, shortly after compiling a report on recent killings and 
  attacks on Oromo, found unconscious near his home in Nairobi and died 
  without regaining consciousness. 
5.3.97  Gedi Dika, of Modo Adi, Sololo, Moyale, shot twice in the head and killed by 
  Ethiopian forces. 
1998  Buke Liban, Senior Chief, Golole, shot dead by three Ethiopian soldiers. 
  Gallo Wolde, prominent businessman, Moyale, shot dead while ploughing at  
  his farm in Masile, 3 km from Moyale, by two men who returned to Ethiopia. 
25.1.99 Oromo nationalist and religious leader, Haji Hassen Ali, the Imam of Jamia  
  Mosque, Moyale, shot dead at his home by Ethiopian gunmen. 
August 1999 Prominent Boran Oromo, Qalo Waqo Bero, shot dead at close range, 400 
  metres from his shop in Marsabit, by Ethiopian government hit-men,  
  according to local MP. He had been warned by Ethiopian government agents 
  against sympathising with the OLF. 
 
Other killings and attacks on Oromo in Kenya 
 
July 1992 Jillo Galma and family detained and tortured by Kenyan police in Marsabit. 
  His father's legs were broken and his brother disappeared. 
9.10.92 Civilians Liban Galma and Jillo Gamachu injured when the house of the sister 
  of Butiye Councillor Golicha Galgalo bombed. 
  Two Moyale hospital employees abducted and detained 80 km inside Ethiopia 
  at Boku Luboma until released after intervention of Kenyan government. 
Early 1994 Molu Boru Liban, a cattle herder, taken from his farm in Dambala Fachana, N. 
   Kenya, disappeared in detention until found shot dead on Oda plain, Moyale  
  District in 1997, three years after his abduction and disappearance. 
28.4.94 Halakhe Kinni of Annona, Sololo, shot at by Ethiopian soldiers. 
9.9.94  Two charcoal burners killed by TPLF soldiers at Godh Hadheesa, Moyale. 
21.9.94 TPLF soldiers attacked a manyatta at Dambala Fachana, killing 12 and 
  injuring 21,including Assistant Chief Tara Sora and 4 policemen. Tara Sora 
  was later killed (8.2.96 - see above). 
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Of the 19 in Githurai, all had been detained and tortured and all had lost a relative killed by 
the regime. 11 reported the killing of a first degree relative and 11 reported the disappearance 
of a relative, a first degree relative in 9 cases. 
 
The proportion of refugees who were tortured and raped is high when compared to reports of 
other refugee populations. Of 58 interviewees, including those who were not detained, 27 
(47%) were tortured. The proportion of the 41 former detainees who had been tortured was 
66%. If only men are considered, 74% (20) were tortured. This is 80% of the 25 men who 
were detained. 
 
Percentages of other refugee populations which report being tortured varies from 5-35% 
according to the Minnesota Center for Victims of Torture.9 There was an unusually high 
prevalence of torture in refugees from Oromia and Somali Regions in the Minnesota study. 
Overall, 69 % of men and 37% of women gave a history of torture.  
 
At least 10 of the 31 women interviewed had been raped by Ethiopian government forces. At 
least 9 (56%) of 16 female former detainees were raped in detention and another was raped 
by a soldier in her home. 
 
The journey  
 
Most interviewees, 48 (83%), travelled to Kenya through the border town of Moyale. Only 
one interviewee in Kakuma and one in Nairobi had entered Kenya from Somalia, whereas six 
in Dadaab had done so. Two who were interviewed in Kakuma had crossed into Kenya from 
Ethiopia at places other than Moyale. A 36 year old Borana farmer crossed at Ori in 2004 and 
a 46 year old cattle farmer had crossed at Mandera in 2000 because of a heavy troop presence 
at Moyale. 
 
The means of crossing the border at Moyale was ascertained in only a minority of cases. Four 
interviewees spontaneously reported paying agents to take them across - one paying 3000 
Kenyan Shillings in 1998 and another 2000Sh in 2004.  
 
Professional people-smugglers charge $700 to ferry people across the border. Some, 
primarily motivated by loyalty, charge $100 for helping people across or for hosting on the 
Kenyan side. There are unscrupulous 'agents' who just take the money and do nothing. Also, 
some Ethiopian government agents dupe would-be emigrants into giving themselves away by 
offering non-existent trafficking services. Trafficking to South Africa has become big 
business. A Kenyan television exposé recently led to the arrest of traffickers who were found 
hiding 80 Ethiopians, in cramped conditions and short of food, awaiting transport. 
 
One 57 year old from Bale, whose husband disappeared in detention in 2004, told how she 
had sold all she had left after their animals and property had been taken by the government 
and paid the driver of a grain lorry to take her and eight children to Moyale. 'My children 
were crying for food' she said, when they then continued on their journey from Moyale to 
Nairobi in a cattle truck. 
                                                           
9 Jaranson et al, April 2004, Somali and Oromo refugees: correlates of torture and trauma history. Amer. J. 
Public Health. 94. 4. 591-598. 
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1995  TPLF forces attacked home of Bori Subdistrict Assistant Chief, Osma Guyo 
  Jatani. 
  Two elders abducted from Bori (later released). 
13.7.95 Galma Kalicha Godo abducted by TPLF from his shamba at Annona, Sololo,  
  held for 68 days in Hidi Lola in Ethiopia and tortured. 
16.7.95 Corporal Guracha Bisiko, KANU Chairman for Butiye, abducted by TPLF,  
  held in Ethiopia for seven months and tortured, suspected of supporting OLF. 
Dec. 1995 Home of Asst Chief Abakame, Uran Subdistrict, destroyed in bomb attack by 
  TPLF.  
11.1.96 Tulicha Kiya and Huka Bagaja, charcoal burners at Oda, Moyale, killed by  
  TPLF soldiers. 
4.2.96  Mohamed Ali and Hussein Salim shot and seriously injured, 300 metres from 
  Moyale Police Station. 
March 1996 TPLF soldiers attacked Dukana village, Marsabit, killing 23 civilians. Kenyan 
  security forces killed 38 TPLF troops. 
12.3.96 Businessman Kalicha Dima, Assistant Chief Ali Godana and another Assistant 
  Chief abducted by TPLF and disappeared into detention in Ethiopia. 
22-28.3.97 Over 80 killed, mainly Kenyan Oromo and 19 Kenyan police officers, over 30 
  women abducted and 4000 animals stolen by well organised armed forces 
  from Ethiopia, believed by local Kenyan politicians to be Ethiopian  
  government troops. 
Early 1999 Molu Bilida of Uran village, Sololo, shot dead. 
15.1.99 Homeguards and civilians were injured and three were abducted by Ethiopian 
  troops during an attack on Dambala Fachana village, N. Kenya. 
April 1999 Chief Liban Waqo of Dambala Fachana and Rob Dima of Borr detained by  
  Kenyan police on suspicion of harbouring OLF fighters. 
17.5.99 Waqo Biru, an Oromo refugee in Kenya, was detained by Kenyan police in  
  Moyale and disappeared in detention. 
22.5.99 Around 70 heavily armed Kenyan soldiers ransacked the village of Balessa, N. 
  Horr, rounded up 70 civilians and subjected them to beatings and torture while 
  accusing them of supporting the OLF. Three men were taken into detention for 
  having  weapons in their homes. The troops went on to attack a small  
  contingent of OLF fighters had peacefully encamped nearby at El Hadi. 
28.5.99 Three men, including Subi Waqqo and Jirma Duubaa, shot dead by Kenyan 
  troops in Marsabit District. 
July 1999 Three taken by TPLF from border town Modo Adi and held in Ethiopia (later 
  released). 
1.9.99  Chief Abdikadir Kedow was among two injured when Ethiopian soldiers 
  attacked Wajir Police Station. 
Feb. 2000 Kenyan and Ethiopian governments agreed to flush OLF and ONLF from  
  Kenya. 500 Ethiopian troops crossed the border at Moyale shortly afterwards. 
  Restriction of movement of Kenyan Borana followed the deployment. 
  Mid-month, Boru Tari, son of a prominent Sololo businessman, was abducted 
  by Ethiopian soldiers, when conducting business on the Ethiopian side of  
  Moyale. He was still being held in October. 
  Later in February, three Boran Oromo traders who were buying livestock at a  
  market on the Ethiopian side of the town were abducted and detained in the  
  Ethiopian military camp over the border, for questioning on suspected  
  sympathy with the OLF. 
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The refugee experience 
 
Jireenya bakata rakata   Refugee life is a problem.  
Young Oromo evangelical pastor, Nairobi, 21 September 2010. 
 
The refugee lens and the objective observer 
 
A spectrum of responses to challenges faced by refugees was seen. Life as a refugee is a 
severe test of resourcefulness, adaptability, resolve and strength of character. Luck and 
opportunity are important too. 
 
A history of persecution leads refugees to distrust authority and expect to be let down and 
hurt by it. Torture ruins the ability to trust and be confident in people and organisations. It 
commonly results in paranoia. 
 
Refugees therefore regard their world through a lens of expectation of unfairness, 
discrimination and betrayal. Any setback in circumstances or health may be interpreted as 
failure of a protective mechanism due to neglect or malign influence by other groups or 
individuals. 
 
Outside actors, especially the case-hardened, as I found myself becoming by the end of this 
study, may interpret the expressed views of those looking through this 'refugee lens' as 
whingeing or self-pitying. The evoked response may be lack of sympathy and even blaming 
the refugee for their own condition. 
 
There were therefore two pitfalls to be avoided; uncritical belief and sentimentality on the 
one side of objective reality, and the culture of disbelief and blame on the other. 
 
Prevalence of abuses in Ethiopia 
 
Mere figures fail to portray the extent of abuse experienced by the interviewees. Most of the 
58 interviews are reported, with permission, in as much detail as can safely be given, in a 
separate report (OSG Report 46, in preparation). Many gave a history of the destruction of 
family businesses and farms, with family members, sometimes all, being detained, 
disappeared, killed or scattered. The 58 interviewees reported the killing by government 
forces of 14 first degree relatives (parent, spouse, sibling or child), 2 cousins and 16 friends 
and acquaintances. One also relayed her husband's eye-witness account of the execution by 
shooting of an unspecified number of his fellow detainees. Interviewees reported the 
disappearance of 15 first degree relatives. 
 
On two occasions (in Kakuma camp and in Githurai estate, Nairobi), groups of 26 and 19 
refugees, who were not otherwise interviewed, were asked about their and their families' 
histories. Of the 26 in Kakuma, all had been detained in Ethiopia, 21 had been detained more 
than once and 6 three or more times. 21 of the 26 had been tortured in detention. 18 knew a 
victim of rape by the security forces. 16 had relatives killed by government forces and 9 of 
the 26 had first degree relatives killed. 15 had relatives who had disappeared. Five reported 
whole villages which had been razed to the ground. 
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28.3.00 After a meeting with Kenya District Commissioner and the District Security 
  Committee at Moyale on 28 March, at least two members of the 15 man  
  Oromo delegation, Sheik Haji Hassan and businessman Galo Walde, were 
  killed. Borutari Haji was abducted and disappeared next day. The home of 
  delegate Roba Dabaso, a former police officer was attacked by grenades. One 
  of the delegates, Ford-Kenya's youth secretary Abdullahi Galgalo, told Daily 
  Nation newspaper in late April, 'We invite human rights organisations . . . to 
  see how the Ethiopian and Kenyan governments are killing us.' He reported 
  that the Kenyan government sent airplanes to investigate the killing of  
  elephants but 'does nothing when a Borana is murdered.' 
2.5.00  One week after the April  Daily Nation report, at least 50, mainly young 
   Borana men, were shot dead by Kenyan troops in the area between Isiolo and 
  the Ethiopian border. On 30 April there had been a heavily armed attack on a 
  village 15 km from Isiolo, in which 40-70 people were killed and 2000 cattle 
  and other animals stolen.  
13.5.00 Six killed and 100 cattle stolen in Sabare area, N. Horr, by 'raiders' from  
  Ethiopia. 
8.6.00  In the town of Wajir, Abdi I. Kasim and herdsmen Mohammed Adan Mata 
  and Abdikadir Ibrahim Hinni were killed, others were wounded and 5300  
  cattle and 950 camels were taken by 60 heavily armed TPLF troops, who  
  accused residents of supporting the OLF. 
Nov. 2000   Refugee shot dead in Nairobi, believed by relatives in the USA to be a  
  targeted assassination.  
30.11.00 Seven women and 2 elderly men killed when 150 Ethiopian soldiers attacked 
  outpost at Gurar, N. Wajir District. Eight houses were burnt down and Kenyan 
  press claimed 49 civilians killed in that area by Ethiopian soldiers during  
  previous two months. 
2.12.00 Twelve killed by Ethiopian soldiers at Gurar trading post, N. Wajir. The  
  Ethiopian embassy claimed that fighting was between Ajuran and Garre  
  people but Ethiopian army uniforms were found on two soldiers who died in 
  the attack. 
11.1.01 Ten killed, including eight Kenyan policemen, when more that 200 EPRDF 
  forces backed by pro-government Tabaqa militia men crossed into Kenya and 
  engaged Kenya security forces at Kiltipe in Uran, Moyale District. A  
  policeman who was captured and detained for 16 days at Indilola army camp, 
  5 km inside Ethiopia, reported that those killed were suspected of supporting 
  the OLF. He was forced to sign a declaration on his release, stating that he and 
  his slain colleagues had been on Ethiopian soil during the incident. 
15.1.01 Ethiopian soldiers again attacked Uran, engaging Kenyan forces for three  
  hours. 600 families fled. 
8.2.01  Over 30 Boran Oromo killed between Samburu National Park and Isiolo and 
  15,000 cattle stolen. The attack was blamed on Samburu people. Kenyan Daily 
  Nation  reported over 160 civilians and police had been killed by Ethiopian 
  militia in recent attacks. 
June 2004 One week after requests by Ethiopia at a Border Commission meeting on 3 
  June, 1200-1500 Kenyan troops and police sealed off  border towns in Moyale 
  and Marsabit Districts and arrested 63-84 in house-to-house searches. The  
  operation lasted 10-12 days. Injuries from gunshots were reported. Killings 
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Meetings with NGOs 
 
8.9.10 Nairobi 
UNHCR, Lucie Gagne, Eligibility Officer and Joseph Kavoi, Refugee Status Determination. 
Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK), Dennis Likule, Assistant Programme Officer, Legal 
 Aid programme. 
Nairobi Archdiocese Refugee Assistance Programme (NARAP), Project Director, Fr. Eugene 
 Birrer. 
 
11+12.9.10 Kakuma 
RCK, Martin Pepela, Programme Officer, Legal Aid Programme. 
 
13.9.10 Kakuma 
UNHCR, Dr Mohamed Qassim, Head of Kakuma Sub-office. 
International Rescue Committee (IRC), Dr Mwiti Mungania, Project Coordinator. 
Lutheran World Federation (LWF), Ejem, Community Services Officer. 
UNHCR, Peter Muriuki, Associate Protection Officer. 
UNHCR, Amin Afridi, Registration Officer. 
UNHCR, Randhir, Resettlement Officer. 
 
15.9.10 Dadaab 
RCK, Chris Oduko, Associate Project Assistant. 
UNHCR, Saleem Shahin, Registration Officer. 
UNHCR, Delphine Drapeau, Resettlement Officer. 
 
20.9.10 Nairobi 
Saphalo Education Foundation, Eastleigh. 
Kituo cha Sheria, Laban Osoro, Advocate and Corordinator, Urban Refugee Intervention  
 Programme, Eastleigh. 
Mapendo International, Dr Samora Otieno, Country Director, Hurlingham. 
   
21.9.10 Nairobi  
Jesuit Refugee Service, Mathias, Welfare officer, Urban Emergency Programme,  
 St. Theresa's Church, Eastleigh. 
HIAS Refugee Trust of Kenya, Fareed Accram, Intake Counsellor, and Louisa Ndamu, 
 Protection Officer, Hurlingham. 
UNHCR, France Lau, Senior Protection Officer; Lucie Gagne, Eligibility Officer; Joseph 
 Kavoi, Refugee Status Determination; James Karanja, Community Services; Vanessa 
 Mattar, Resettlement Officer. 
GTZ, William Tembu Wawiye, Project Manager, URAP, Lavington. 
 
Naming forefathers, clan and sub-clan divisions. 
 
Following up a request by UNHCR on how best to distinguish Oromo asylum-seekers from 
non-Oromo who posed as Oromo, and the suggestions of an Oromo colleague in Dadaab, 
fourteen interviewees in Nairobi, ten individuals who joined my translator and I as we waited 
for a lift at Hagadera camp, and four Oromo assistants and acquaintances in Nairobi were 
asked to name their clan and sub-clan divisions as far as they could, and to list the names of 
forefathers as far back as they could. 
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  were rumoured but not confirmed. Press reports disagreed about whether the 
  detainees were Kenyan or Ethiopian Oromo. 
4.9.07  In Moyale, Garomsa Abdisa and an un-named Oromo woman were shot dead 
  'in front of the Kenyan government office' by Ethiopian soldiers before they 
  withdrew to the Ethiopian side of the border. 
2.11.07 Masked gunmen shot dead two refugees and former Addis Ababa university 
  students, Indalkachew Teshome Asefa and Mallas Habib, in their flat in  
  Nairobi. Their Kenyan security guard was also killed. Two brothers of  
  Indalkachew and an elderly neighbour were shot and wounded. The next day, 
  four exiled journalists, including one member of the Ethopian Free Press  
  Journalists Association, were attacked and bound by six gunmen, three said to 
  be TPLF and three Kenyan soldiers, before neighbours beat them off.  
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Another difference between the populations was the relatively recent arrival of those in 
Dadaab, with 10 of 16 arriving in the last five years. 
 
The area of origin of  interviewees was skewed toward the south and east of Oromia Region, 
with 22 from Borana zone, 10 from Hararge, 6 from Bale, 4 from Arsi and 2 from over the 
border in Somalia. Central and western areas were less heavily represented; one each from 
Addis Ababa, Wollo and Illubabor, 5 from Showa and 6 from Wallega. 
 
Unstructured interviews 
 
Notes were also taken during extended conversations (10 - 30 minutes) and recorded as 
'unstructured interviews'. Valuable information concerning human rights violations in 
Ethiopia and problems faced in Kenya was obtained in these interviews, of which four were 
noted in Kakuma, six in Dadaab and one in Nairobi. Shorter and intermittent or interrupted 
conversations with other refugees, especially among contacts in Nairobi, were written up but 
not included as unstructured interviews. 
 
Group interviews/discussions 
 
 Kakuma 
  10.9.10 Tussa Wabe, Chair of Oromo community; Sadia Happi, Chair 
    of Women's community; Jemal Adam, elder; Darajee Tolera, 
    my contact, translator and committee member. 
  11.9.10 Oromo community committee, 12 committee members,  
    including the above. 
  11.9.10 Oromo community members, 26 present. 
  12.9.10 Intellectuals (professionals, businessmen). 11, including 4  
    committee members. 
  12.9.10 Kakuma One, Zone 1 women. 5 present. 
  12.9.10 Three men from other areas in Kakuma, together with Tussa  
    Wabe and Darajee Tolera. 
  12.9.10 Social affairs committee, 8 present. 
  
 Dadaab 
  15.9.10 Tahir Dahor Challe, Chairman of Ifo community, Kasahun 
    Tekalign, former teacher, and Mohammed Girma, my contact 
    and former teacher. 
  15.9.10 14 members of Dagahaley community (4 women). 
  16.9.10 30+ members of Hagadera community (12+ women). 
 
 Nairobi 
  18.9.10 Eastleigh Oromo community group, including Idris Aliyu 
    Kasim, Chairman, Mohammed Said Ibrahim, Chairman of  
    Audit Committee, Samuel Shuke Komicha, Auditor, Adem  
    Gobena, Elders Committee, other committee members and  
    ordinary members, in total 14. 
  18.9.10 Eastleigh. Six refugees with mandate status in Djibouti, who  
    had avoided refoulement and had come to Kenya in 2004. 
  19.9.10 Githurai. 19 members of Oromo community. 
  19.9.10 Elder and two Imams, Eastleigh. 
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Appendix 2. Selected interviews with Oromo refugees. 
 
11.9.10. Timira Awal Kamal, 37, Adama. 
 
Her father died when she was very young and her 
mother became the second wife of her father's 
brother. This uncle, Awal Kamal Aliyi, was a 
religious elder, an Imam who led prayers at his 
Mosque. He had supported the OLF in 1991 but 
was not a member. He was taken away by 
government security forces at 1.00 a.m. one night 
in July 2003 and not seen again. He was not found 
in any prison and, later, another detainee told 
Timira that he had been killed in detention. 
 
One week after her uncle's disappearance, soldiers 
visited her (she was now regarded as head of the 
family) and accused her and her family of 
supporting the OLF. They said she must have 
known about this support and asked where her 
uncle was, despite his being in detention.  
 
When she heard from a neighbour that security forces were again seeking her out, she fled, 
leaving her children with her mother. She crossed the border on foot and paid an agent who 
arranged for her to be taken in a cattle lorry to Marsabit. Here, she was arrested at a police 
check point, handcuffed and locked in prison. Still wearing handcuffs, she managed to 
escape. She was given money by people in a nearby hotel and this was used to pay off the 
police. Another truck took her to Nairobi. 
 
After staying at a Mosque for 2-3 nights, she was given work as a cook by a lady in her hotel. 
She worked at night and slept in the day. When she developed pneumonia, she went to a 
hospital but could not afford the treatment. The hotel owner took her to UNHCR who 
recommended that she come to Kakuma. She agreed and came in April 2009. 
 
In May 2009, while she was living in Kakuma Three, her home was robbed while she was at 
a food distribution point. A thief came and took all her possessions, including the iron roofing 
sheet. She ran to Kakuma One and stayed with relatives but was told to get her own shelter 
from LWF. She stayed with another woman but was again thrown out because of the 
illegitimacy of her child, which she had while in Kakuma. She had been sleeping outdoors 
and had lived at a Mosque throughout the recent Ramadan. 
 
She was in tears and distraught. 'Even here, I'm living a hard life. I left my children there [in 
Ethiopia]. I am stressed, like never before.' 
 
11.9.10. Name redacted, 40, Boku Loboma (Yabelo-Moyale). 
 
She and her husband were farmers and pastoralists. Her husband was taken by uniformed 
soldiers in March 2003 to the military camp at Boku Loboma where he was falsely accused 
of OLF support. Later soldiers came to the house with her husband and cut into the roof 
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 Nairobi interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 F 34 Hararge 2000  2  Y  Y +Nbi 
 F 37 Hararge 2009  1 (18 yrs) Y  ? 
 M 55 Arsi  2000  2  Y 
 F 34 Illubabor 1999  2  Y  Y +Nbi 
 F 32 Bale  2005  0 
 F 41 Borana  2005  1  Y  Y 
 M 26 Addis Ababa 2010  8  Y 
 F 41 Hararge 2006  0 
 F 56 Borana  ?  6  Y  Y 
 M 58 Wallega 2010  16  Y 
 F 40s Wallega 2007  2  N  Prob 
 F 20 Wallega 2009  0    Nbi+ 
 F 34 Showa  2001  1  N  N 
 M 30 Borana  2009  3  Y 
 M 30 Borana  2009  1  Y 
 M 37 Borana  2009  4  Y 
 F 25 Wallega 2008  3  N  Y+Nbi 
 M 25 Wallega 2007  2  N 
 M 42 Bale  2000  0 
 M 33 Arsi  2010  3  Y 
 M 30 Borana  2005  13  Y 
 M 65 Wollo  2004  1  Y 
 
 
Total 22, 11 women and 11 men. Fifteen were interviewed in Eastleigh and seven in Githurai. 
One of the men interviewed in Eastleigh had travelled in from Kasarani. Three of those 
interviewed in Githurai lived in Kariobangi and two had recently moved from Kariobangi to 
Eastleigh. Twelve had arrived in Kenya during or after 2006, including eight in 2009 and 
2010. Six were from Borana zone, five from Wallega, three from Hararge, two from each of 
Arsi and Bale, and one from each of  Showa, Illubabor, Wollo (Amhara Region) and Addis 
Ababa. Of 18 former detainees, 14 had been tortured. Among eight female former detainees, 
five reported being raped and another was probably raped in detention. (The latter was  
interviewed with her husband present and became uncharacteristically tearful and 
uncommunicative when asked about one particular episode of detention.) Three of the 
women who had been raped in detention were also raped in Nairobi. Another was forced into 
a sexual relationship in Nairobi (indicated as Nbi+ in Rape column). 
 
 
Overall, 58 full structured interviews were made; 20 in Kakuma, 16 in Dadaab and 22 in 
Nairobi.  There were 31 women and 27 men, aged between 18 and 67.   
 
Average age varied with location. Overall, the average age of interviewees was 35 years. In 
Kakuma and Nairobi, the average age was 38, with 15 of 20 interviewees in Kakuma and 14 
of 22 interviewees in Nairobi being 40 or below. In Dadaab, the average age was 
considerably less, at 29, with 14 of 16 interviewees being 40 or below. The numbers aged 30 
or below were 5 (of 20) in Kakuma, 6 (of 22) in Nairobi and 12 (of 16) in Dadaab.  
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looking for guns and slashed sacks of maize 'looking for bullets', while holding her husband 
outside. She was kicked and threatened with being shot. 
 
Her husband's mood had changed when he was released five days later. He used to be happy 
and outgoing but became silent and would not say what had happened. She was crying when 
she said this. He was made to report every seven days but disappeared after setting off to 
trade in Mega a few days after release. She believes he was killed. 
 
Soldiers called a meeting every month. The community tried to avoid them 'because someone 
would die'. Instead they locked their homes and fled. Soldiers told them 'We know you are 
evil and support the OLF. We know those who support us.' 

 
The OLF passed nearby and attacked a 
military camp. She and her village were 
accused of feeding the OLF. At gunpoint, 
she said her husband had disappeared. 
She was slapped and taken to a big hall at 
the military camp where she was held for 
four months. 
 
She was kept naked apart from a shawl. 
She described being dragged across the 
floor by her hair. With her wrists tied 
behind her back she was taken at night by 
two armed men (fore and aft) and an 

interpreter to a hole where they dump dead bodies. She was told 'You will be one of them and 
no-one will find you, if you don't say what you have been doing.' She heard a pistol being 
cocked behind her and the soldier in front said 'Don't shoot.' She was pushed to the edge of 
the hole and dragged back three times. She fainted and regained consciousness inside the hall 
again. 
 
She experienced this four times during the first month of her detention. She was beaten every 
day for the first week and with decreasing frequency thereafter. When she was released four 
months later she was warned 'Never do what your husband did. Never reveal what happened 
to you in the camp. You must come to meetings if called. Do not discuss things in groups. Sit 
alone in your house. If you have any visitors, you will be held responsible. You cannot go to 
the market and you must report to the office every month.' 
 
Following military engagements by the OLF in her area, there were widespread arrests, 'all 
Oromo were in danger' in April 2006. She was taken to a military camp at Mora Mora, near 
Hidi Lola and held for six months. She said she 'nearly died'. She was taken by a different 
route to the same 'death hole' about ten times, with the usual accusations and threats. She was 
severely beaten with gun butts, especially during the first three months. One of the two other 
women in her cell began bleeding from her nose and ears after such a beating and died [from 
a fractured skull]. 
 
She was so badly beaten that she could not stand even to go to the toilet. She was fed mostly 
on left over scraps. Three days before being released she was beaten and interrogated and 
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 M 46 Borana  2000  3  Y 
 F 38 Borana  2001  0 
 F 57 Bale  2004  1  ?  ? 
 M 34 Hararge 1999  1  N 
 F 33 Bale  2000  1    Y 
 F 26 Borana  2005  0 
 M 37 Arsi  2001  1  Y 
 M 37 Arsi  2010  2  Y 
 
 
Total 20, 11 women, 9 men. Between one and three arrived in each of the last 12 years, 
except 2007 and 2008. All were residents of Kakuma One, Zone 1, apart from two of the men 
who were living in Kakuma One, Zone 4. Ten originated from Borana zone, three from 
Showa, three from Bale, two from Arsi and two from Hararge. There were none from 
Wallega or Addis Ababa. Of the fourteen former detainees, at least eight had been tortured. 
Of six female former detainees, at least three were raped in detention. Another former 
detainee had been raped while in Kakuma camp. 
  
 
 Dadaab interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 M 28 Borana  2004  3  N 
 F 23 Hararge 2007  1  Y  Y 
 F 27 Bale/Somalia 2007  0 
 M 45 Showa  2007  2  Y 
 F 20 Bale  2008  0 
 M 28 Hararge 2003  2  Y 
 F 36 Hararge 1999  0    In home 
 M 25 Wallega 2004  2  N 
 F 23 Hararge 2003  1  N  (sister) 
 M 32 Borana  2010  1  Y 
 F 18 Borana  2009  0 
 F 18 Borana  2006  0 
 M 67 Hararge 2006  1  N 
 M 24 Borana  2010  1  Y 
 F 27 Borana  2009  0 
 F 24 Somalia 1987  0   
 
 
Total 16, 9 women, 7 men. Six were interviewed in Ifo camp, three in Dagahaley and  seven 
in Hagadera. Ten had arrived in or after 2006. Six were from Borana zone, five from Hararge, 
two from Somalia (one Somali and one Oromo) and one each from Bale, Wallega and 
Showa. There were none from Addis Ababa. Of nine former detainees, five had been 
tortured. Of two female former detainees, one had been raped and the other reported her sister 
had been raped. Another woman was raped at home after her husband was detained. 
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when she fell to the floor after being kicked and hit with a gun butt, she severed tendons in 
her right hand on a piece of glass. She cannot now flex  her 3-5th fingers. 
 
On release, she was given 15days to provide a list of the men who had worked with her 
husband, and the villages in which they lived. She put her fingerprint to a document 
acknowledging that she and her children would be killed if she did not provide this 
information.  
 
As soon as she reached home, she fled with two of her three children. On the pretence of 
attending hospital because of her hand, she went to Moyale and thence to Marsabit in Kenya. 
People worried about supporting her there because of her lack of Kenyan ID, so she took a 
cattle truck to Nairobi. 
 
She was unaware of UNHCR and worked washing clothes in Kariobangi until she had saved 
enough to travel to Kakuma in March 2010. She has now applied for mandate status and 
awaits a decision. 
 
She is 'just surviving in Nairobi and Kakuma'. She coughs blood off and on but has been told 
she does not have TB from tests that have been done. She says she has stomach ulcers and 
occasionally vomits spots of blood. She feels ill because of her injuries from beatings and 
describes symptoms of hyperventilation. She lives with her daughters, now 5 and 19. She's 
had no news of her 20 year old son. 
 
12.9.10. Abdulwasid Ahmed Mohammed, 34, Dire Dawa. 
 
He was a driver. In 1994, he was detained for two 
years in 'Kotoni', an old cotton factory in Dire 
Dawa which was commonly used as an unofficial 
detention centre. He was accused of hiding OLF 
property and weapons in his garage. Initially, he 
was held in a dark cell with his elder brother, 
Yusuf, who was later taken elsewhere and 
disappeared. Abdulwasid was then held on his own. 
In 1996, when he was being taken by Land Rover to 
court, he escaped by jumping from the vehicle. He 
remained in hiding in Chalanko until 1999, when he 
was told that he was being sought by the 
authorities. He found out that his family compound 
in Dire Dawa was deserted and fled to Nairobi. 
 
He approached UNHCR in October 1999, was 
registered and seen yearly until being sent to 
Kakuma in 2004. He had his RSD interview in 
2004 and received his rejection, along with many others, in 2006. He appealed straight away 
and was, unlike the others, again rejected within 1-2 months. He has had no news about his 
wife and three children in Dire Dawa. He usually sleeps outside, but is sometimes sheltered 
by friends. He relies on friends for food. He appeared tearful and depressed. 'There is a lot of 
stress and depression' he says. 'There are about ten people in my situation.' 
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Methodology 
 
Interviews 
 
My contacts in Kakuma, Dadaab and Nairobi arranged for me to interview a representative 
selection of individuals in terms of age, place of origin, date of arrival, education and social 
background. I insisted on speaking to at least as many women as men. There was no selection 
of cases on grounds of severity of abuses experienced in Ethiopia or Kenya. I also met with 
groups of refugees whom it was not possible to interview individually. In addition, I met and 
discussed refugees' concerns with community association committees and small groups of 
community members in each place (see below, Group interviews/discussions). 
 
There is a partial geographic separation of refugee communities in Nairobi along political 
fault lines. With the full knowledge and co-operation of my contacts and translators, I 
interviewed individuals who came from areas of Nairobi associated with each of the three 
main OLF factions. 
 
Structured interviews began with a statement that I was not present to advance the interest of 
individual cases but to investigate the health and security needs of Oromo refugees in Kenya 
as a whole. Male translators were used for all interviews except in Kakuma, where a female 
translator was used for interviews with women. Each translator was a highly respected 
member of their community. I asked basic questions; name, age, places of origin and 
residence, and occupation. I then invited refugees to give an account of their and their 
family's history in Ethiopia and the reason for their coming to Kenya. They were then asked 
to state what difficulties they experienced in Kenya, especially in terms of health and 
security. These structured interviews lasted from 40 - 100 minutes, most being about one 
hour. All of the women who were interviewed, except two, were seen without their husbands 
being present. Six interviews are reported in full at the end of this report (Appendix 2). 
 
In the tables below, the following are not counted as torture: 
beating, kicking, forced labour, intimidation and being threatened with execution, unless a 
gun was held in the mouth or against the head, or fired in mock execution.  
 
 
 Kakuma interviewees 
       Episodes of 
 Sex Age Origin  Year arrived Detention Torture Rape 
 F 37 Borana  1998  0 
 M 60 Bale  2000  4  Y 
 F 40 Borana  2006  2  Y  N 
 M 30 Showa  2009  2  Y   
 F 28 Borana  2001  0  
 F 27 Borana  2004  1    Y 
 F 34 Borana  1999  1  ?  In Kakuma 
 M 50 Borana  2002  2  Y 
 F 37 Showa  2003  0 
 F 26 Showa  2006  2  N  Y 
 M 41 Hararge 1991  0 
 M 36 Borana  2004  1  Y 
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15.9.10. Hamdia Mohammed, 23, Harar. 
 
She was a grade 9 school student and 
was helping to run the family shop 
when she was detained in 2006. Her 
father, Mohammed Abdulahi, in his 
50s or 60s, was a driver who shared a 
vehicle with another driver. He 
supported the OLF in 1991-2. He was 
arrested many times and detained 
mostly in Gara Mulata. He disappeared 
from there in mid 2004.  
 
Her elder brother, Afandi Mohammed, 
26-7, worked as a chauffeur and still 
attended school, from where he was 

taken and held in Zeway. He was then held in Dire Dawa and disappeared while detained 
there in October 2005. 
 
Her mother tried to trace Afandi and lost interest in the shop. She became disturbed and had a 
stroke. The driving business had gone to her father's partner, the other driver. Hamdia and her 
25 year old brother, Ramadan, ran the shop. 
 
Security men kept coming to the shop, harassing her and asking 'Where is you father? Where 
is your brother?' She kept telling them 'You are the ones who took them.' 
 
At 8.00 p.m. one night in October 2006, two soldiers came through the back door of the shop. 
They tore open 50kg bags of rice and sugar, ostensibly looking for weapons. They accused 
her mother of 'being the wife of OLF'. The men took Hamdia and Ramadan to Misrak Iz 
(Eastern Command) military camp in Harar. 
 
Hamdia was beaten with wooden staves and her head was forced into a barrel of water 
containing chemicals which burnt her eyes and face so that she was temporarily blinded. She 
was repeatedly asked 'Where is your father? Where have you hidden his documents?' 
 
She said 'I was a girl when I was detained, but they raped me, two or three of them mostly, 
every night for the first week and then every week or two. Three women were kept in my 
small cell. All of them were raped. I heard others crying out but I don't know the numbers.' 
 
The other women noticed she was pregnant because she was vomiting. She was given an 
injection and tablets in the camp clinic and had a miscarriage. The rapes stopped for two 
months and then resumed 'one or two people every week'. Once when she resisted, she was 
beaten and exposed to the midday sun for an hour or so as punishment. 
 
Interrogation continued. She was told 'Your brother has told us everything'. She was told that 
her brother, Ramadan,  had died in prison. The beatings continued and she was eventually 
told 'We will release you if you work for the government'. She agreed to do so, 'because all of 
my family had been killed anyway'. She was released in April 2007 and with the help of 

5 

 

Global Report for 2009 and its negotiations with local authorities for the release of hundreds 
who had been arrested for illegal immigration or for being outside the camps without 
authorisation. 
 
It is against this backdrop of abuse of Oromo in Ethiopia and their insecurity in Kenya that 
this study was undertaken. 
 
Project and author of report 
 
In 2007, the Big Lottery Fund 
allocated an award in its 
International Small Grants 
Programme to the Oromo Relief 
Association UK (ORA) to 
undertake a field study in Kenya of 
the health and security needs of 
Oromo refugees. Implementation 
of the project was hampered by 
competing responsibilities, and by 
physical and logistical constraints. 
I was asked to carry out the 
research in September 2010, 
because of my history of 
involvement in health care and the 
human rights situation affecting 
Oromo people.  
 
I was part of several teams training ORA Health Workers among refugee populations in 
Sudan and in OLF-held areas of western Oromia Region from 1988 to 1991. I have been 
involved in reporting on human rights issues in Ethiopia since 1992 and have written press 
releases and reports on the topic for the Oromia Support Group (OSG) since 1994.  
 
Access to contacts among Oromo refugee communities in Nairobi and in refugee camps in 
Kakuma and Dadaab was provided by ORA. In my role as Chair of  OSG, I already had 
contact with UNHCR staff in Nairobi. A detailed breakdown of interviews and meetings with 
refugees, and meetings with the staff of UNHCR and other NGOs is given in the 
Methodology section which follows.  
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some money from her uncle she fled via Moyale to Nairobi, from where UNHCR took her to 
Dadaab. She got married in Ifo camp. 
 
She complains of insecurity because of the Somalis. 'The Somalis say we are pagans. Even at 
the water tap. After us, they insist on washing the tap, saying pagans have used it. They say 
we are animals. There is no Oromo only block. Oromo Muslims and Christians live together 
OK, but they don't consider us as human beings.' 
 
'There is a risk but not much. But if you buy something, they tell you to put the money down 
on the table. They do not take it from your hand. Then they throw the change at you.' 
 
'We are unable to dress culturally. We can't express our culture. If we celebrate, they are 
more hostile.' 
 
18.9.10. Ragatu Harun, 34, Obora, near Deder, E. Hararge. 
 
She used to help in her father's shop. When aged 
18 in 1994, she was detained at Harawajat 
military camp at the same time as her father 
because they were accused of supplying goods 
from the shop to the OLF. Her father was unable 
to see properly because of the torture he 
underwent. 
 
Ragatu was whipped with electric cable and 
thorny branches. Some spines are still inside her 
body. She was beaten like this during 
interrogation every night for about six months. 
She was told 'We know your father was 
transporting weapons for the OLF. Why don't you give us information?' Both of them were 
kept in detention for one year. She signed a declaration on release that she would restrict her 
movements, would report every two weeks and would be held responsible if 'anything 
happens in the town'.  
 
In 2000, her father disappeared after going on a business trip to Dire Dawa. The authorities 
accused him of going to Dire Dawa to obtain weapons for the OLF but she doesn't know if he 
ran away or was killed or detained. She was detained at Harawajat military camp again in 
July 2000. She was held for one month and repeatedly told to produce her father. For the first 
15 nights she was blindfolded and raped many times. She does not know how many people 
raped her but she was raped at least five times each night 'until I fainted'.  
 
Ragatu's mother persuaded her captors to release her if she promised to produce her father. 
She then gave Ragatu some money and told her to go to Kenya. Her mother went to stay with 
rural relatives. Ragatu arrived in Nairobi in August 2000 and was given mandate status by 
UNHCR within three months. 
 
She was a single mother before her second detention and escaped with her one year old child, 
travelling overland by lorry to Moyale. She met an Oromo speaking lady in Moyale who 
helped to facilitate her trip to Nairobi. 'But my problems were not over' she said. 
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Ethiopian soldiers because they believe Oromo are OLF. Many are killed by Somalis because 
they are Ethiopian.' 
 
Detention, torture and refoulement of Oromo refugees from Sudan has also been described by 
the Oromia Support Group, Amnesty International and Human Rights League in the Horn of 
Africa.3 Oromo refugees in Libya, Malta and Egypt have reported to OSG in the last few 
months that they face imprisonment and refoulement.  
 
Thus, Kenya is a relatively better option than most. UNHCR reported in June4 that Kenya 
hosted 358,900 refugees, more than any other country in the world except Pakistan, Iran, 
Syria, Germany and Jordan. Pakistan, Iran and Germany have much larger host populations 
and economies than Kenya. In 2009, more than 15,000 claims for asylum were made to 
UNHCR in Kenya, higher than any of their other offices except Malaysia and Somalia, and 
this does not include the hundreds of thousands of Somali prima facie refugees in Kenya. 
 
In 2009, Ethiopia was the country of origin of the fourth highest number of asylum claimants 
worldwide (42,000) according to the UNHCR report. Somalia (15,500), South Africa 
(10,700) and Kenya (9,500) were the top destination countries for these claimants. 
 
Since the early 1990s, Ethiopian and Kenyan Oromo have experienced targeted assassination, 
killing, destruction of property and looting of animals by Ethiopian forces in Kenya (see 
Appendix 1).  
 
After fleeing during Ethiopia's invasion of Somalia in December 2006, Oromo refugees were 
among more than 90 who were held in Nairobi and transported via Somalia to secret 
detention in Ethiopia, from which at least 22 disappeared.5 Unknown numbers were also 
detained in Somalia. 
 
Refugees in Nairobi and in camps at Kakuma and Dadaab have reported attacks, intimidation 
and refoulement by agents of the Ethiopian government.6 UNHCR wrote in June 20107 that 
security for refugees and humanitarian workers 'remained a major cause of concern in both 
the Kakuma and Dadaab camps.' The head of UNHCR's Evaluation and Policy and Analysis 
unit, wrote in 20008 that incidents involving death and serious injuries took place on a daily 
basis in the Kenyan camps and that agency staff were 'inclined to become habituated to high 
levels of violence and insecurity.' 
 
In Nairobi, a corrupt and predatory police force has subjected refugees to extortion. UNHCR 
referred to the continued arbitrary arrests of asylum-seekers and refugees in Kenya in its 
                                                           
3 See OSG Report 44, August 2008, p.34 and Report 39, July 2003, p.19. 
4 2009 Global Trends. Refugees, Asylum-seekers, Returnees, Internally Displaced and Stateless Persons. 
UNHCR. Geneva. 15 June 2010. 
5Press Release, Amnesty International, London 16.4.07; 'Why am I still here?': The Horn of Africa Renditions 
and the Fate of the Missing, Human Rights Watch, New York, 1.10.08; Press Release, Oromo Relief 
Association, London, April 2007. 
6 Reports 44, p.36, August 2008; 41, p.17, July 2005; 40, p.47, July 2004, Oromia Support Group, Malvern, UK. 
7 Global Report 2009, Kenya, UNHCR, Geneva, June 2010.   
8 Jeff Crisp. 2000. A state of insecurity: the political economy of violence in Kenya's refugee camps. African 
Affairs, Vol 99, No 397, p. 601. 
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In Nairobi, she worked as a maid in a house, but it was difficult with her child and her 
employers were getting angry. She married a man she met at UNHCR but he was resettled a 
few months later, in 2005. She now has a four year old child from him, but he has stopped 
contact with her because of unfounded rumours of infidelity.  
 
In March 2008, at 6.00 a.m., at Mulango Kupa in Eastleigh, on her way to UNHCR (early 
because of the queues), she was grabbed by an Amhara-speaking Ethiopian and a Kenyan and 
taken to a small room in a garage warehouse where they both raped her. She was left by them 
at the warehouse. She believes they had been watching her and knew that she lived alone 
with her children. She now shares a room with other single women. She reported being 
followed and harassed still. 
 
Ragatu survives by selling tea and is forced to walk around alone, despite being frequently 
propositioned for sex. 'There is no time that I am safe' she said. 'My great worry is for my 11 
year old child.' 
 
She attended school but stopped in 2008, at grade 5, because she could not afford to continue. 
 
'In June 2010, a man knocked on my door asking for sex. I refused. Later that morning, he 
attacked me and broke my thermos flask. I reported it to the police and to Kituo cha Sheria. I 
left my young child with a neighbour so that I could go to sell tea. He fell and cut his head. It 
is difficult to work and look after children. I am very worried about my 11 year old.' 
 
18.9.10. Hassen Sheikh Bashir Dade, 55, Arsi Negele. 

 
He was a farmer and owner of shop and restaurant, a 
known elder serving the community in his area. 
Hassen was first detained in 1992, six months after 
the OLF were forced out of the transitional 
government. He was held and tortured for four 
months in Negele military barracks. In 1993, eight 
months after his release, he was detained again in the 
same place and again tortured for five months. 
 
His torture consisted of immersion of his head in 
water and having a one litre bottle of water suspended 
from his testicles, in addition to being beaten with 
wooden staves. His mouth was gagged with cloth, 
tied in place with electric cable, and he was 
questioned and immersed every few minutes until he 
fainted. As soon as he regained consciousness, his 
head was forced under the water again. This was 
carried out twice each week throughout both episodes 

of detention and each session continued for two hours. During each two hour session, the 
bottle of water was hung from his genitalia until he was returned to his cell. He was forced to 
stand and sit repeatedly to feel the weight. 
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Introduction 
 
They come and ask questions but what is the effect?  
 
The research was undertaken with the aim of raising the profile of problems faced by Oromo 
refugees in Kenya. It is often a necessarily bleak and miserable history. It is a story that must 
be told and is not intended to be comfortable reading.  
 
I wish to emphasise the profound respect I have for the dignity and resilience of those with 
whom I spoke in Kenya. The research was humbling and inspiring.  
 
In the course of the interviewing process, it became obvious that many refugees felt a need to 
tell their story and express their frustration and anguish. I hope this was therapeutic in itself, 
but am concerned that by causing refugees to revisit past traumas and to dwell on current 
anxieties and frustrations, I may have left them more traumatised. If that is the case, I hope 
that the positive effects of this study will offset this discomfort. 
 
Background 
 
The extent of human rights abuse in Ethiopia is documented by annual reports of Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Watch and the US State Department. Other reports by Human 
Rights Watch1 and the Oromia Support Group2 include many detailed accounts of individual 
violations of basic human rights. 
 
The number of Oromo asylum-seekers in Europe and North America has mushroomed since 
1992 but the majority who have escaped persecution in Ethiopia have fled to neighbouring 
countries, where many have been subject to killings and refoulement.  
 
In the course of the present study, I spoke to a refugee who had been subject to refoulement 
from Djibouti and I interviewed others who had seen recognised refugees killed and 4000 
sent back to Ethiopia from Djibouti in 2004. I heard an Oromo describe many drowning on a 
sea crossing from Puntland to Yemen, and others being refouled from Yemen to Ethiopia.  
 
Refugees who had travelled from Somaliland within the last month told me about the 
refoulement of their colleague, a mandate holding refugee, from there and the continuing 
insecurity of about 1600 Oromo UNHCR mandate refugees because of a heavy Ethiopian 
troop presence there. They also reported about 3500 Oromo refugees, mostly with UNHCR 
mandates, in Bosasso, Puntland.  
 
Oromo refugees who came from Somalia to Kenya estimated there were 50,000 Oromo in 
Somalia, including about 15,000 in Mogadishu. They said 'Many have been killed by 

                                                           
1 For example, One Hundred Ways of Putting Pressure: Violations of Freedom of Expression and Association in 
Ethiopia. Human Rights Watch. New York. 24 March 2010; Suppressing dissent: human rights abuses and 
political repression in Ethiopia’s Oromia region. Human Rights Watch. New York. 10 May 2005. 
2 For example Reports 42, August 2006; 43, August 2007; 44, August 2008, 45, March 2010, Oromia Support 
Group, Malvern, UK.  
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Elders came to the camp and promised government officials that he would have nothing to do 
with the OLF. On his release, he signed an agreement that he would forfeit his life if he was 
found to be involved with the OLF or if there was any OLF activity in the area, he would be 
restricted to his immediate surroundings, would report and sign on every month and would 
inform and get permission from the authorities to attend weddings and funerals up to 25 km 
away, but no further. He was forbidden to attend meetings. If he attended weddings, someone 
was sent to listen to what he said and report on who he spoke to. 
 
He delayed fleeing to Nairobi until 2000 because of concerns leaving his large family. He 
finally left, fearing repercussions from the nearby killing of eight soldiers by the OLF. 
 
Hassen was awarded mandate status in 2001. He says that UNHCR helped with his health but 
when he went to review his mandate three years ago he was told to write an application to 
renew it, which he did.  
 
'They told me they would phone me. I went last week to UNHCR and they said they could 
not help me anymore. I asked what the problem was but they couldn't tell me. When I asked 
again, they told me to fill in another application, so I did.' 
 
'We came here with fear for our life. We live under the same fear here. My problem is one 
that all Oromo have. We fear the police and Mungiki [see Security], because they kill even 
children. We fear many agents of the Ethiopian government, people who come and go. I 
know at least five who are coming here.' 
 
'Especially those who work with the Oromo community are listed. We receive threatening 
phone calls. I checked with Safaricom and they are calls from Mandera [a border town with 
Ethiopia]. I received four such calls in the last year. When we complain to the Kenyan 
government, they say they are told by the Ethiopian government that we are the trouble 
makers.' 
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